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Wednesday, 25 November 1987

THlE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 2.30 pm, and read prayers.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Inclusion: Supplementary Notice Paper

HON NEIL OLIVER (West) [2.35 pm]: Mr President, I seek some clarification: Yesterday
I asked question on notice No 481 and under the system which now operates we receive
copies of answers in booklet form. However, there is no answer to that question contained in
today's questions on notice and neither is the question still listed on the Supplementary
Notice Paper. I wonder whether it is necessary for me to ask the question again.
The PRESIDENT: It would appear that it has been omitted, because it is not in my copy.
The question still exists.
Hon NEIL OLIVER: My apologies, Mr President. Unfortunately the copy I have has a page
missing.
The PRESIDENT: To answer the member's question, the question does not run away
because it does not appear in the booklet. The question may or may not have been answered.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Select Committee: Extension of Time

HON Ci. BELL (Lower West) [2.37 pm]: I bring up a special report from the Select
Committee on Agricultural Education. The Select Committee on Agricultural Education was
appointed by resolution on 16 June 1987. Its tenns of reference provided inter alia for the
committee to report by 30 November 1987.
Since the establishment of the inquiry the committee has received 100 submissions and heard
evidence from 82 groups or individuals who either have an involvement in or have an interest
in agricultural education. A broad range of issues have been identified. The complexity of
some matters that needed to be addressed during the inquiry led the committee to decide to
look at developments in this area in New Zealand and interstate.
Our visit to New Zealand and the Eastern States concluded on 13 November. During the
time we were away we had the opportunity to have discussions wit educationalists and
employer groups, and to observe first hand a number of institutions which provide
agricultural education and training. The information gained proved invaluable and opened a
number of new lines of inquiry which we will need to pursue further in some depth.
Consequently, it has become apparent to the committee that further timie will be required to
pursue its discussions with educationalists and employer groups in Western Australia before
presenting its report. The comnmittee therefore seeks an extension of timne until 28 April 1988
to enable it to present its report. Accordingly, I move --

That the report do lie upon the Table and be adopted and agreed to.
Question put and passed.
(See paper No S21.)

ACTS AMENDMENT (GRAIN MARKETING) BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 24 November.
HON D.J. WORDSWORTH (South) [2.39 pm]: A surprising fact is that although this State
is a major producer of prain, little encouragement is given to anyone to use that product to
add value to Australia's exports. If it were easy to sell grain all over the world perhaps I
could well understand it, but it is recognised that grain is overproduced. Had it been any
other product in oversupply, such as cabbages, carrots, or the like, the first thing the
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producers would have done was issue recipes encouraging housewives to consume more of
die item. That does not seem to happen in the grain industry. Australia, with its large
livestock numbers, is capable of consuming a worthwhile quantity of the feed grains which
Australia exports and indeed, has difficulty finding suitable markets for, certainly at
reasonable prices.
In some States of Australia a lot of grain is consumed by the cattle industry. I refer
particularly to Queensland. It is not just producing cattle for the local industry but also for
the export market. The Prime Minister of Australia made a faux pas -- one of his many --
during a visit to Japan when commenting on the fact that America was taking a greater share
of the feedlot cattle market in our country. He remarked that of course Australia did not
produce feedlot cattle; he was quickly told by some of our larger cattle producers in
Queensland that we have some large feedlots in Queensland entirely based upon that market.
It is a very successful and viable market which must be developed in the future. Japan has a
very high standard of living, it has surplus yen, and beef costs $25 or more a kilo. That is a
ridiculous price and sooner or later that country will rapidly expand its consumption. I use
the word "rapidly" because it is already increasing its consumption. It is ironic that the
Americans are winning the expansion of that market, and yet if any country should, it is
Australia.
Western Australia has a fledgling cattle feedlot industry, based entirely on local consumption.
Previously it was always considered unprofitable to feed cattle grain in Australia, but
gradually a market has been building up. The public are demanding tender beef all year
round and, although Australians have always been consumers of baby beef off grass, that
product can only be produced in spring or perhaps during the rest of the year with the help of
irrigation, at great expense. Those same consumers are now demanding a more uniform
product all year round, and the only way that market can be supplied in full is through grain-
fed cattle. There is no great profit in it. In fact, one is lucky to recoup one's costs.
Hon E.J. Charlton: There is no profit the way the market is at the moment.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: Perhaps that applies on today's markets, and I am also referring
to the last few years- Certainly it will take a rise after Christmas but that is the usual pattern.
One can only hope that when the grass-fed cattle run out at Christmas, prices will rise to at
least cover the cost of grain feed.
There are other advantages in grain feeding, and that is why farmers take it on despite the fact
that there may not be much money in it for diem. It is still the sensible thing to do. We breed
cattle and get them to a certain size. By grain fattening we can not only increase their weight
but also increase the value per kilo by upgrading the quality. It is interesting to know what
happens in the beef industry when the grass dries off, whether in the pastoral or agricultural
areas. The beef cattle lose weight and therefore the fanner loses money because the animals
are living off their fat. It is sad that for a large part of the year most beef producers are losing
money because the total weight of their cattle is decreasing. A fanner can hold and increase
the weight of cattle he wishes to sell by feeding them grain.
I am not sure that the amendments in this Bill will encourage local consumption of grain or,
more particularly, whether the further amendments proposed by the National Party to add
CB H tolls --
Hon H.W. Gayfer: Not to add CBH tolls; it is a capital charge component. It has nothing to
do with tolls.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORT*H: We have not yet heard what sort of money that would be.
Hon B.J. Charlton: About $2 or $3 a tonne.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: The figure has not yet been indicated, but it would obviously
put up die cost of feeding even if it is only $2 or $3. Perhaps that is not so bad if everyone
had to pay it but it seems that a fainter who grows the grain himself and feeds it to his cattle
would not have to pay it.
Hon A.A. Lewis interjected.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Why not go back to where you were yesterday?
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon John Williams): Order! Tha* remark is out of order.
Hon DI WORDSWORTH: Therefore, one farmer would compete with others in the same
industry who did not have the same expenses. In tha case he would be forced to cut down
the number of cows on his property and set pant of his farm aside to grow grain. That is a
ridiculous situation when we have an oversupply of grain - a person not producing grain
who wants to buy it, reducing his cattle numbers and going into grain production.
Hon J.M. Brown: What do we have overproduction in?
Hon DS. WORDSWORTH: The world has an overproduction of grain today. I understand
there is something like two years' supply on hand. The amendments and the proposal to add
further charges will not increase the consumption of grain. I will explain again that it will
apply only to those who buy grain and not to those who use grain.
If the argument is put that CBH must put in a capital cost to hold the grain that a fanner
intends to purchase, what about the capital cost of the grain that the grain producer feeds his
own cattle? They are exactly the same thing. The relatively small amount that perhaps will
go towards cattle feedlotting will not interfere greatly with the amount of storage CBH has to
build. Indeed, it would not compare to the difficulties which arise during drought because of
the fewer producers to pay the capital cost during that year. This is not new. I remember
when Mr Williams, who built El Caballo Blanco and the Tip Top abattoirs nearby, also built
a very good grain storage facility and feedlot with the abartoirs, and I know that he went out
of production because of the difficulties that he had in buying his grain.
Hon E.S. Chariton: He had trouble with his scales also.
Hon DT. WORDSWORTH: Like Hon Colin Bell, I believe that every encouragement should
be given to the livestock industry to buy grain. I have just mentioned the cattle industry,
which I am involved with, but the same applies to the poultry and the sheep industries. If all
the sheep in Australia were fed an adequate ration of lupins when required or when
consumption is economic, I am surt we would see a large amount of our lupins being
consumed locally and there would not be the same need to seek export markets for this
product. However, it is unfortunate that the very system we have developed in both CBH and
the Grain Pool is centred entirely upon export and, as 1 have previously said, is not orientated
towards local consumption. In fact, I discussed this matter with the manager of the Grain
Pool, only to be told that anything that was consumed locally was a waste of time. I thought
that was a rather odd outlook to have.
Hon H.W. Gayfer: The manager of the Grain Pool told you that local trade was a waste of
time?
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: He told me that local consumption in the manner that I have
just stated was a waste of time; and that was when he opened the Katanning Show last year. I
do not agree with that. I believe that we in Australia, with our large livestock numbers,
should encourage the consumption of prain.
One of the proposals within this Bill is to change the onus in applying for a permit for grain
to be used in the livestock or grain feed industry from the person who wishes to sell the grain
to the person who wishes to buy it. I am not sure of the reason for that. In fact, I wonder
how many permits ame used. Perhaps Hon I-lW. Gayfer and others who are closer to the
industry might be aware of that. What does happen without doubt -- in my area anyway -- is
that grain which perhaps has been assigned to CBH and is found nor to conformn to the
standards laid down is offered to someone for sale without the necessity to clean and dry it.
The cost of doing either cleaning or drying is considerable, and in many cases it is easier to
allow that grain to go for consumption rather than trying to either dry it or grade it so that it
conforms to the high standards required for export. I amn not complaining about those high
standards; I think they are very necessary. However, I am saying that there ought to be a
ready market for grain which does not reach that standard.
I mainly buy grain which has been purposefully mixed. I find it interesting that a grain
producer should go out of his way to mnix grain at nil; I presume it is because he would find it
easier to sell it, although of course it removes die possibility of the grain going into any grain
marketing scheme. We will perhaps hear in the debate the benefits of changing the onus of
applying for a permit from one to the other. I think there will be just as many difficulties in
doing it the new proposed way as rakes place currently. I know that it is difficult to get a
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permit quickly, when one finds thar there is a consignment of grain chat is not up to standard,
to allow its sale. I think that what happens more often than not is than the permit is given
after the deal is done because once the grain is in die truck, it has to be unloaded somewhere.
One often sees -- and I am referring once again to Esperance -- loads of grain dumped around
the railway yards and the yards and sheds of transport companies because it did not conform
to the standards and there was not a ready buyer for that prain. However, once die grain has
been dumped it has to be picked up, and I cannot help believing than is probably spreading
the chance of infecting other grain with weevils and what have you.
I do not intend making any further comments during the second reading debate, but I wanted
to point out these various facts.
HON A.A. LEWIS (Lower Central) [2.57 pm]: It fascinates me to see than the Grain Pool
has acknowledged in this last week, in answer to a question of mine, that it will not run a pool
on bitter lupins, but under the Act anybody selling bitter lupins will be compelled to pay
money into the Grain Pool for research. It would seem to me this is a little peculiar and that
organisations like the Grain Pool and others have got to the stage that they have forgotten that
they are meant to be a service to tanners if they want to be protected by this Parliament.
They want all the benefits of that protection yet they negate that by saying they will not do
this or they will not do that.
Hon H.W. Gayfer: If you are saying, "the Grain Pool and others", you should stipulate the
others that you are talking about.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: I will leave the member's mob to the Royal Commission; they are sub
judice at the moment, but the Royal Commission will deal with them.
Hon H.W. Gayfer: What a lot of baloney.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: The Royal Commission will handle the member's part of the affair. Thbe
member knows my concern about Co-operanive Bulk Handling and its charges; I have spoken
to him about it many times.
Hon H.W. Gayfer: I don't chink you have.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: I have, and I have also spoken to the member about trying to rn private
enterprise people like Blackwood Grain Co-op Ltd out of the market, and not cooperating, so
let us get that on the record.
Hon E.J. Chariton: They did not need any help to get out of the market.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon A.A. LEWIS: I think that Hon H.W. Gayfer had better go to the Porter sale- It is
interesting that people get so touchy about these things. It is extremely interesting chat to
read this Bill, one would think the Grain Pool were the firs: people to get into the dehuffing of
lupins.
Hon H.W. Gayfer: They were the firs: people to give stability to the farming areas.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: That is a matter of opinion. I have seen a lot of tanners affected by the
Grain Pool in both ways. I remember that before I came to this place --

Hon H.W. Gayfer: A long time ago.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: I remember that two of the directors of Blackwood Grain had in
Malaysia -- because that was the only place they could get technicians -- developed a
dehulling machine for lupins. Theme were numerous obstacles in their way, but the directors
paid the costs out of their own pockets, and they spent their own time and money -- that was
before Blackwood Grain was established - developing a potential market. Under this Bill,
people like that are being asked to contribute to the research funds through the Grain Pool,
even if their product is sold locally.
Hon E.J. Charicon: What is wrong with chat?
Hon A.A. LEWIS: Hon E.J. Chariton can defend the Grain Pool if he wishes.
Hon ElJ. Charlton: We are not defending the Grain Pool. They don't do the research.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: Do they not allocate the funds to research?
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Hon ElJ. Charlton: Of course they do.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: The member should stop arguing wit himself.
Hon S.M. Pianradosi: Get your facts tight.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: I thank Hon S.M. Piantadosi for that.
Hon S.M. Piantadosi: No, get your facts right.
Hlon A.A. LEWIS: We can cast all the rods we like, but we must talk about the facts
involved. If we allow the Grain Pool to go along this line, what sort of comparison would be
made in the market?
Hon E.J. Charlton: You have just been for a trip around the world. Didn't you have a look?
Hon A.A. LEWIS: Yes, I did. I wish that Hon E.J. Charlton's trip to the United Stares had
taught him a little more because he would not then be making such inane interjections.
Hon J.M. Brown: Nasty, nasty.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: It is interesting to hear people getting so upset. What is the comparison
between private enterprise and the Grain Pool, if we go along the lines this Bill suggests? I
just do not believe it is there and I think it should be. This Government is a keen promoter of
privatisation. It was not at election time but it has now changed direction, as it has with many
other things-
Hon H.W. Gayfer: What is the B ill promoting that you don't like?
Hon A.A. LEWIS: Ifthe member sits there and listens, he will be told.
Hon ElJ. Charlton: He's been sitting there for a long time, and he still doesn't know.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon DiJ. Wordsworth): Order!
Hon A.A. LEWIS: I quite agree. I think Hon E.J. Charlton reflected on Hon Mick Gayfer's
mentality, and that was a little bit unfair.
Hon ElJ. Charlton: I was not reflecting on his mentality but on your inability to give
evidence.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon A.A. LEWIS: I believe that this is a detrinmental step. I believe it is trying to lock
certain people in the industry out and there will be added costs to people such as those who
were named by Hon DiJ. Wordsworth and people such as those who are represented by Hon
Doug Wenn and Hon Barry House, who buy grain for the production of other agricultural
products.
Hon E.J. Charlton is shaking his head but the legislation says that the money will be paid to
the Grain Pool.
Hon ElJ. Charlton: I think you had better stick to farm machinery.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: Is it not interesting that Hon ET. Charlton is also an expert in that,
because we have heard his idiotic comments on those matters too. He cannot have it both
ways. I do not know what he thinks I am expert in, but I will continue with my contribution.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Since you have been in the Farmers Union, we have been going
backwards.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: That is the sort of personal comment one expects --

Hon E.l. Charlton: You never make personal comments, of course.
Several members interjected.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: Mr Deputy President, if I can get a word in edgeways --

Hon T.G. Butler: Don't you like people doing this to you?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! There is a private debate being conducted between six
members at the back of the Chamber. The member on his feet will speak to the Chair, and
the other members will stop their conversations.
Ron A.A. LEWIS: Thank you, Mr Deputy President --
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Several members interjected.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: I will ignore that city comment because all that member knows about
grain is that it conies in a Kelloggs. packet. It has not strengthened his mind, although it
might have strengthened his body.
Hon T.O. Butler. What is your excuse?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon E.J. Chariton: Too much barley!
Hon A.A. LEWIS: That is the sort of comment one could expect from people who are not
interested in farmers or in costs being faced by dairy farmers or cattle fatteners or those
people this year who are facing drought and will have to buy grain. That is the sort of
commnent one expects from a member of a party that in the past allegedly represented country
interests --

Hon S.M. Piantadost: No we didn't.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: I was talking about the other side. Mr Piantadosi's side is responsible for
watering, and it has not done a very good job with that. Perhaps Hon Sam Piantadosi could
exert his influence.
Hon H.W. Gayfer: What is it in the Bill you don't like? Sometime you may vote with us.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: Only seldom. I do not vote with the member's party very often.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Thank goodness for small mercies.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: I have never been called "small" before, and I do not intend to be called
small again. I have about 34 minutes to go, and although my contribution was originally only
going to take 10 minutes, I can ask for an extension of timne if members want me to go on.
Several members interjected.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: I do not believe, Mr Deputy President, that the Government is dinkuni
with this Bill.
Hon i.M. Brown: Steady now.
Hon A.A LEWIS: Well, perhaps the honourable member can tell me why a grower of bluter
lupins. which is not a part of the Grain Pool. has to pay the Grain Pool a levy for research? Is
the Government dinkumn about that? The Grain Pool is doing absolutely nothing for bitter
lupin growers.
Hon H.W. Gayfer: It made our lupin industry one of the biggest in the world.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: Mr Gayfer should get his facts straight.
Hon H.W. Gayfer: He can work bitter lupins the same as he can --

Hon A.A. LEWIS: Mr Gayfer should tell us how much he has done on bitter lupins.
Hon H.W. Gayfer- You tell me.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: I will tell Mr Gayfer -- damn all. I do not mind if these people require
everybody in the fanning industry to pay levies. It is up to the National Party to make its
position clear.
Hon H.W. Gayfer: We have up to now.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: It will have the effect of hitting with levies people who are not in the
industry. These levies go overboard. Bitter lupins are just one example. You, Sir, gave
another example in your speech about the people purchasing grain. These are all costs to the
industry which are stopping private enterprise from getting on with the job.
I have not got much to say against the Grain Pool. I have found the people in the Grain Pool,
in business and other dealings, to be good marketers and very nice people. However, I do not
believe any organisation should be allowed to operate in marketing while being completely
and utterly protected from private enterprise by the Gcveniment. That is what this Bill
encourages and supports. In this day and age one needs competition, not only to encourage
research, but to do more for actual marketing concepts. That is the attitude which anyone
who believes in private enterprise would take.
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I have heard that there are more amendments to be made, and I will deal with them on their
merits at the appropriate time. I cannot find tern at the moment in my Notice Paper.
Hon H.W. Gayfer. lust open the folder and you will find them. You said you could not find
them; they are there, and I am telling you where they are.
Hon A.A. LEWIS: I need help and other people do too, perhaps for other things, but they do
niot always realise it.
This proposal is another serious inroad into the profits, however small, of many farmers. I
would like to hear, in his reply, how the Minister justifies putting a levy on bitter lupin
growers when the Grain Pool does not supply anything for them.
HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan -- Minister for Sport and Recreation)
13.14 pm]: On behalf of the Minister for Agriculture, I thank members opposite for their
contribution to this debate. I thank them, too, for their general indications of support for that
which this Bill seeks to achieve. I remind the House that this Bill has been introduced to
amend the Grain Marketing Act as it relates to the permit sales of grain, by shifting the onus
for gaining a pennht from die seller to the buyer, and making it an offence to either sell or
receive a prescribed grain unless the buyer has a permit. It also amends the Bulk Handling
Act for the purpose of including permit sales of barley.
During the course of the debate a number of amendments have come to light. A few
comments were raised which I will attempt to address, but I agree with members opposite
who have suggested that this is a Committee Bill. I expect we will have a fairly full debate
during the Committee stage, particularly in dealing with those clauses to which amendments
have been circulated.
I will touch on some of the major concerns. The first relates to clause 5, proposed new
section 22(3)(f) which relates to other conditions which will be prescribed by regulation,
which the Grain Pool may attach to a permit. The determination of the regulation is a fairly
open process, and such conditions set down by regulation would finally come to the Minister
and, via him, to both Houses of Parliament. Any regulations would be open to scrutiny by
Parliament, and I do not foresee any difficulty under this provision, as any real concerns
could be dealt with at that stage.
The Opposition sought a new provision requiring the Minister's reason for a decision on an
appeal to be indicated to the parties involved in writing within seven days. I see no real
difficulty with that amendment. Advice front the Crown Law Department suggests that such
a provision would not be inappropriate, and we are happy to support that amendment.
Hon W.N. Stretch: Thank you.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The National Party raised the issue of allowing Co-operative
Bulk Handling Ltd capital costs for penmit sales. Under the amendment to the fee for
permits, the level of fees is set by the Grain Pool and approved by the Minister. The
inclusion of such an amendment is opposed by the Governiment and, indeed, by some groups
within industry on the basis that CBH provides no service for these particular permit
transactions. Hence, the CBH capital fee would simply add to the costs of grain sold under
that particular pernit. In the case of fantner sales, it would increase the cost of such
transactions, and in the case of company purchases it would result in an increased payment
for storage.
Hon H.W. Gayfer: Has the Crown Law Department entered into an argument between
service to the market and commercialism?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It is quite clear that CBH provides no service for these
permits. I will be happy to argue this at a later stage. It is also worth noting chat in its draft
report the [AC wheat inquiry decided against a capital charge being levied for permit sales of
stock-feed wheat and, to date, there has been no CBH capital charge on wheat, lupin, or
barley permit sales in Western Australia. To include the capital cost amendment would be to
disregard the final recommendation of the [AC report.
Hon H.W. Clayfer: When was that printed? There is a draft report, but there is no final
report.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: That is what I am talking about. I am saying that to
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implement this amendment would preclude the interests which would arise in the course of
debars on than draft report.
Hon B.3. Charlton: New South Wales and Victoria have a capital fee.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It is also worth noting that the charge, if it were to be
introduced, could be introduced wider die Bill as it stands. There is no real need for the
amendment to be carried in either of those provisions.
Some concern has been expressed about the fact that no sunset clause has been included. I
would argue that if we force an amendment to include a review, it would be better to include
a review of the whole Act rather than just one section. It would also be better to include a
review after a couple of years, not just one. I do not think there would be sufficient time to
conduct the review after only one year. I note that Hon C.J. Bell intends to move an
amendment which would delete the word "Minister" and substitute the words "Legislative
Council or a committee thereof'. 1 guess we shall have the same argument when we reach
that area.
Some conmnents were made about whether a right existed in common law for a person to
appeal against a decision of the Minister. I am advised that such a right exists in common
law but it provides for the application of special remedies where it has been established that
there was an error at law. That appeal would not be applicable in this case.
Reference was made to live sheep shipments and die possibility of those ships carrying
surplus sheep rations on arrival in foreign countries, This is not envisaged as a problem
particularly because on-ship rations would typically contain only a small portion of lupin
kernel. The National Party queried the treatment of human consumption lupins. under the
amendments. Considering the private investment undertaken into the development of
domestic human consumption lupins, it would not be treated any differently from domestic
srockfeed sales.
Those were the major issues raised in a fairly wide-ranging debate, and members have
indicated some specific areas of interest to be dealt with in the Committee stage.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon Robert Hetherington) in the Chair, Hon Graham
Edwards (Minister for Sport and Recreation) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title --
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Some of the comments made seem to indicate that members do not
understand the proposed amendments or they are simply turning off.
Hon DJ. Wordsworth: Perhaps you have not explained them properly.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: On the one hand, members said that if we have a permit system as
proposed in the Bill - disregarding the proposed amendments - we will penalise people in
other industries, such as the cattle feeding industry, for using these prains. Only a very small
part of the total production of lupin in this State is used in Western Australia.
Hon W.N. Stretch: Do you have those rough figures?
Hon ES. CHARLTON: Not the actual tonnages. It does not matter whether it is small or
large, as I shall indicate. In the past it has been a small proportion although it is increasing.
The reason for that increase is the research that has been done which has encouraged the
industry to grow. Through the success of the Grain Pool, this grain is not just sold; it is
actively marketed around the world because of the quantities involved. As far as the feed
operation is concerned, because of the value of this grain to other industries people have an
opportunity to take advantage of it. However, had it not been for people like Dr John
Gladstone and others in the research field, it would not have happened.
Hon DJ. Wordsworth: Does this Bill refer only to lupins?
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: No, it does not; but Hon DJ. Wordsworth referred to the anomaly of
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this legislation in implementing a permit system which would penalise the people paying the
levy. Hon Sandy Lewis implied that it was a disgraceful proposal from that point of view.
At the moment people in other industries are suffering, not because of the cost of the input
grain or some research levy, but because they cannot afford to buy as much of the grain as
they would like, as a result either of the marketing of their product or depressed world prices
for their product. It is not for the reasons Hon DiJ. Wordsworth stated, that it is too costly
because of die Grain Pool, CBI- operations, and other things involved in the grain industry -
whether it applies to lupiins, wheat, barley, rapeseed, or whatever. Their returns and their
profitability are such that they cannot afford to buy it.
It is entirely different in the sheep industry. People in the sheep breeding industry
acknowledge the value of this grain and. can see the increased returns fromn buying lupins.
The same is now happening in commercial activities. Some people will always want to trade
in a one-off situation; I am not opposed to that but I would like them to pay the research
money. Every farmer should pay that money; the Grain Pool will give permits and whether
the research levy is $1 or $2, it should be paid.

Hon W.N. Stretch: I wish the industry were as confident as you that they would always get
those returns.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I said I thought they should. One-to-one sales have taken place, and
always will take place. It is important for this research to be carried out because the very
people buying lupins in this State are those who are not in a position to grow the crop. The
top research man in this State was transferred from Geraldton to the southern region to try to
increase the potential of the lupin industry in that area. Therefore, the research money was
transferred from the north of the State to the south. I amn looking five, 10, or 15 years ahead
because nothing stays the same. We must acknowledge before we criticise those who receive
the research levy that it will be applied towards increasing die volume of lupins grown, which
will not only benefit other local industries, such as sheep, beef, and cattle, but also benefit the
Stare's export industry. We need to accept that before we deal with other aspects of the
amendments and the clauses in this Bill.

The comments of the Hon Sandy Lewis made by way of interjection referred to one part of
the lupin industry or the CBH in relation to handling and seemed to lose sight of the fact that
the majority of producers in this State are head and shoulders above their Eastern States
counterparts in relation to research and handling of all our grain. So far as overseas
producers are concerned, we are a country mile ahead.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: The role of lupins as a feed grain requires explanation. Figures
provided to me last year when we were looking at the drafting of this Bill showed that
approximately one-third of all lupins were being used for animal feed on farms and that the
figure was rising rapidly. The overall production of lupins is rising rapidly, which is great
news. Research is being undertaken into the nutritional value of lupins for livestock and into
the amazing response it causes in the fertility of both ewes and ramns and in the general
growth rate and weaner survival rate. This research is so advanced that higher and higher
tonnages of lupins will be grown for the internal market. We must bear in mind that lupinas
are rapidly reaching a par with oats rather than with wheat or barley, or any other of the
prescribed grains. That is why we will be considering widening the powers of review to
ascertain where the point of balance is and where lupins became a major feed grain as well as
a significant export grain, rather than a major export grain.
I support Hon Eric Charlton's remarks about Dr John Gladstones, one of the unsung hemos of
die Western Australian agricultural industry for many years. It was finting that some years
ago he received the Agriculture Medal for his worldwide and outstanding work in lupin
breeding and development. His. work laid the foundation for the ongoing development of the
lupin industry in Westemn Australia. I place on the record the tremendous input to the
industry made by that man.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 2 and 3 put and passed.
Clause 4. Section 22 amended --

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I move an amendment --
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Page 2, after line 20 - To insert the following --

(4) Nothing in this section affects the operation of section 39 of the Bulk
Handling Act 1967.

This amendment seeks to have everyone understand that although we are implementing
changes in the operations related to the movement of this grain, that does nothing to remove
existing arrangements and agreements with regard to the Bulk Handling Act 1967. We are
saying that we have a Grain Pool, a Bulk Handling Act, and all those other things in place
and that this legislation, with its amendments as proposed by the Government and others, and
whatever takes place in relation to those amendments, will not interfere with the basic
agreement and understanding in relation to the role of Co-operative Bulk Handling as
outiined in section 39 of the Bulk Handling Act 1967.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: This amendment is mystifying. The member says that it does
absolutely nothing to take away these powers. However, according to Crown Law advice,
the amendment is of absolutely no consequence and adds absolutely nothing to the Bill. I
cannot understand what the Opposition hopes to achieve with it.

Hon E.J CHARLTON: The Minister is opposing the amendment on the advice of Crown
Law, which says it does nothing, so it has understood the amendment and the fadt that what is
raking place here with all these amendments is not removing the role, responsibility, and legal
attachments of CBH and the Bulk Handling Act. In this amendment we are simply seeking to
define matters and to make quite clear and precise that that is the fact. We are not trying to
insert something that overrides existing powers. We are doing this so that everyone dealing
with this matter in this industry understands that they have an option and an opportunity to do
certain things under these amendments, but they are not removing the controls of the Bulk
Handling Act.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: My view is that the Crown Law Department has taken a charitable
view of this amendment. On my reading of it, it blows the entire Bill out of the water
because it makes the Grain Pool the sole receiver of grain. A 1985 amendment mentioned
stockfeed wheat, but that did not, in my mind, affect what has been moved by Hon Mr
Charlton. He proposes that 'nothing in this section affects the operation of section 39 of the
Bulk Handling Act." The Bulk Handling Act of 1967, in section 39(1), says that subject to
the Act Co-operative Bulk Handling Ltd has the sole right to handle grain until the extended
date, 31 December 2000. Subject to this Act the company has a sole right to receive grain in
bulk and to handle, transport, and receive grain received in bulk until that time and any other
person who does any of those things during that time commits an offence.

A simple reading of the Act seenms to indicate that nothing we do today affects the
implementation or powers of section 39 of that Act. Does that not leave us with section 39 of
the Bulk Handling Act still standing, under which the company has the sole right to receive
grain in bulk and to do the other things I have mentioned until the year 2000? It is clear that
the sole right to receive bulk grain means the "sole right to receive in bulk"; therefore, how
can anyone else receive that grain even if this Bill is amended along the lines of Hon Eric
Charlton 's amendment?
Hon H.W. GAYFER: We must realise that we are dealing with two Acts, the Bulk Handling
Act and the Grain Marketing Act, as Hon W.N. Stretch has just said. The Bulk Handling Act
has reigned supreme for the handling of grain -- or barley and wheat, which "grain" means
under the definitions. This Act has been amended from time to time to now read that the
company has the sole right until 31 December 2000 to handle grain in bulk.

The amendment to the Grain Marketing Act in this Bill deletes certain subsections of section
22 of that Act and inserts in place these words --

(2) Subject to subsection (3), a person shall not --

(a) sell or deliver a prescribed grain to any person other than the Grain Pool;

However, the principal Act says that CBH has the sole receiving rights. The amendment
goes further and says a person shall not --

(b) take delivery of or receive a prescribed grain from any person other than
the Grain Pool.
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How can anyone take grain out of the stores of the Grain Pool, which has no handling
facilities but commissions CBH to handle grain on its behalf? That grain is not in the stores
of the Grain Pool; it is in the stores of CBH.

Hon Eric Chariton, after having consultation with lawyers equally as eminent as those in the
Crown Law Department -- and I can name the company that he went to -- is suggesting, very
wisely, that if the insertion of anything in this section does not affect the operation of section
39 of the Bulk Handling Act 1967, then it can proceed. In my opinion, this is making it
perfectly clear that it is the intention of Parliament to give to CBH until the year 2000 the sole
right to receive grain in bulk form, which right it has used as security in overseas borrowings,
so this is still protected and not taken away. This would also give security to the Grain Pool
so that it would know, without going to lawyers, that it does not have to actually receive grain
to distribute grain, because it cannot do that; CBH does that on its behalf. This point is a
technical one but it is very realistic, and it can surely be understood by the Commnittee, and it
should be understood by Crown Law.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It is understood by Crown Law, and the advice is that this
proposed amendment is not of any consequence. The member is basically arguing in the
same way that I am arguing, and if that is the case, why does he seek to put into the Bill
something which is going to be of no consequence and which will not achieve anything? The
advice which we have received from Crown Law is different from the advice the member has
received.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I guess it is fair to accept what the Minister is saying from that point
of view, but what about the fact that other people can read things into this Bill and then it is
left wide open? What we are trying to do is to not deviate from the Bill by pulling in place
something that is going to be confusing. We are simply specifying and making it clear and
precise so that everyone knows -- whether they be Crown Law or our legal advisers, or
anyone else's -- that here we have the CBH system which receives the grain, and the Grain
Pool does not receive the grain, so that no confusion can result from the subsequent
amendments and clauses that are going to be debated and voted on.

I believe the Minister for Agriculture should be pleased to have this put in place. He is
responsible for administering the Act, and he should congratulate us for making the Bill more
precise so that no-one can come to him in the fuiture and ask, "What about this?', and he has
to run off to the Crown Law Department, which will give an opinion which could be queried.
We have seen that happen in other situations.

Sitting suspend ed from 3.45 to 4.00 pmn
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I want to reiterate my argument that part VII of the Bulk
Handling Act which designates CBH as a sole receiver or licensed receiver on behalf of the
Grain Pool robs Mr Charlton of the necessity to move this amendment. Clearly that Act and
section 34 of the Grain Marketing Act show that what he seeks to do by way of this
amendment is not necessary. That is backed up by Crown Law opinion which suggests the
proposed amendment is of no consequence.
Hon H.W. Gayfer: You must have got a hurried opinion from them.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: That is the advice Crown Law has given us.

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: Surely the problem is brought about by trying to shift the onus
from the seller to the purchaser. I am referring to the onus of getting the permit. Had the
onus applied as before there would not be any problem.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I see it as a meanis of trying to reinforce the role of CBH. The
advice is the amendment is not required.

Hon H.W. GAYFER: The Minister may be right that it enforces the position of CBH --
meaning that CBH maintains its position under the rights given to it by Parliament in the
Bulk Handling Act. We are dealing with a company that was set up with rights by this very
Parliament. Members should remember also that CBH has no collateral and nothing to use as
security for borrowing overseas save that one section which says that it has the sole right to
handle grain until the year 2000. We have a billion dollar privately owned company and the
Government is taking a chance on bringing the shutters down on banks overseas and other
people who are prepared to use as collateral the word of Parliament that CBH has the
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sole right under the Bulk Handling Act to handle grain until the year 2000. With Mr
Chariton I have got top legal advice on this issue. Please do not tamper too much with this
company. In an endeavour to do one thing the Government may bring the shutters down on
the company in another direction. Be careful!

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It goes without saying that we would be cautious and careful,
and that is why we have sought the advice of Crown Law on this amendment. The advice is
that the amendment is of no consequence and it does not in any way dilute the powers or
rights of CBH.

Hon E.J CHARLTON: I think we have expounded on the situation and the opinions long
enough and people can now make up their mind. It has been acknowledged that Crown Law
has given an opinion to say dhe amendment does not do anything one way or another. We are
saying we are putting it in place in black and white so there can be no query about it.
Members should now be able to make a judgment and say, "Okay, it is not taking anything
away from what the Government wants or from what the current Act states. It simply puts
something in place and makes sure that we do not give the perception that there is any
activity or implication that the Act is being watered down or a loophole created. Everybody
knows where they stand, and nothing is taken away from the Government's position or the
current Act." This amendment makes sure that everyone understands precisely and clearly
what is taking place.

Amendment put and a division called for.
Bells rung and the Committee divided.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon Robert Hetherington): Before the vote is counted I cast
my vote with the Noes.

Division resulted as follows -

Ayes (16)
Hon CJ. ell Hon Barry House Hon N.F Moore Hon Margaret McAleer
Hen J.N. Caldwell Hon A.A Lewis Hon Neil Oliver (Teller)
Hon E-J. Charlton Hon P.H. Lockyer Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon Max Evans Hon G.E. Masters Hon John Williams
Hon H.W. Gayfer Hon Tom McNeil Hon D.J. Wordsworth

Noes (15)
Hon i.M. Beninson Hon Graham Edwards Hon B.L. Jones Hock Tom Stephens
Hon 3.M. Brown Hon John Halden Hon Garry Kelly Hon Doug Wenn
Hon TOG. Butler Hon Tom Helm Hon Mark Nevill Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon D.K. Darn Hon Robert Hetherington Hon S.M. Piantadosi (Teller)

pair

Aye No
Hon P.G. Fendal Hon Kay Hallalian

Amendment thus passed.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: We now see in this legislation a clause that makes it an offence
for a person to buy grain. It amazes me that, for a product that is oversupplied, we seem to be
going out of our way to make laws to regulate people who buy these products.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.
ClauseS5: Sections 22A and 22B inserted -

Hon ET. CHARLTON: I move an amendment --

Page 3, lines 4 and 5 - To delete proposed paragraph (b) and substitute the
following --

(b) pay the appropriate fee as determined by the Grain Pool with the
approval of the Minister, such fee to include an amount equivalent to
the proportion of the remuneration payable by the Grain Pool to a
licensed receiver which represents the full or partial value of the fixed
cost component of the handling charge; and
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The National Party feels that this is a responsible amendment. We are not dealing wit an
operation involving two or three receival points that currently handle a commodity, and
therefore are not putting in place a permit system that gives the Grain Pool the opportunity to
allow people to sell their grain wherever and receive it into a storage setup. What we are
talking about is a permit system whereby the purchaser pays to the Grain Pool a permit fee
which incorporates many things, but principally a research levy.

We want the Committee to understand that there is a large operation which caters for the
storage of grains prescribed in the proposed perm-it system. That storage facility, CBH Ltd, is
not just something that some commercial operator put in place at some strategic point in the
State because of a large volume of throughput from that area.

Other States have in place the same system, to a lesser extent. However, in New South Wales
recently. $7 a tonne has been added to the export costs for moving the grain. In this State we
have a structure of receival. paints that handle all grains. That is a significant difference from
having one, two or three receival or storage points that are in place to handle a particular
quantity. We should remember that when we make a decision whether to support the
amendment. We cannot have an operation in place, the likes of which I have explained, and
compare that with a situation that would be an imposition on private enterprise but would
have a detrimental effect on the people who want to make a sale of a particular grain by the
permit system and, having put that in place, include a capital component. Many people say
that is not fair.

The people who want to get into the handling system believe they can handle grain for $5 or
$ 10 a tonne and do it much more efficiently as private enterprise. I challenge anyone to come
up with a proposition allowing them to go into the business of handling and storing grain in
this State provided they put a receival point in every place that the growers want one put,
because that is what they will argue; that is the bottom line. Many people are saying that
CBH should not charge the same handling fee across the board. For instance, because so
many tonnes go through Kellerberrin, and it costs so much to operate that facility, people
believe it should charge a particular handling fee. However, if the grain goes through
Northamn, which is a much larger facility and in a much more viable position, it could charge
$5 a tonne less. Some people are promoting that; and that is irresponsible. Why should we
penalise other people when we need the storage? We have to accept that, over a number of
years, the farmers have financed totally placing their grain in storage. In other States farmers
have had to build their storage facilities on their farms and get the commodity to the railhead
and onto transport to be sent to the markets themselves.

We hear about these things and read about them in the paper. I recently read that the first
payments to wheat growers would be X number of dollars, but the article did not state that
even though most producers are running at a very low or even nil profit, all that money will
go into the economy of this State. It also did not state that the amount is 20 per cent down on
last year's figure. If that figure is down it represents not only a loss for the fanner but also a
loss for this State's economy.

It must be recognised that there is a total grid system in place across the State. We are in
favour of giving growers and producers the opportunity to bypass that system for part of the
production. However this is an ongoing system which has been in operation since the 1930s
and hopefully will continue beyond a date we could put on it. With that system in operation
it is fair and equitable that people are not given permits unless they make some contribution,
whether in full or in part for the capital component. The amount could be as insignificant as
a few cents or up to $2 or $3, bearing in mind that the full capital component will perhaps be
less than $5 a twine. The current operation is a billion dollar set-up which is far in excess of
the requirement for storage in today's downturned market. However, one thing is certain in
this world -- nothing stays the same.

When travelling around the world one becomes aware of the systems in operation in other
nations which do not have the same insect problem as Australia. We must make sure that any
decisions made in this place do not jeopardise the position of grain producers in this State in
the future. For 10 years the grain industry production doubled and in 10 years' time it may
do the same again. In Australia last year 16 million tonnes of grain was grown and this year
the figure is down to 12 million tonnes. That is a significant reduction, but the situation will
not stay the same forever. How long ago did people get out of the sheep
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industry because prices were so bad? Some people left that industry and went into grain, and
now the situation has changed.
We are not talking about a one-off situation where 1 000 farmers will be given a Permit for
10 tonnes or 1 000 tomnes this year and will query why they should contribute a levy when
they are not using the system. In five or 10 years' time that market may or may not exist
because farmers may be growing their own feed or the market may have been expanded
overseas. For example. Japan may want all the lupins Australia can grow and that grain will
go through the system because commercially it is a profitable proposition. That is more of a
possibility than any other as far as the potential marketing within the nation is concerned.
We must be sure that we do not, by our inability to fully understand the future, make a
decision today encouraging people to bypass the system and not contribute to the capital
component which will disadvantage the nation's export income in the future. We cannot just
look at the benefits to the producer, the purchaser and other people in the industry in the short
term. Certainly 150 000 or 300 000 tonnes will not be the be-all and end-all or signify the
survival or otherwise of our system. However, that is the first step and if it were
compounded over 10 years, it could have a significant impact on the system.

It is a question of insurance and making sume that we protect the system in place, If a person
with a house or a farm decides to live somewhere else for a year. he does not walk off the
property and forget about it for that year. He insures it and protects his investment. That is a
good analogy.
Whether we like it or not we pay water rates and SEC charges whether or not we use those
services. Everybody understands the reason for that; they do not expect the service to be
maintained free of charge during the periods they are not using the water or electricity, with
other blokes carrying the cost. A business cannot be run in that way. I cannot understand
why everyone does not acknowledge and accept this situation. I travelled across Australia a
couple of years ago from Melbourne to Cairns inland because I wanted to look at a whole
host of things related to agriculture. I found that various bulk handling authorities have been
put in place. South Australia has virtually copied Western Australia, though many years
later, and the people there are tickled pink with the system because what they had before is
fresh in their minds. The people running the bulk handling authority in New South Wales
have chaos; it is an absolute shambles. Someone was brought out of the Government and put
in the bulk handling authority in New South Wales. He knows nothing about it, he does not
understand it, and the authority is taken to task by all and sundry. It is a very costly and
inefficient operation.

In this State farmers have been responsible for what we have been talking about. They have
the democratic vote. They have to front up and respond to the criticism. We are not saying
CBH operates in such a way that nobody ever puts forward a constructive criticism, because
they do and the company responds to it.

The comments I have read, the debates which took place in the other House and what I have
heard here already indicate that people have not taken into account this specific, strategically
placed operation. People will not acknowledge that it must be looked upon as an insurance
policy or capital investment for the people who use the industry. It was put there by those
who use it, not by the taxpayer. We are not asking for one cent from the taxpayer. Thle
charge represents an insignificant amount of money to the individual who wants to use the
permit system. When the applicant receives his permit, he knows he will be up for $2 or $3.
I am not saying that that will be the figure, but he knows the price he will have to add. The
research fund levy has already been tacked on.

If that means that the producer of that grain will receive $2 or $3 a tomne less, that is the way
it is. He has two options. He can put his grain in the system and get $50 a tonne for it, or he
can sell it to the local market for $50, $60 or whatever. The export market sets the price, as it
does with everything else. That is why beef prices in this State are at a very low ebb.
Members should not kid themselves about a lucrative domestic market. Everything revolves
around what goes on in the export market. T'hat is not a National Party philosophy; it is an
economic fact of life, unless the expectations and requirements of the local market grow out
of all proportion and production in the State goes down; only then will we see the domestic
market controlling and setting the price.

I cannot understand why anyone can deny the industry in this State and the producers who
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want to use dhe grain the opportunity to ensure that our outstanding facility is used. Westrail
and the transport system have been tailor made to fit dhe system. If we do not acknowledge
that, we are not being responsible people.
I do not want to go on any further. Everything has been well documented, and die arguments
against the amendment are very shallow. We are talking about a one-off situation for one
year and not looking at the long-term investment of something that this State and this nation
should be very proud of. It should be kept in place for the future benefit of the nation.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: Hon Eric Charlton is right! lHe has convinced me. We ought
all to pay CBH fees for every bit of grain we produce. [ hope Hon Eric Charlton will pay
them for the grain he feeds to his sheep. After all, we have built the CBH system up. We
might not feed the grain we produce to our sheep tomorrow; we might want to put it through
the system which has already been built up. For every bit of grain which is grown we should
pay CBH's costs, and die research costs; for, after all, they have helped us to produce the
grain. We ought to pay all these toils for all the grain produced.

Hon E.J. Charlton: I am not talking about tolls.

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: Capital costs; whatever the member likes to call it. But that is
not what Hon Eric Charlton is saying. He is saying it should apply only to the grain that
someone wishes to buy from someone else; and that is a different story altogether. All the
grain grown is as a result of research. The grain being fed to any animal on any farm is
grown under the umbrella of the CBH system, and we ought all to pay for it. We should have
an amendment to cover that. I assure Hon Eric Charlton that I will support him if he moves
that amendment; but he will not do that.

The amendment is designed so that one group of people will pay charges, and those are the
people buying the grain. If I produce grain and feed it to my own stock, I do not have to pay,
but if I want to buy the grain, I do. That makes die cost of production by anyone feeding
grain depend on what charges are payable on the grain. All this has been brought about
because of trying to change the onus of applying for a permit from the producer to the buyer
of the grain. If we left it at the producer of the grain there would have been no problem.
because all the other charges, levies and so on could have been put onto that person, but now
we want to apply it to the purchaser.
Hon EJ. Charlton: We have had to pay the research levy. We will have a team of policemen
riding around in Commodores, and we have enough of those parasites now.

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I suppose the member means his own producers are not very
honest; he thinks the buyers will be more honest. I would have thought it was illegal to put
Grain Pool research funds onto the purchaser, because the Act provides for them to be paid
for by the producer.
Hon E.J Charlton: He is just collecting them.

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I do not chink it reads that way. Theme is no mention of
collecting the fee on behalf of die producers.

Hon E.J. Charlton: Do you think butchers pay a levy on beef every time they buy it? You
know it is taken off the purchase pnice.

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: If the member wants to come into beef and make that sort of
comparison --

Hon ETJ Chariton: I am in it.

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: What does it matter if he is in it or not? Every producer pays
the beef levy. We cannot get out of it. In this case everyone is not paying this fee.

Hon ET. Charlton: They are.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: They are not. When I produce grain on my farm and put it
through my cattle I do not have to pay the levy.

Hon E.J. Charlton: Because you are not selling it.

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I will not pay any contribution to CBH under this amendment if
I produce dhe grain on my farm and put it into my cattle.
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Hon J.M. Brown: You walk it off the farm.

Hon E.J. Charlton: You do not pay it in the bit of meat you use for your own consumption
either.

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: Now the member's argument is getting pretty tinny. I will not
pay on the grain I grow for a bit of bread I make either. I ask you, Sir! We are certainly
getting down to an odd sort of bloody argument now, if I might say so, Mr Deputy Chairman
(Hon Robert Hetherington).

This is the point I am making: I believe if everyone paid the levy and we were all on the
same footing, that would be all right. But it will wipe out the group of people who wish to
buy grain and compete with those who do not have to buy the grain, because they have two
different costs of inputs. I assure members that the amount, as small as Hon Eric Charlton
says it is, will make a difference as to profitability and competition.

Hon C.J BELL: The point which has been totally overlooked by Hon Eric Charlton is that if
somebody wishes to use grain in a user situation he has to have some storage of his own. He
has put up the capital; the facility will not disappear. In fact the bulk of people who put up
very significant sums of money to build a storage capacity will not go in and out of the
industry and leave it standing idle for years on end. That would be economic lunacy. I buy
the bulk of my grain off-harvest. I have silos to receive it. I am not likely to stop; I have
done it for 10 years now and I will continue to do it. I cannot understand the logic of the
suggestion that I would stop on the basis that perhaps at some time in the future I would not
buy any of my grain off-harvest.

Hon E.J. Charlton: Nobody is saying you are not going to buy it.

Hon C.J. BELL: The member is suggesting I pay for storage at CBH when I have my own
storage.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I am not suggesting you pay for it.

Hon C.J. BELL: The member is. He just cannot work that argument. It is unfortunate Hon
Eric Charlton cannot understand what is going on. The storage facilities, whether owned by
CBH or anyone else, will not disappear. I cannot support the amendment.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: A couple of points arise from the comments that have been made.
Nobody could honestly believe that if a permit fee was contained in the capital component
cost the individual who is purchasing the grain will not be aware when he goes to the Grain
Pool to get his permit -- where it will be stated -- that there will be a permit fee, a research
levy, and the capital component we are talking about. He knows he is up for $5 a tomne
before he starts. So, just the same as every other purchaser now, whether it be Hon Colin
Bell or anybody else, if he is looking for 100 tonnes of grain he will see where he can buy it
and what it will cost to land it on his farm. That is what it is all about. He will buy it where
he can get it for the best price, or where the type of grain suits his requirements. It has
nothing to do with just getting the $3 or $4, but what he will pay for it.

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: And what his competitor's costs are, as well.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: That is right, and everybody who buys it will be up for the same
input.
Hon D.J. Wordsworth: No.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Yes they will.

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: If they have to buy it, they will; if they don't have to buy it, they
won't.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: If he is going to get a permit that is what he is up for. However, he
can bypass the system and take a punt.

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: No, he uses his own grain.

Hon EJ. CHARLTON: I will come to that in a minute. The fact that must be accepted is
that every user of grain, where he does not grow it himself, is up for the transport costs and
the cost of the grain itself, plus the fees added on by the Grain Pool. Everybody is in the
same boat. As for the bloke growing grain for his own use, [ just cannot understand the
member using that as an argument in this case. Why should someone not grow his own
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grain? And why should he have to pay in to put in? That is a commuercial decision he
makes -- whether he grows the grain and uses it on his farm, or in the poultry, pig, cattle, or
sheep industries. He is putting that grain into something to gain an income, whether it be on
a local market or an export market. That is his prerogative.
We are talking about aflthose people who wantrto sell their grain. I do not think it is acase
of being irresponsible, or irrelevant, or my missing the point. We are talking about everyone
who wants to sell their grain for profit. If they want to do that, one year they might sell it to a
private purchaser and the next year they might believe it is in their financial interests not to
Sell it to that private purchaser. I suggest that Hon Cohin Bell, or anyone else, makes his
decision as to whether he buys his grain and how he gets it based on circumstances at a given
time.
Therefore the point we are making -- and this is significant -- is that the individual may not
want to use that private system this year. I have permits from the Grain Pool to sell grain to
other people, but I do not do it every year. This year, from what I hear Mimnes and other feed
people are paying, it would not pay me to do so. I cannot store it on my farm so I want to put
it into the Grain Pool.
Hon W.N. Stretch: Do you pass on your permit costs to the bloke who comes to buy it?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Hon W.N. Stretch knows.
Hon W.N. Stretch: I do know. We are all talking about adding on costs.
Hon 2.J. CHARLTON: I can ask what I like, but he will pay me the price that he can best
buy it for. I can set the price at $200 a tonne but if he wants to pay only $150, that is what I
will sell it for if I sell it to him. Everyone in the business knows that. It is the same with
sheep. Let us take the example of the wool industry. Whether the member sells it to a
private buyer or down on the floor one year --

Hon W.N. Stretch: I pay.
Hon E.F. CHARLTON: The member pays. The system is that they take that eight per cent
out and put it into the fund. That really is the greatest example we can have of this system.
Hon W.N. Stretch: No, it is totally different.
Hon 2.1. CHARLTON: It is exactly the same. What is different about it?
Hon W.N. Stretch: The marketing is different.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The member is trying to say that the purchaser is up for those extra
costs. The purchaser knows that if he has to pay that cost he will take it off the purchase
price, as does the butcher and every other Tom, Dick and Harry.
I will not repeat myself, but I find it hard to understand that people can put forward an
argument that an individual who wants to sell a commodity one year will not want to Sell it
through the private operation next year. Therefore we are saying he should be prepared to
put something in as an insurance policy, just as we do for water, SEC, wool, and a host of
other commodities.

Point of Order

Hon S.M. PIANTADOSI: Mr Deputy Chairman, I think the level of noise is getting to a
stage where members who wish to follow the debate axe unable to do so.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon Robert Hetherington): [ take the member's point. I was
about to say that there was so much noise from behind the Chair that I could not hear what
the member was saying. I would be glad if there were less noise, except for the member on
his feet.

Conmmittee Resumed
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I just want to return to what I had to say in my reply to the
second reading debate; that is, that CBH provides no services for these permit transactions,
hence the CBH capital fee would simply add to the handling costs of grain held under the
programmne. In the case of farmer sales, as has been previously mentioned, it would increase
the cost of such transactions; indeed, as mentioned by Hon CJ Bell, in the case of company
purchasers and feed millers it would result in double payment for storage. That is, they
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would have to pay CBH for storage and would have to pay for their own storage where they
are actually storing the grain.

Hon E.J. Charlton interjected.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Whether it is a small amount or a bigger amount of grain, one
cannot identify the cost. The member says it is anywhere between one cent and $3. 1 am
saying it will be the same as would apply in terms of the amount of grain that may be stored.
Proposed subsec 'tion 22(2)(b) gives the Minister, in consultation with the industry, the ability
to-take these matters which have been raised in debate into account and to make decisions in
accordance with that debate.

Hon H.W. GAYFER: Hon E.J. Charlton has done an excellent job in putting the case of the
major grain producers in Western Australia, and he speaks with a great deal of personal
knowledge.

Section 17(5)(c) of the Federal Wheat Marketing Act, allows CBH to nominate a charge
where wheat is not delivered to the board. The Minister for Agriculture has not yet permitted
a stockfeed permit levy partly due to such a levy being considered a small revenue item. A
levy of $2 per tonne has been approved in Victoria, in New South Wales $2; and in
Queensland $1.75 plus $1.50 compulsory hail levy. The estimated volume of stock feed
wheat sold last year -- and for which CBH is not allowed a levy in this State -- was in excess
of 60 000 tonnes. Members might say that 60 000 tonnes at $2 per tonne is only a minor
amount. However, when added to the latest proposal for barley, the loss of revenue is no
longer a minor one.

Hon Eric Charlton made the point that the system has been built up through industry support,
and in a manner which the industry has requested -- even in Boyup Brook and other places --
with very expensive silos and with expensive receival points on crowded space. The system
has been built up at the request of the growers. The original Act said the Minister could
request a receival point at a siding or town on a railway line. Subsequent to that, in newly
developing areas, the company has acceded to the wishes of associated people, in a
cooperative spirit. It has been that truly cooperative spirit and the unity of many minds
towards a common ideal which has made that company great, The aim was to provide a
system to all growers throughout this State; a system which the Government now has reneged
on.

When the 1934 Royal Comnission informed CRH that it could build sidings and storage in
the country areas, the Government in those days retained the right to build the ports. Some
constructions were carried on in Fremantle and Bunbuxy. With the prospect of building at
Albany, the Government slid out of that in 1952, leaving the farmers to carry on with the
export industry. This famous company has been built up over the years with the help and
support of many people at all times; in this way the company is there when needed.

Members will agree that under the Bulk Handling Act a permit fee should be charged in
relation to barley. Hon DiJ. Wordsworth has referred to a toll in this regard. in 1985-86 the
charge was $3.62 to millers for taking delivery ex-farm direct to the mill. This charge
included a roll. In 1986-87, the formula was changed on advice from the present Minister
that it would be best if a toll were not charged, but that the full proportion of the capital cost
be charged as a capital levy component. In L987-88 the charge will be $4.17, if indeed the
maximum is to be charged. The maximum charge in the Eastern States is $5 -- of which $2 is
charged by the industry to support the bulk handling authority.

The Government in the past has wholeheartedly supported the introduction of bulk handling
into this State. A past Premier of this State, Mr John Tonkin, said this was the greatest
institution he had ever witnessed. To bring in the proposed amendments will eventually cut
the financial throat of the company. That is what the present legislation does. It may mean at
the moment CBH is losing by the Minister not allowing a portion of a full charge to be paid
for recompense of 60 000 tonnes of stockfeed; but when we add other factors -- especially
that of barley bypassing the system -- the loss is even greater. At the moment stockfeed
wheat only may bypass the system. However, the Government has broadened this provision
to include barley per se.

For the sake of expediency, the Government -- perhaps through listening to one group which
is ignorant of the history of the industry - has not asked the directors of CBH for an opinion.
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The Government should think about this fact in relation to this legislation. Who was in
Government when CBH obtained the loan, and received sanction from the Reserve Bank?
Who helped establish the Rural and Industries branch in London to borrow $30 million?
Whose Government was it? It was Premier Tonkin's Government; the same Government chat
steered the proposal through Cabinet.

[Questions taken])

Ron H.W. GAYFER: I was trying to point out to the Government and the Committee some
of the history of this great company which was founded in the main by the Grain Pool, as it
was then, and by Westralian Farmers. I hope the Grain Pool never forgets that. The
company principle was followed in South Australia in 1955 when that State set up its own
cooperative system of which it is so proud.

The whole principle rests upon two factors: It is a service company and not a commercial
company; it makes no distributable profit, If it makes a profit it cannot be ploughed back to
shareholders, it goes to the industry by way of service. The charges accordingly are made in
relation to the capital cost components of the company and the running costs. I want to do a
simple exercise using figures which everybody should be able to understand.

The capital cost component, the overdraft, and the repayment of overseas and local loans is,
let us say. $80 million. The throughput last year was 6.1 million tomes, and the charge last
year was $13.05. That is simple to work out. The total cost divided by the tonnage
establishes the cost for the farmer who uses it. This year there are still the same capital costs
to pay because the silos are still there, and there are loans and levies and tolls to pay. They
still add up to $80 million without adding inflation, This year 4.5 million tonnes will pass
through and consequently the costs have gone up by 75c to just under $14. Even at chat
figure the company will show a deficit of $12 million through the trading account.

That shows how important throughput is to the industry. If, as NMx Lewis says, the current
Royal Commission dishes up to the Government and does the things he suggests the
Commission might do, the company will most probably close down some service sidings to
growers and keep open those in the best areas, knowing full well competitors will not go out
and erect facilities in the bad areas.

I want members to remember that I am not pleading for a company that is making a
distributable profit; I am pleading for the lifeline of farmers in this State. The company was
built over 50 years ago by the foresight of people in this place and by a Royal Commission
and it was established by the Grain Pool which is the subject of this debate. That is what it is
about. As Hon Eric Charlton said people have forgotten what it was like yesterday, but are
quite prepared to return to it tomorrow. It is my job and Hon Eric Charlton's job to warn the
people that what the Government is doing mnight appear to be minor in some respects, but it is
a major matter when it is multiplied by the tonnage chat will eventually bypass the system.
Some people who flock to that tonnage may have to come back in one or more year's time to
use the system and they will expect it to be there. Who will carry the baby in the meantime?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: This is not a move to cut the throat of the company. I refer
members to what I said earlier; that is, in a draft report the Industries Assistance
Commission's wheat inquiry camne out against a capital charge being levied for permit sale of
stockfeed wheat and, to date, there has been no CBH capital charges on wheat, lupin or
barley permit sales in WA. To include the capital cost amendment would be disregarding the
final recommendation of that report and the subsequent industry debate which is yet to be
formulated.

If members want to talk about cooperative spirit, what is wrong with cooperative spirit
coming to the fore at the appropriate time between the Minister and the industries? All the
points members are referring to can be addressed by the existing clause. There is absolutely
no attempt to cut the throat of the company. Members are banging the drum a little too hard.
It is certainly not the intention of this Miister or the Government to bring that about.

Amendment put and a division taken with the following result --
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Ayes (4)

Hon J.N. Caldwell Hon Torn McNeil

Hon H.W. Gayfer Hon E.J. Chartion (Teller)

Noes (24)
Hon C.J. Bell Hon John Halden Hon N.Y. Moore Hon John Williams
Hon 3.14L Berinson Hon Tom Helm Hon Mark Nevill Hon D.1. Wordsworth
Hon 3.M. Brown Hon Barry House Hon Neil Oliver Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon TOG. Butler Hon B.L. Jones Hon S.M. Piangadosi (Teller)
Hon IlK. Daris Hon P.H. Lockyer Hon Tomn Stephens
Hon Graham Edwards Hon G.E. Masters Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon Max Evans Hon Margaret McAleer Hon Doug Weno

Par

Ayes Noes

Hon A.A. Lewis Hon Garry Keily
Hon P.G. Pendal Hon Kay Hallalun

Amendment thus negatived.
Hon W.N. STRETCH: I move an amendment -

Page 3, lines 23 and 24 -- To delete the lines.
This amendment gets back to the point I was making in the second reading debate regarding
the commercial confidentiality of companies or individuals that have to submit permits in
order to obtain grain. It is rather unfortunate that we have not received details of what will be
written on dhe permit. If we were able to see the proposed permit we would be able to
legislate accordingly because we would know exactly what we are letting the purchasers in
for. My difficulty with this part of the Bill is in relation to proposed section 22A(3)(f) which
refers to any other conditions that may be prescribed by regulations. I objected to that during
the second reading debate and pointed out that the Grain Pool could demand of a company
details of its processes, research and development which the company may have undertaken
in confidential circumstances. We are all aware how competitive industry can be. We know
how high powered industrial espionage has become and to add a power to call for disclosure
on an application for a permit anything that the Grain Pool wishes to know seems to be
giving more power than I am prepared to see the Committee approve.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am not in a position to tell the member exactly what is
sought to be achieved by that regulation as the people themselves do not know. The member
referred to proposed paragraph (f); its powers would be used by the Grain Pool in conjunction
with the Minister to formulate regulations which could be to the benefit of the industry as a
whole. They feel that it is important to have that power to do that and to keep pace with
things that occur ftom time to time. I do not think that there is anything there die industry
need fear -- it is open-ended to the benefit of the industry as a whole. Any regulations
involved would come before both Houses of the Parliament and members would have an
opportunity to determine their value at that time. The important thing is the ability to make
regulations.
Hon W.N. STRETCH: In view of the Minister's comments, I now wonder whether proposed
paragraph (e) is even more dangerous. I suppose that it is equally open-ended so far as the
uses to which prescribed gains may be put. If I understand the Minister correctly, it could be
more open-ended in its effect than proposed paragraph (f) in respect of regulations, which the
Minister has rightly pointed out must come before the House. Does the Minister envisage
that it is likely that the "use or uses" provisions will impinge on commercial confidentiality?
Can he give an assurance that these powers will only be used to ask generalised questions
referring to something such as stockfeed, and will not be used to impinge on sensitive areas
of business?
Hon CiJ. BELL: This is a matter of concern as it could spill over into the next pant of the
Bill. During the second reading debate I asked questions in relation to this requirement. I
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am concerned about any legislation thac has the capacity to do almost anything by regulation.
In many ways, that is what is proposed here. I accept the Minister's point that regulations
come before the House. However, the reality is that frequently they may well be in effect for
some time before the House sees them because it has been in recess. I accept that at times
there is a need for rapid action when a loophole is found which enables people to circumvent
the intent of an Act. My understanding of the Interpretation Act is that the intent of an Act is
much more clearly defined by the speeches made in this or another place than was previously
the case when only the words contained in the Act were to be considered in relation to intent.

This has a major bearing on the proipect of circumvention in these areas. I ask the Minister
to consider this matter seriously as this growth of government by regulation is an area of
concern for many people in the community. The open-ended ability for regulations contained
in this legislation is, at least, somewhat dangerous. Also, I would like to hear the Minister's
comments in relation to review of permits, which appears on the same page of the legislation.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I will deal first with new paragraph (e). I cannot foresee any
circumstance in which anyone would set out to deliberately impinge on commnercial
confidentiality. It may be that such information is sought for good reasons. I guess such
things would be done with good reason, because that would give the Grain Pool knowledge
of what is happening in the industry. For instance, if someone had devised a use for the grain
which might be of benefit I can give no guarantee that in that situation confidentiality would
not be breached in one way or another; certainly, there would be no intent to do that. I cannot
give Hon W.N. Stretch the guarantee that he is seeking.

I turn to the matter raised by Hon C.I. Bell. It is more than appropriate that the Grain Pool
obtains the information that it seeks in its returns. It must be remembered that the Grain Pool
endeavours to work far the benefit of everyone in the industry and does not set out in any
way to use unfairly information that it gains from those returns, or to use that information to
the detriment of the person who filled in a return. I accept that at times it is a nuisance to
have to do these things, but I am sure that in doing them people are contributing to the overall
knowledge of the Grain Pool and to the use to which that knowledge may be put. One must
assume that the information will be used for the benefit of the industry as a whole.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: I take it that the Minister sees the main purpose of gaining that
information to be the compiling of statistical reviews of trends in the industry. I accept that
as a reasonable need for the Grain Pool. This development in relation to lupins occurred
because the Grain Pool called tenders to work in conjunction with the industry in the
preparation of stockfeed for the live sheep shipping industry. When that happened the two
major companies handling the same process -- Wesfeeds and Milne Feeds -- regarded the
Grain Pool as a competitor. It was regarded as a cost-effective exercise. As I pointed out
previously, there has been considerable capital investment in the development of the Grain
Pool. This also applies to Macco Feeds, Williams and some others. As Hon Sandy Lewis
pointed out, in the early 1960s the Moore brothers at Boyup Brook did exploratory work on
the same process. There is nothing new about it; it has been an ongoing industrial process.
There has been a certain cross-flow of information. A letter which I have received says that
the Grain Pool is regarded as a straight-out competitor in the same market, having
commercial advantages. The letter expresses anxiety that this competitor, however friendly,
should not be given access to a method of obtaining industrial secrets. That is why I move
this amendment.

As Hon Colin Bell pointed out, and I had overlooked it, the regulations could and probably
will be enforced during the summer recess. They will be gazetted and we will not have the
opportunity to challenge them. Bearing in mind that that is the period during which most of
the interchange of lupin grain as feed -- barley too -- would be taking place, we could be
giving unchallenged regulatory powers to the Grain Pool. This amendment is rather more
important than I thought at first glance. It is one which the industry put to me and wants very
badly.
It is similar to other legislation which we considered at an ungodly hour last night. Those
rights need to be protected. We need to know what we are letting ourselves in for. If the
industry finds there is a need for further uses to be put ont the permit, so be it. That will be
taken to the Minister, he will come back to Parliament, and we can make adjustments in the
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proper legislative way rather than through regulations which have those built-in dangers to
which my colleague refers.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I would like to reinforce the fact that the Grain Pool, under
proposed paragraph (f), cannot by itself apply any conditions it wishes. It would have to be
done in consultation with the Minister. It is through the Minister that there is accountability.
The Minister will not do anything which is detrimental to the industry. Those regulations
would be used to endeavour to complement and benefit the industry. That is the view I
advise members to take. By removing paragraph (f), the Grain Pool may be hampered in
responding to commercial or other situations in order to benefit the industry as a whole.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: I agree with the general thrust of the Minister's remarks. Ninety-nine
per cent of the negotiations between the Grain Pool and private companies have been
amicable, but there have been a couple of sticking points, and I envisage more in the future.
This ties in with a clause we will deal with relating to appeals. If a manufacturer, other than
the Grain Pool, feels that the conditions set out on the permit impinge on its confidentiality,
would that be grounds for an appeal to the Minister? Could they say, "This is not a fair
question"?

Hon Graham Edwards: They could appeal on terms and conditions.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: Could they do that for any section of that permit?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The section says --

A person to whom a perm-it is issued under section 22A who is aggrieved by a term of
or a condition attached to the permit may, within one month of the issue of the permait,
appeal to the Minister against any such term or condition by delivering ...

They could appeal to the Minister against any term or condition which they felt was not in
their commercial or other interest. It should be remembered that the Minister will be
responsible for these regulations. I can understand Hon W.N. Stretch's fears, but I do not
share his view. I would prefer the clause to be left as it is in order to give the Grain Pool the
flexibility it seeks.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: My next question has also been put to me by members of the
industry. Does paragraph (f) include a future intention to indicate price restraints as to price
level fixing for lupin grain? The industry has complained to me that the Cain Pool, under
this legislation, has the power to fix the price of grain to them as a raw product. Quite
honestly I cannot see that in the Bill, but in my role as devil's advocate I would like the
Minister's assurance that there is no intention in any of these paragraphs to dictate prices.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: My advice is that it is not intended to be a price fixing
mechanism at all. From talking to people in the Grain Pool, I understand that that is not a
reason which they put forward for doing this.

Amendment put and negatived.
Hon C.J. BELL: Proposed section 22A has five subsections, and it would perhaps have been
easier to follow if we had gone through it subsection by subsection.

Subsection (4) relates to the return to be furnished by a permait holder, and concerns me a
good deal. This is an area of stupid bureaucracy. I have yet to be convinced why, when one
has a permit which clearly outlines why one wants the grain, within one month one has to
send in a return showing who one bought it from, the date of purchase, the quantity of
prescribed grain, and the use to which the prescribed grain was put. The reality is that one
month after purchase it is quite probable that most of the grain has not been used, if one is in
the situation that I am in. I buy grain which frequently is still in my silo nine months after
purchase. One month after purchase I have to send in a return, on pain of penalty of a fine of
$1 000, which says what I have used the grain for.

The point I was making to the Minister last night is why can he not devise a situation where a
smaller consumer -- whether a pig producer, farmer, or poultry producer -- who buys his
grain virtually annually, and who has only one use for it, can be exempt from the need to
supply a return. At the moment if the purchaser puts in a return he will either have to tell a
lie or wait many months before he can tell the truth. Where grain is to be used for one
purpose and that has been outlined clearly on the application for permit, it must be possible
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to allow an exemption -- where the grain is to be used solely by the purchaser and is
consumed on his premises and not resold - from this 30-day requirement to put in a return.
The clause is unreasonable in its wording. I hope the Minister will tell me why that retur
has to be made, given that the permit has already been issued which gave all the details. The
only detail which was not there before was the name of the person the grain was purchased
from and the date of the purchase. I would like to know the relevance of that. The reality is
that theme may have been nil use of the grain; in many cases it will still be in storage or be
partly consumed. There is no intention or possibility that the grain will move off the
property. I buy off-harvest grain and put it in storage for my dairy. I still have last year's
grain in my silo today, yet one month after I purchased it I should have put in a return saying
what I had used the grain for. The Minister should consider the possibility of dealing with
that situation. A penalty of $1 000 applies. The Minister should have a look to see what he
can do to rationalise it. There may be a good reason for some people putting in a return but
there are good reasons why other people should not.
lion GRAHAM EDWARDS: It needs to be remembered that that is a maximum penalty of
$1 000. The point of this clause is to enable the purchaser to confirm that the purpose for
which he purchased the grain is indeed the purpose for which the grain was used.
I think that it is sensible for the Grain Pool to be able to monitor what is happening in the
industry and to have confirmed the information it sought in the permit. By not having this
follow-up information and the confirmation it may well be that a false situation is created to
be viewed by the pool if the reasons given and the uses for which the grain is to be put are not
the eventual uses to which it goes. I can understand that it is a nuisance to have that grain
purchased and sitting on one's property and not being used for a period of time; however,
apart from it being a nuisance I cannot see much difficulty in confirming, on the appropriate
form, that that is the use to which the grain has been put. As I said earlier, that confirms that
information for the pool and helps it to maintain the information and monitoring which will
be used for the benefit of the industry.

Hon C.J. BELL: That does not suffice. The reality is that at the end of 30 days I have stated
the purposes to which I put the grain. If I say I fed it to my cows and it is still in storage. I
have clearly told an untruth.

Hon Graham Edwards: You don't have to say that. You can say that it is still in storage to
be fed to the cows.
Hon C.J. BELL: But 30 days later the situation may have changed again.

Hon Graham Edwards: They are not asking for that additional information. They are asking
for confirmation that you have not changed your mind from the time of permit to the
continued use of the grain.
Hon C.J. BELL: Why not make it a condition of the issue of permit that if any change is
intended in the use notification must come forward? Surely that would be an easier way
around it. The onus is then on the purchaser, and if he changes his mind about how he will
use the grain, he must notify the pool. That would be easier than having eveiybody fill in a
return, as if they had changed their mind. It would be quite simple to have a condition of the
issue of the permit dealing with alteration to the intended use of the grain, and stipulating that
the authority must be advised.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: I think that is a valid point. I understand the reasoning and intent of
the initial move to have this in the legislation, particularly for people who are purchasing
large quantities of grain. That would help to make sure that the grain has gone where the
purchaser said it would go and has been used for the purposes for which it was supposed to
be used. Is it envisaged, under this pant of the Bill, that this form will be allocated with the
permit so that when the purchaser applies for a permit to purchase, the form which must be
sent back within a month's time is part of the application? My second point is related to what
Hon Colin Bell has said. Has the Minister been advised in his discussions with the industry
that this clause was put in the Bill to monitor where the grain goes?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Dealing with the second part first, the answer is yes. That is
the information which has been conveyed to me and that is why the Grain Pool sought that
infornation. It would appear logical to me that the appropriate form would be issued at the
same time as the permit was approved.
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Hon. C.J. BELL: I think it might be appropriate if the Minister were to report progress until
alter the dinner break to see whether it might be possible to put that in the permit. That
would obviate the rigmarole at the other end. Perhaps the Minister could have this examined
over the dinner break to see whether there is not some easy and logical way Mround this
matter.

Hon W. STRETCH: Before the Minister responds, if members look at proposed section
22B they will see that the penalty for using grain other than for the purpose that was specified
in the permit may result in a fine of $2 000 or a fine of $5 000 for subsequent offences. I
accept what the Grain Pool is doing, and I support its need to monitor the tonnages that are
going through the system. Hon Colin Bell's original fine of $1 000 has escalated a little
beyond the rise in the Consumer Price Index. Members will see the difficulty of the
legislation, which has been set up to control the industrial use of lupins yet is at the same time
applied to farmer-to-fanner sales. A fanner in my area of the great southern, which is
suffering fairly severe drought conditions, may purchase large tonnages of lupins. I would
not care to estimate how many tonnes of lupins have come in from the Corrigin-Hyden area
into Kojonup, Broome HiLl, Cranbrook and other surrounding area, but it is a very significant
tonnage. It is all stored on-farm and is fed out if the drought continues as expected.
However, if we get a February break to the season with follow-up rains and the lupins are no
longer needed for stockfeed and more tonnages have been brought in under the permit
system, we will have thousands of tonnes of lupins stored on farms which, under proposed
new section 22B, will not be permitted to be on-sold under any circumstances. It must be
allowed to rot or be kept to be fed to stock which, at that stage, would not need it? The
fanner may have to buy sheep to use it up. How do we overcome that problem?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am not quite sure. If the member purchased grain for the
purposes of using it on farm and he did not use it within the prescribed month --

Hon W.N. Stretch: No, within any rime.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: He could not be liable for a subsequent fine.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: The example I am outlining is that of a farmer who applies for a
permit to purchase say, t 000 tonnes of lupins for the purposes of feeding his sheep during a
drought, for an unspecified period. I understand that there is no time limit in which the lupins
have to be used in the same way as there is no time limit specified by the industry. The
farmer writes on his permit the purposes for which the grain will be used -- feeding the stock
on farm. However, the season breaks and he no longer has a need for those lupins. He could
wish to sell them to a manufacturer or maybe even redeliver them to the Pool, but proposed
section 22B does not allow him to do that. He has no opportunity to get rid of the lupins for
which he has no use. [ believe this Bill is becoming more and more complicated.

Hon ET. CHARLTQN: I read the proposed section the same way. I believe that if a
purchaser obtains a permit to purchase grain and then decides for one reason or another that
he does not want it any more, he should go to the Grain Pool and obtain another permit. He
made the conmmercial decision to buy the grain. The same conditions apply in the wheat
industry. A farmer cannot obtain a permit to purchase grain and then turn around and sell it.
The permit was not given to him originally for him to become a trader. If the fanner has no
use for the grain he goes back to the Grain Pool and obtains another permit. I do not see
anything wrong with that.
Hon. D.J. WORDSWORTH4: I thank Mr Charlton for that explanation. Does the farmer then
pay another charge for that permit?

Hon E.J. Charlton: I don't know.

Hon DiJ. WORDSWORTH: That is right, because the member speaks without knowing.

Hon ES. CHARLTON: I did not mean to be rude. I do not accuse Hon D.J. Wordsworth of
speaking without knowing anything. I put forward a point of view in an attempt to help Hon
Bill Stretch explain a point. The point I was making is that I do not see this as a problem.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I do not see any point in everyone getting upset. I believe that
new subsection (4)(e) answers most of the concerns that have been raised.
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Progress
Progress reported arid leave given to sit at a later stage of the sitting, on motion by Hon
Graham Edwards (Minister for Sport and Recreation).

(Continued on page 6566.)
Sitting suspended from 5.57 to 7.30 pm

FREMANTLE PORT AUTHORITY AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Kay Hallahan (Minister for
Community Services), read a firs; time.

Second Reading
HON KAY HALLAHAN (South East Metropolitan -- Minister for Community Services)
[7.32 pml: I move --

That the Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill, to amend the Fremantle Port Authority Act, has the aim of improving the utilisation
of the casual labour work force at Fremantle -- commonly known as the painters and
dockers -- and so reducing the overall cost burden on the users of the porr. There has been a
great deal of misconception about this proposal and I will therefore outline, in detail, what it
is. By way of introduction, I will first describe the existing situation.

The casual work force at Fremantle, known as the registered casual ship painters and dockers,
is available to undertake work on ships such as cleaning holds, securing cargoes, painting,
rigging or sanidblasting. The work force has a number of conditions of employment, ratified
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979. In relation to this Bill, the conditions are that, in
addition to being paid by the hour for the casual work they undertake, members of this work
force receive --

a sum of money, known as "attendance money", for attendance at the pick-up point
for the allocation of work, whether or not they are given work;
holiday pay, covering annual leave, long service leave and sick leave; and

a guaranteed minimum weekly wage.
If the casual work available to an individual member of the work force is insufficient to bring
his wages for the week up to the guaranteed minimumn, the wages are made up to that amount.

The funds needed to pay these amounts, together with the funds needed to cover the
administrative costs of the scheme, are currently raised by a surcharge per man-hour paid by
those who employ the work force -- that is, the employers pay both the hourly wage and an
additional hourly amount. The scheme is administered through the Fremantle Port Authority
Act and the authority undertakes the day-to-day handling of it. The authority, however, is not
the employer of the individuals in this work force.

It is a characteristic of the work required to be done by the registered casual ship painters and
dockers that it is highly variable from day to day. On some days there will be little or no
work, and on other days7 there will be more work than can be handled by the available work
force. It is also characteristic that, when work of this nature needs to be undertaken, it is with
the minimum possible delay. The costs to shipowners, if a ship is delayed in port waiting for
necessary work to be done on it, are considerable. The work force is put under great pressure
to respond on such occastons.

It is a matter of difficult judgment to detenmine the size of work force needed so that, on the
one hand, it is utilised to a reasonable extent and, on the other hand, it is adequate to handle
the short-term peak demands put upon it without unacceptable delays. The highly variable
demand also lies behind the origin of the guaranteed minimum weekly wage concept. The
system means that these ordinary working people have a degree of predictability to their
income and do not have to cope with wild fluctuations from week to week in their personal
budgeting. It is nevertheless evident that the funding needed to cover the conditions of
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employment, which I have described, and also to cover the administrative costs, is very
significant. The amount levied from employers per man-hour worked, to cover these funds,
exceeds the hourly wage. Not surprisingly, faced with a high amount per man-hoar in total
for the use of this work force, there is a disincentive for potential employers to use them.
Like most types of work, there axe degrees of necessity for it. Shipowners, through their
agents, tend to have only essential work done by painters and dockers, because of the high
price per man-hour.

This Bill will make it possible to collect funds in an alternative way, consistent with
encouraging a greater utilisation of this work force. I emphasise that we are talk-ing about an
alternative form of collecting funds, not an additional form. The Government has made it
quite clear that in changing the method of fund collection, it is not seeking, at the same time,
to increase the overall amount collected.

The original proposal which led, ultimately, to this Bill, was for a uniform amount to be
levied per gross registered tonne for each visit of a ship to the Port of Fremantle. It was
proposed that the rate should be struck such that it would raise the total amount currently
obtained from man-hour levies. This initial proposal was considered at great length, but there
is no intention of introducing it in that simplistic form.

The whole question of funding Registered Casual Ship Painters and Dockers was considered
by a working party chaired by the then Co-ordinator General of Transport and with
representation from the Maritime Workers Union, Australian Chamber of Shipping,
Association of Employers and Waterside Labour, Fremantle Fort Authority and Fremnantle
Shipwrigheing Pry Ltd, the main user of the work force. I understand that this working party
did not come to a unanimous conclusion. Nevertheless, some valuable findings and opinions
emerged.

First, within that working party, the Australian Chamber of Shipping is on record as agreeing
to the necessity for a work force of painters and dockers at the Port of Fremantle. Second,
the considerable variability of work required day by day, mentioned earlier, was a factor
highlighted by the work of this group. It acknowledged the difficulty of catering for big
demands without unacceptable delays and, at the same time, maintaining a reasonable level
of utilisation of the work force.

The working party also had some statistical analysis undertaken for it by the agency then
known as the Office of the Co-ordinator General of Transport. This is known as 'regression
analysis" and it examines the historical relationship between the extent to which the painters
and dockers casual work force was used in the past, compared to the total amount per man-
hour which employers had to pay, corrected for inflation. The analysis made allowance for
the possibility that there may also have been a general trend with time, leading to reduced use
of this work force 'independently of any price effects, but due, for example, to technological
trends. This sort of analysis worked on probabilities, not certainties. It showed it to be more
probable than not that a reduction in the price paid per man-hour would lead to a worthwhile
increase in the utilisation of the work force.

I repeat that, on the evidence available, a responsiveness to price reduction is the most
probable outcome. There is not sufficient historical evidence for such responsiveness to be
claimed as a certainty, but it is more likely to result than a non-responsive situation. It is also
consistent with normal economic experience that a reduction in price will be associated with
an increase in consumption. This applies, whether it be the price of steak or the price per
man-hour or registered man-hour of registered casual ship painters and dockers.
Because of the lack of certainty it is not intended to fully introduce a tonnage level without
further evidence. The Government's intention, therefore, is to continue to raise half the funds
through the current man-hoar system, and to raise the balance through a tonnage level. The
experience with this will be monitored annually so that an informed decision can be taken on
the extent to which reliance can be placed on the tonnage levy for the collection of these
funds in the future.

The remaining very important point which emerges from the discussion of the working parry
was that the amount of usage made of this work force varies considerably according to the
type of ship. Container vessels, for example, make comparatively little use of registered
casual ship painters and dockers. Employers argued that the current system accurately
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reflected the user pays principle and that it was important to preserve this. That viewpoint
has merit, and the intention is to retain the user pays principle to the greatest practical extent.
The amendments contained in this Bill provide for different levels of levy per gross registered
tonne to be struck for different classes of ship. The port authority will have the power to
describe classes of ship and to determine which class any one vessel visiting the port fails
into, and to make a charge accordingly per gross registered conne. The basic intention of the
Government is that the tonnage levy for each class of ship will be proportional to the number
of man-hours of employment of the painters and dockers casual work force, by chat class of
ship, per gross registered tonne of that class of ship visiting Fremnantle port in the
corresponding period. Subject to review, the intention is to base these calculations on the
previous two financial years.
This system is analogous to insurance premiums, and the total amount to be collected from
each class of ship can be expected to be the same as the total amount which will be collected
from the individual ship in each class under the current man-hour levy scheme. While this
moves away from user pays at the level of individual ships, it retains an appropriate relativity
between different types of ships and, over a period of time, any apparent unfairniess to
individual shipowners can be expected to balance out. Ac the same time! this scheme will
significantly reduce the amount per man-hour which it is necessary to pay for the use of this
casual work force and this, in turn, should lead to improved utilisation of the work force.
When the effects of this are established, so that the funding needs of the work force are
spread over a greater number of man-hours, the unit cost of the labour force to shipowners
will reduce. Furthernore, Stareships has its own employees to undertake painting and
docking work and does not use the casual work force. Under the proposed formula, the
tonnage levy for Stateships' vessels would therefore be zero and, because that is clearly
known, the Bill specifically exempts Stareships from the tonnage levy.
There is a final point of detail addressed by this Bill which should be mentioned. Under the
Current arrangements, separate funds are kept for the various elements covered by awards and
it is nor possible, for example, to transfer moneys from the fund dealing with leave payments
to the fund dealing with guaranteed minimumn weekly earnings. This is unnecessary, and it is
administratively clumsy. The various futndings of the registered casual ship painters and
dockers need to be considered as a whole, with a single fund, and with levies for the
aggregate amounts. Accordingly, this Bill contains an amendment which will bring about a
single fund.
It is emphasised that this Bill will make it possible to introduce an alternative, rather than
additional, method of funding the casual work force at the Port of Fremantle; that the best
indications available are chat this will improve utilisation of this work force to everyone's
benefit; that initially, the new arrangements will be introduced only in part, and the amount to
be collected in this way will be reviewed in the light of experience; and that the user pays
principle will be substantially retained by striking different tonnage levels, at appropriate
levels, for each class of ship.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon John Williams.

IRON ORE (CLEVELAND-CLIFFS) AGREEMENT AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bim received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Leader of the
House), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON 3.M. BERINSON (North Central Metropolitan -- Leader of the House) [7.45 pm]. I
move --

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this Bill is to ratify an amendment agreement dated 26 June 1987 between the
State and Robe River Iron Associates. The amendment agreement will vary the royalty
provisions and muodernise other provisions of the principal agreement and will cancel the Iron
Ore (Dampier Mining Company Limited) Agreement Act 1969 and clauses in the Iron
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Ore (The Broken Hll Proprietary Company Limited) Agreement Act 1964 which have been
assigned 100 per cent by BHP Minerals to Rube River Iron Associates.
Where appropriate, this Governent is seeking to rationalise and modernise arrangements
applying to the Pilbara iron ore industry, and for some years the Government has encouraged
BHP to withdraw totally from the Deepdale area since most of the ore reserves had already
been subleased to Robe River and the BHP Deepdale agreements were thus unlikely to lead
to a separate development under those agreements as had originally been intended. It is
clearly BHP's intention to develop its pisolitic limonite deposit at Marillana Creek which is
adjacent to the Mt Newman railway in which BHP now has an 85 per cent equity.
Earlier this year BHP Minerals, in accordance with the State's request, sought the Minister's
approval under the provisions of the respective State agreements to assign to Robe River Iron
Associates its 50 per cent holding in the port and rail facilities which are the subject of the
Cleveland-Cliffs agreement; all rights and obligations under the Dampier 1969 agreement;
and certain rights and obligations under the BHIP 1964 agreement. Those assignments under
the Dampier 1969 and the BHIP 1964 agreements provide amongst other things that Robe
River Iron Associates be the holder of mineral lease No 254 SA.
Members would be aware that Robe's current Deepdale mining operations are being carried
on under a sublease arrangement approved under the Dampier 1969 and the BHP 1964
agreements, but the mining operations are the subject of the Iron Ore (Clevel and-Cliffs)
Agreement 1964. Without the amendments provided in the agreement scheduled to the Bill
before the House, all new mining operations in the Deepdale area or any other areas within
mineral lease No 254 SA would continue to be the subject of the Dampier 1969 and the BlIP
1964 agreements. Such a proposition was not acceptable to the State.
As a prerequisite to the Minister's approval of the assignments, he required that Robe River
Iron Associates agree to vary the Cleveland-Cliffs agreement in order to achieve a
modernisation of the agreement and a rationalisation whereby the associates' mining
operations and infrastructure would be the subject of one State agreement.
The amendment agreement before the House significantly amends the royalty and additional
rental provisions of the principal agreement to bring the arrangements more in line with those
applying to the other producers by reviewing outdated concessions; modemnises
environmental and local content clauses; provides for the reorganisation of iron ore holdings
in the Deepdale-Robe River areas while staying within the 300 square mile limit for the
mineral lease under the principal agreement; reflects the sae of certain pellet plant
components to China; introduces a "joint" covenant; and cancels the Dampier 1969 agreement
and those clauses of the BHP 1964 agreement assigned 100 per cent by BHIP Minerals to
Robe River Iron Associates.
In the Bill itself a minor amendment to facilitate a change in the title of the 1964 Act, to
which the principal agreement was scheduled, is proposed. The title of the Act is to be
changed to the Iron Ore (Robe River) Agreement Act 1964 to reflect Robe River Limited's
acquisition of Cleveland-Cliffs' interest in the agreement.
I now tur to the specific provisions of the amendment agreement scheduled to the Bill
before the House.
Clause 2(l) amends the principal agreement by redefining "Dampier" to mean BHP Minerals
Limited and defines the "Dampier mineral lease" as being mineral lease No 254 SA granted
to Dampier pursuant to the BHIP 1964 agreement and the Dampier 1969 agreement. The
definition of "mineral lease" has been amended to recognise the area to be the subject of the
mineral lease under the agreement following the rationalisation referred to in clause 2(8).
Clause 2(3) requires that the associates include proposals for the protection and management
of the environment with any future additional proposals submitted under the provisions of
clause 7A of the principal agreement. Clause 2(4) introduces a new clause 7AB which
provides for the Minister's approval or otherwise of additional proposals, consultation, and
the right of the associates to withdraw their proposals at any time before approval thereof.
In relation to proposals submitted under clause 7A and approved by the Minister, the
associates are required to submit yearly reports concerning measures to be taken for the
protection and management of the environment and investigation, research, and monitoring
carried out in relation to the implementation of the approved additional proposals. At each
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three-Yearly interval from die daze on which the additional proposal was approved, the
associates are requited to submit to the Minister more detailed reports on the results and
conclusions of the investigations, research, and monitoring carried out during the previous
three years and a programnne of measures to be taken for protection and management of the
environment. The Minister may, within two months of his receipt of the detailed report,
notify the associates that he requires amendments thereto or requires additional detailed
proposals to be submitted for the protection and management of the environment in relation
to matters the subject of the approved additional proposals.
Clause 2(5) amends clause 8(1)(b) of the principal agreement to require that additional rental
payments of two and sixpence or 25c per ton will apply from 1 January 1989. These
payments would otherwise not have commenced until October 2002. This amendment brings
additional rental payments by the company into line with the other major producers. The
original 30-year deferment had been granted because of the company's pelletising operation.
However, the company is no longer pelletising its ore. The amendment will result in
additional rental payments of approximately $4.5 million per annumn to the State from
1 January 1989.
Clause 2(7)(b) amends the provisions of clause 9(2)(e) of the principal agreement by deleting
reference to iron ore sold to Dampier as such ore sales will be the subject of prior ministerial
approval under the provision of clause 9(2)(o) of the principal agreement, Clause 2(7)(c)
introduces the "local content" clause common to more recent State agreements.
Clause 2(7)(d) provides that the royalty payable on fines after 31 December 1988 will be three
and three quarter per cent of fo.b. revenue. The transition to an ad valorem royalty system of
fines produced by the associates reflects the fact that Robe River ore is used in the same way
as Brockman fine ore, the most significant difference being the high percentage of chemically
combined water in the ore, which is referred to as '101" in the industry. In recognition of
this high percentage of water, the Robe River ore was definied to fail into the lower grade
"fines" category and hence attracted a specific royalty rate in lieu of the more usual three and
three quarter per cent ad valorem royalty payable on fine ore. The deletion of the three
provisos in clause 9(2X(j) of the principal agreement will mean that the royalty concession for
fines the subject of contracts entered into prior to September 1969 -- the provision for the
royalty concession being provided in the third proviso - will cease upon assent to the Bill.
This will result in the State's financial position being enhanced significantly over the full
term of the agreement.
Clause 2(8) provides that areas currently the subject of the Cleveland-Cliffs Agreement
Mineral Lease No 248 SA -- that is, those portions comprising middle Robe section 20 and
Gorge sections 30-32, 34, 36, and 39-44 -- shall be surrendered within three months of the
commencement of the amendment agreement. These areas will be held in the form of
exploration licences under the provisions of the Mining Act 1978. The surrendered areas of
mineral lease No 254 SA and exploration licences 47/21 and 47/22 will be incorporated into
the balance of mineral lease No 248 SA. The area of the resultant mineral lease will not
exceed the 300 square mile limit imposed on such mineral lease under the principal
agreement.
I now table two plans marked "plan A" and "plan B" which will serve to show the House the
areas currently the subject of the respective agreements - plan A -- and the result of the
rationalisation of those areas under clause 2(8) within three months of the 1987 amendment
date as defined in the amendment agreement -- plan B.
(See papers Nos S22A and 522B.)
Hon J.M. BERINSON: Clause 3 varies the associates' "several" covenant with the State to a
"joint" covenant -- a legally preferable position from the State's viewpoint and closer to the
situation under most development agreements. Under the provisions of clause 4, upon the
surrender by Robe River Iron Associates of the BHIP 1964 agreement mineral lease No
254 SA, Robe River Iron Associates will have no futher interest in the BlIP 1964 and the
Dampier 1969 agreements, and the latter will be determined.
The remaining provisions of the amendment agreement are of a minor nature to reflect the
sale of the pellet plant components to China and the previously-mentioned assignments by
BHIP Minerals to Robe River Iron Associates.
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I commnend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon N.F. Moore.

ACTS AMENDMENT (LAND ADMINISTRATION) BILL

Second Reading

HON KAY HALLAHAN (South East Metropolitan -- Minister for Community Services)
[7.56 pm]: I motie --

That the Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill before the House is a major step in meeting the Government's undertaking to
completely overhaul the Land Act 1933, and to develop a new Act which more properly
reflects present-day community needs and modem business practices. As it now stands, the
Act does not enable the cost-efficient administration of the Crown Estate, and this Bill will go
part of the way towards rectifying that situation.

Members may not all be aware of the events leading to the drafting of the Bill. During 1983
the Department of Lands and Surveys -- as it was then known -- undertook at the request of
the Functional Review Commnittee a detailed review of the department's land administration
functions. The objective was for the Functional Review Committee to gain an overview of
the activities of the department and the manner in which its functions were carried out. It
could then be resolved whether all of the functions were appropriate and whether changes in
organisation and operations could gain efficiencies and economies. Following the
department's review and after further investigations made by its own executive staff, the
Functional Review Commuittee presented to the Government a report on the activities of the
department.

Cabinet subsequently approved the implementation of the 36 recommendations made by the
committee, resulting in the renaming and total restnucturing of the department to that of the
present Department of Lands Administration and, among other matters, also resulting in the
adoption of a programme of legislative review and amendment. Part of the legislative
programme was the review of the Land Act, which was later resolved to be handled in two
stages. The Bill now before us is the result of the first stage.

The objective of this first step is to gain immediate improvements in outdated procedures
which will complement organisational changes within the department, quickly yield greater
productivity, and give better service to the community. The more substantial second stage
task of a complete review of the Act has also commenced, and this is planned in due course
to result in a new Act to be known as the Land Administration Act.

I emphasise that the amendments the House is now considering do not cover every detail in
the Land Act which might appear to need modemising. Instead, they are limited to amending
those sections of the Act which are in constant, or reasonably cottstant, use or which may
need a consequential amendment. It would not be unreasonable to predict that much of the
remainder of the Act will be scrapped in the next stage of the project. That, of course, is with
the exception of part VI of the Act, which is under separate review as a result of undertakings
given to the pastoral industry. The Bill also incorporates amendments to other Acts which
need consequential amendments flowing from the Land Act amendments or which are
brought about by the Functional Review Committee's recommendations.

To assist in gaining an appreciation of the overall nature of the amendments in the Bill, they
may be conveniently grouped into five categories --

Group 1: The selective removal of the need to refer matters to the Governor-rn-
Executive-Council.

Group 2: The removal of the statutory office of Surveyor General and references
thereto.

Group 3: The selective removal of the requirement for gazental of notices.

Group 4: Powers of delegation.

Group 5: Other amendments.

The latter group includes some amendments to particular Acts as recommnended by the
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Functional Review Committee and some relatively minor amendments to the Land Act which
have been in the pipeline and awaiting an opportunity for implementation. T1hey generally fit
into the concept of administrative efficiency amendments, in line with die others covered by
the Bill. T1hese groupings enable a broad perspective to be taken of the framework and the
detailed amendments set out in the Bill, and I will comment on each of them in turn.
The first group relates to the role of the Governor. In common with the view taken in other
Acts dealt with in recent years and, indeed, in common with other amendments made to the
Land Act in recent years, it has been accepted that the involvement of the Governor in many
aspects of day-to-day Land Act transactions is outmoded. 'The current 1933 Land Act
substantially reflects the terms of the Land Act 1898 and was founded on the premise that the
Governor, as the Crown's representative, should hold the ultimate power to dispose of and
otherwise deal with the lands of the Crown. So far as the originating action in the alienation
of Crown lands is concerned, perhaps there is still some strength in that argument but in
practical terns there is relatively little difference between Crown lands under the Land Act
and lands of the Crown held in freehold.
When comparisons are drawn with the longstanding processes used by a variety of
Government agencies in dealing with freehold lands of the Crown without the involvement of
the Governor, the argument loses much of its strength. Added to this is the fact that unless
the philosophy is reviewed and changed and there is a marked reduction in the volume of
routine matters -- with their very considerable documentation -- passing through the Minister
to the Governor, it will not be possible to streamline procedures and gain the economies in
administration that I know we all seek. I do not believe we can afford to maintain what
amounts to an historical nicety.

What is proposed, and is reflected in part 2a of this Bill, is a clear devolution of statutory
power and responsibility from the Governor to the Minister responsible for the Land Act for a
variety of Crown land disposal actions. Similar amendments are proposed in part XMI of the
aml, dealing with sections of the Local Government Act that relate to Minister for Lands'
responsibilities and Executive Council submissions. At this stage of the review of the Land
Act it is not proposed to alter the role of the Governor in the creation, amendment or
cancellation of reserves under sections 29 and 37, although that may become a possibility in
the next stage of the review project. At this point only the procedural actions relating to the
vesting of reserves are proposed to become the responsibility of the Minister.

The second group of amendments to which I referred relates to the office of the Surveyor
General, which although still existing in a legal sense, is superseded by the appointment of a
director, mapping and survey division, in the new organisation of the department. Although I
share with many a sense of history relating to the office of Surveyor General, and a regret
that it should go, the nature of the task has substantially altered over the years and a sensible
reorganisation of the department clearly called for a change. The Government accepted the
thrust of the Functional Review Committee's report towards encouraging the self-
development of the survey profession in the private sector and reducing the Government's
supervisory role. It saw no need to continue the department's special responsibility towards
the profession as represented by the statutory role of the Surveyor General and by way of ts
Bill it now has moved towards the elimination of that role. The Bill also deals with the
numerous references to the Surveyor General which have accumulated in other Statutes over
a long period of time.

I should mention at this point that in respect of the amendments to the Licensed Surveyors
Act 1909, under part IX of the Bill, Cabinet has approved the repeal of that Act in favour of a
new Surveyors Act. A start has been made on drafting and, following thorough consultation
with the survey profession, the objective is to complete the passage of the Bill through the
Parliament during the auturm session next year. Thus the amendments in part IX of the Bill
will ensure that interim arrangements are in place, pending the availability of the new Act.

I also want to make particular mention while I am dealing with this group of amendments,
that in the light of debate in the Legislative Assembly on the numerous clauses in the Bill
which propose to substitute the words "an authorized land officer" for references to the
Surveyor General, it has been decided to make each of these substitutions subject to the
authorized land officer being a licensed surveyor. This decision acknowledges the concern
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expressed by the survey profession that there should be a direct responsibility by a licensed
surveyor for the maintenance of survey standards and associated matters after the removal of
the office of the Surveyor General. Notwithstanding that assurances have been given that the
administration process will ensure professional input and the maintenance of high
professional standards, the unease in the industry remains.

Although it will limit flexibility in the administration of the department, the Minister has
decided that it would be best to reassure the profession by making the requested amendments
to the Bill, and they will be moved at the appropriate times during the Committee stage.
Additionally, I mention that a further amendment associated with the debate on this subject
will also be moved. This relates to the proposed power of the Registrar of Titles to make
regulations for the direction and guidance of licensed surveyors under clause 36 of the Bill.
The Minister indicated at the time that he was prepared to formulate an amendment which
picks up the spirit of the mailer and thus the amendment will require the registrar to consult
with the Licensed Surveyors Board before making such regulations.

The third group of amendments I mentioned was that relating to the selective removal of
requirements in the Act for the gazettal of notices. These gazettals are mainly linked to
Orders in Council made by the Governor and, as I have already mentioned, that procedure is
proposed to be substantially amended under this Bill. The requirements for gazettals are
numerous, and I am sure it will be recognised that they significantly add to the time it takes to
follow the very specific and detailed procedures laid down in the Act; and, of course, they
just as significantly add to the costs of administration. It is recognised that for the purposes
of legal evidence some gazettals must continue, and the Binl makes no change in that
procedure. In that regard I point out that in certain of the amendments where the Minister, in
lieu of the Governor, makes an order, such orders will fall within the ambit of the amendment
to section 3 of the Land Act and will be subsidiary legislation within the meaning of the
Interpretation Act, thus requiring gazettal. In matters other than those requiring legal
evidence, the deletions of requirements to gazette, as proposed in the Bill, were based on the
very good argument that the decision of when to publish in the Gazette, or in any other
medium, should essentially be an administrative one which should originate from
governmental and departmental policy, rather than from statutory direction. However, the
Minister agreed in the Legislative Assembly that in lieu of deleting requirements to gazette
the release of Crown Lands, a requirement to publish in a local newspaper would be
substituted. These amendments will also be moved at the appropriate time in the Committee
stage.

The fourth category of amendments in the Bill relates to powers of delegation. It is rather
obvious that unless a general power of delegation is incorporated in the Land Act, there will
be little to be gained in terms of the practical and efficient administration of the Act by
simply substituting the Minister for the Governor. This would in fact result in the same
workload of detailed, routine procedures being addressed to the Minister instead of the
Governor. It is surely impractical -- and not necessary -- to burden either the Governor or a
Minister of the Crown with the examination and signing of the ever-increasing level of
documentation associated with land transactions, and there are many relatively routine
matters which may quite properly be delegated. The Bill therefore proposes that a statutory
power for the Minister to delegate any of his powers and functions to any officer of the
department be included in the Act, and that this power be extended to the Minister for Land's
responsibilities under the Local Government Act. A similar power of delegation exists in
section 12 of the Mining Act and section 133 of the Conservation and Land Management
Act, where the need for administrative flexibility and efficiency has been recognised.

Also falling under the heading of delegations are the provisions contained in pant VIII of the
Binl, relating to land administration functions contained in the Public Works Act 1902. These
amendments stem from a decision made after the former Public Works Department was
disbanded, when it was resolved that the functions carried out by the former PWD land and
property branch should be transferred to the Department of Land Administration and the
Office of Government Accommodation, respectively, with the functions being appropriately
integrated with the existing functions of those organisations. The officers of the land and
property branch were transferred and those who went to the Department of Land
Administration participated in that deparment's reorganisation. However, the Public Works
Act currently remains the responsibility of the Minister for Works and Services and there is
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currently no power of delegation in the Act enabling the Department of Land Administration
and the Office of Government Accommodation officers to work through their respective
Ministers. The short-term answer is to provide a power of delegation in the Public Works
Act which will enable appropriate Ministers to become responsible for land acquisitions.
resumptions, leasings and disposals to be carried out by departments or agencies under their
control. In the longer term, as part of the second phase of the review of the Land Act, it is
planned that the relevant land administration provisions will be removed from the Public
Works Act and be consolidated in the new Land Administration Act.
I mention here the undertaking given by the Minister in the Legislative Assembly to consider
limiting the power to delegate to only those Ministers who already have under their control
Acts which contain resumption provisions tied to the Public Works Act. The mailer has been
examined and an amendment to the B ill is to be moved at the appropriate time when we are
in Committee. The amendment will, in fact, restrict delegations to four specified departments
or instrumentalities, and the power under the provision will thus be quite restricted. Review
of the clauses in the Bill has also revealed other deficiencies not previously interpreted, and
these will also be attended to in the proposed amendment.

As may be seen in clause 39 of the Bill, there is a necessity to ensure that actions carried out
with the consent of the Minister for Works and Services since I January 1970 have been
validly performed by non-public works Ministers or staff. I believe this amply illustrates the
point that there is a need for a power of delegation if administration difficulties are to be
avoided in the future.

The final group of amendments includes, as I mentioned before, some mailers recommended
by the Functional Review Committee and some additional amendments which will remedy
certain procedural inefficiencies and give improved flexibility of administration. Pants XlI,
XII, XV, and XVII of the Bill each contain a provision for the repeal of rights to make free
searches of the records of the Department of Land Administration and other agencies. The
FRC recommendation in fact was limited to the department's records, but the view was taken
that it would be consistent with the principles of financial management and accountability if
all such rights were withdrawn, allowing departments and agencies to show the realistic cost
and effectiveness of these activities.

If it becomes necessary, in Committee I will provide more detail of the remaining
amendments in group 5, but for the moment I confirm that they deal with --

section 8: enabling property valuations to be dealt with by the Valuer General, rather
than by the land purchase board;

section 15: removing the need to detail in Crown grants the reservation to the Crown
of specific minerals, these reservations to operate by force of the Act only;

section 18: enabling the replacement or correction of easement documents, in a
similar manner to other named documents;
section 33: enabling advertising on reserves on a lease basis, where the income is put
to the maintenance and improvement of the reserve in accordance with the reserve
purpose;

section 1 17AA: providing for the issue of a Crown grant without having to first
formally surrender the lease;

section 1183: widening the scope of the section to enable dealings in former emu-
proof fence reserves;
section I IS8CA: creating a new provision in pant VIIA of the Act, enabling any
portion of Crown land which is considered not suitable for retention as a separate lot
to be sold and amalgamated with a contiguous lot or lots; and

section 172: enabling any forms required for the operation of the Act to be
established only under the regulations, rather than being scheduled to the Act.

I also draw attention to clause 79 of the Bit] which was inserted by amendment in the lower
House. The amendment to section 57 of the Land Act will enable the re-use of a provision
originally inserted in the Act in 1950, allowing conditional purchase lessees under sections 47
and 49 to gain a rebate against the six-monthly rental instalments due under their leases,
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should they wish to make a cash settlement. The amendment sterns from the findings of the
new land task force's investigations. The view has been taken that there is a greater prospect
of farmers negotiating large, long-term borrowings if their exposure to other debts is
eliminated. The amendment offers a level of encouragement to eliminate their conditional
purchase lease debt.
Finally, I draw members' attention to yet another amendment to be moved in relation to
section 8 of the Land Act. There was considerable debate in the Legislative Assembly on the
need for a statutory requirement for the Minister for Lands to gain the advice of the Valuer
General when making land purchases and exchanges under that section. The Minister has
acknowledged. the strong feelings on the matter, and the amendment will ensure that the
advice of the Valuer General is obtained.

I have deliberately gone to some pains to foreshadow quite extensive amendments to the Bill,
covering issues which have been debated in another place. The necessity for these
amendments is, in the Government's view, very much open to question, and it should be
taken as a measure of the seriousness with which the Government views the further
amendments sought at that time by the Opposition -- amendments calling for the tabling of
leases and vesting orders in the Parliament -- that the Government is prepared to bend over
backwards to agree to these less important items. However, if members'on the other side of
this House persist with the amendments moved by the member for Vasse, an unacceptable
situation will be created and the eml will be placed in jeopardy.

Hon N.F. Moore: It sounds like a threat.

Hon KAY HALLAHAN: There is nothing threatening about it. The member is pretty
sensitive.

Hon N.F. Moore: It is disgusting legislation.

Hon KAY HALI.AHAN: I think the Government is wise to say how it views the situation.

Hon N.F. Moore: In other words you are saying, "Don't move amendments, because we
don't like it."

Hon KAY HALLAHAN: We axe making amendments in order to accom-modate the
amendments made in another place.

It needs to be clearly understood that a process resulting in the potential disallowance of
vesting orders or leases, perhaps months after they have been granted, would place the
Department of Land Administration in an untenable situation and would generate such
disruption in the normal business of Governmrent that it could not be tolerated.

I believe that the amendments proposed in the eml, as it currently stands, are quite simple and
straightforward in nature. I assure the House that the objective is to streamline and
modernise procedures that are long overdue for an update, and there are no hidden objectives
or ulterior motives behind the drafting.

In summarising the effect of the amendments in the way I have, it becomes clear that there is
very real value in bringing the eml into operation as an Act as quickly as possible. The
amendments will provide an early reduction in operating costs in the Department of Land
Administration and will lead to better service to the conmnmunity.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon A.A. Lewis.

SILICON (PICTON) AGREEMENT BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Kay Hallaban (Minister for
Community Services), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON KAY HALLAHAN (South East Metropolitan - Minister for Community Services)
[8.18 pm]: I move --

That the Bill be now read a second time.
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The purpose of the Bill is to ratify an agreement between the State, Barrack Silicon Pry Ltd,
hereinafter referred to as 'the company", and Barrack Mines Limited, hereinafter referred to
as "the guarantor". The agreement wrnl enable the company to construct a silicon metal
manufacturing plant on a site acquired at Picton, approximately seven kilometres east of
Bunbury. The essential elements of the proposal include --

the mining and supply of quartzite ore from a small quartzite quarry near Moora;
the supply of firewood-quality jarrab from State forests for conversion to charcoal and
a lesser supply of jarrah woodchips to assist in process control; and
the manufacture of charcoal and the reduction of quartzite ore to silicon in two
electric arc furnaces and associated plant at Picton.

The proposal is based on the recognition that a combination of raw materials available in the
south west of Western Australia offers an opportunity to develop a viable industry capable of
producing silicon of high purity. As a consequence, prospects of effective market penetration
both overseas and in Australia are excellent and export earnings alone are expected to exceed
$800 million over the 20-year life span of the project. Additionally, the various components
of the project will result in the employment of an estimated 280 people in the construction
phase and 125 during operations, It is also expected that the associated economic stimulation
for the region will result in the creation of in excess of a further 200 consequential jobs.
In order to allow full appreciation of the proposal. I shall briefly oudline the associated
components. Firstly there is the aspect of quartzite production. The company has acquired a
suitable ore deposit in a sparsely populated area some 15 kilometres north of Moora. The
quarry operations will involve the extraction of 60 000 tonnes of quartzite each year. The ore
will be crushed and screened on site with suitable sized ore transported by rail to Picton.
The waste material will be used as a backfill prior to rehabilitation of the site. Noise and
vibration generated by the quarry operations will be restricted and will comply with
regulations. The comre nature of the quartzite will minimise any siliceous dust emission
associated with the operations and transport. Drilling will be by special units finted with dust
control systems and water sprays will be used, if necessary, on the cmusher and roads. A
special bore field will be established to supply water requirements.
I come now to the aspect of timber. The project will require some 124 000 tonnes of
firewood each year, of which 100 000 tonnes is to be convented to charcoal for use as a
reductant in the silicon electric arc furnaces and the remainder is to be processed into wood
blocks and woodchips, for use in stabilising and moderating the reactions in the furnaces.
The Department of Conservation and Land Management will contract for the supply of
firewood-quality jarrah. The department has confirmed that volumes of wood greatly in
excess of those required over the life of the project are potentially available from State
forests. In addition, the extraction of this type of wood will benefit forest management by
using more of the wood from current timber operations, which includes the tree crowns and
material rejected as below second grade mill timber, and also allow for more economical
forest thinning operations. The Department of Conservation and Land Management is to be
totally responsible for the supply of wood under contractual arrangements. Transport will
mainly be on roads used for existing forest operations and I must stress that the project
specifications relate only to wood of firewood quality. As I have said, the timber will be
obtained as a result of thinining programmes and as a by-product from various sources mn
existing timber production areas, and will not involve any areas of State forests allocated for
conservation, recreation, or landscape protection.
Finally I come to the charcoal and silicon production elements of the proposal. Both
processes will be carried out at the Picron plant site. As far as charcoal production is
concerned, the site will allow for construction of a modem docking saw mill, stockpile areas,
and two charcoal retorts. Site design and construction will ensure suitable attenuation of
noise and control of airborne emissions to comply with the Environmental Protection
Authority's requirements. Additionally, zoning restrictions which are consistent with the
existing Bunbury regional plan will ensure that no residential development will occur in the
future within a radius of one kilometre from the centre of the plant. Emissions from the
charcoal production process will not be released to the atmosphere but be collected and
incinerated. The gas emitted after incineration will be essentially made up of nitrogen, water
vapour, and carbon dioxide.
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With regard to the silicon production, members are advised that two submerged electric arc
furnaces and associated plant, of the most modem design available, will be the production
units. A dust control system with very high efficiency and reliability will be incorporated and
the plant will have specific design features to reduce noise. The exhaust gas from the silicon
furnaces will be collected and treated by a highly efficient filtering system for extracting the
amorphous silica dust content. This filtering system is state of the art and results in emission
collection in a form which allows pelletisarion and disposal by landfill, if a separate market
cannot be found for this silica by-product. However, it is expected that the silica by-product
will have a ready market in the cement manufacturing industry. The filtering system will
ensure that amorphous silica dust concentrations during normal operations are well within
statutory limits set by the Environmental Protection Authority.
The furnaces and associated plant will be capable of producing 24 000 tonnes of high quality
silicon each year. The facilities will consume up to 45 megawatts of power and will become
the largest single customer on the State Energy Comminission's electricity grid.
Although Parliament is being asked to ratify the agreement this session, this in no way
prejudices the required environmental assessment procedures. The Government makes it
clear that all environmental conditions will be addressed prior to final approval for the project
to proceed being granted, regardless of the ratification of the agreement. Previously a similar
project under different ownership had been the subject of an environmental review and
management programme report and review, and the project had received environmental
approval. This was for a split operation project which was to have been constructed at
Wundowie and Coolup. As a result of changes in location, the Environental Protection
Authority has requested that a further public environmental report and public review be
undertaken to address the site specific aspects of this proposal. The public environmental
report is currently in preparation and the authority's assessment will be completed before the
project proposals are considered for approval by Government.
I will now summarise the clauses contained in the Silicon (Picton) Agreement. Clause 1
defines or clarifies the meaning of various words and phrases used throughout the agreement.
Clause 2 outlines the intended interpretation or effect of specific references in the agreement.
Clause 3 contains the obligations to introduce and sponsor the ratifying Bill in Parliament.
Clause 4 provides that the main clauses of the agreement shall not come into operation until
the ratifying Bill has been passed by Parliament. Should the agreement not be ratified by 31
December 1987, it shall cease and determine unless the parties otherwise agree.
Clause 5(1) requires the company to submit detailed proposals for all elements and aspects of
the project, including an environmental management programme, by 31 January 1988.
Clause 5(2) allows for the proposals to be submitted separately and in any order. Clause 5(3)
allows for proposals to be based on the use of existing facilities owned by the company
where practicable and appropriate. Clause 5(4) requires the company to submit, in addition
to the detailed proposals, evidence of marketing arrangements, funding availability, and
willingness to commence the project, all aimed at ensuring the viability of the project.
Clause 6(l) provides for the consideration and approval by the Minister of the company's
detailed project proposals. It is also made clear that such approval shall be compatible with
any associated conditions and procedures made pursuant to the Environmental Protection Act
1986. Requirements for the consideration and implementation of the proposals similar to
those contained in other agreements ratified by Parliament are set out in subclauses (1) to (8)
of clause 6. Clause 6(9) addresses the transfer of and access to the Picton plant site. Thre
State, through the South West Development Authority, has negotiated the purchase of the site
and will undertake to transfer ownership to the company upon approval of the proposals
under terms and conditions to be agreed. In the meantime, for purposes of surveys and
preparatory site works, the company, has permission to enter the site. The Picton plant has
been delineated on a plan marked "A" which I now table.
(See paper No 523.)
Hon KAY HALLALAN: In clause 7, the company agrees to use its best endeavours during
the term of the agreement to operate the plant to at least 80 per cent of its capacity. Caunse 8
provides that should the company wish to expand or vary its activities relevant to but beyond
the agreement, it will submit additional proposals for consideration and approval. Under
clause 9 the company is required to report periodically to the Minister with regard to
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measures it has taken, is taking, or proposes to take, for the protection of the environment.
The company must also liaise and cooperate with the Minister on additional reasonable
environmental monitoring, protection, and management requirements arising from its
operations. Requirements for the use of local labour, professional services, and material are
included in clause 10.
Clause 11I provides that the mining lease over the quartzite quarry near Moora shall continue
to be held by the company under the normal provisions of the Mining Act. Clause 12(1)
outlines the State's commnitment to the project, and to supply through the Department of
Conservation and Land Management the necessary firewood-quality timber under
commercial terms and conditions to be agreed. If the company wishes to expand the capacity
of the plant, the State undertakes to investigate its ability to supply the necessary additional
timber within the limits of good forest management. Clause 12(2) provides that the State
shall nor provide such firewood-qualiry timber to another shiiar project under teams more
favourable than to the company under this agreement.

Clause 13(t) provides that the company shall be financially responsible for any private roads
associated with the various sites of the project. Clause 13(2) clarifies that the State shall
continue to be responsible for the maintenance of any public roads used by the company.

Clause 13(3) provides that in the event of a public road being damaged or requiring
upgrading as a consequence of the company's operations, the company shall contribute an
equitable portion of the cost of repair or upgrading as determined by the Commissioner of
Main Roads. Clause 14 requires the State to grant, subject to payment of appropriate fees,
transport licences to facilitate the transport by road of timber to the Picton site and silicon and
by-products to Fremantle. Clause 15 addresses the need for supply of power to the various
sites integral to the project and requires the company and the State Energy Commission to
enter into negotiations and arrangements. Clause 16 provides that the State and the company
shall come to agreement with regard to the project's water requirements.

Zoning aspects are addressed in clause 17. The State undertakes to ensure that the various
sites subject of the agreement are and continue to be suitably zoned to protect the long-term
benefits of the agreement. Additionally, the State is to ensure that zoning of the land outside
the plant is maintained so as to preclude residential development within one kilometre of the
centre of the silicon plant. Clause 18 allows the company, with the consent of the Minister,
to assign, mortgage, charge, sublet or dispose of any of its rights and obligations under the
agreement upon certain conditions. Clause 19 allows for the variation of this agreement,
subject to any such variation being laid on the Table of each House of Parliament.

The force majeure provisions contained in clause 20 are the usual provisions of this nature
included in agreements ratified by Parliament. Clause 21 enables the Minister to extend at
the request of the company any period referred to in the agreement. This standard provision
provides flexibility to make adjustments to time periods that become necessary due to
unforeseen circumstances. Clause 22 outlines the circumstances under which the agreement
may be determined. In the case of a dispute the matter is to be referred to arbitration.

Clause 23 established the liability of both the company and the State upon cessation or
determination of the agreement and ensures that the company pays any moneys owed to the
State. Clause 24 makes it clear that the company is not exempted from complying with the
provisions of environmental protection legislation of she State. Clause 25 requires that the
company shall indemnify the State against all claims or suits by third parties arising out of
work carried out by the State on behalf of the company. Clause 26 provides that where the
company pursuing activities under the agreement requires Commonwealth licences and
consents, the State shall assist as appropriate. Clause 27 clarifies that the panties to the
agreement may subcontract with third parties to carry out portions of the approved
operations.

Clause 28(1) outlines a number of stamp duty exemptions that would otherwise normally be
incurred during the establishment phase of the agreement. In addition to this agreement,
exemption is also intended to apply to the acquisition by the company of the quantzite quarry
minting and prospecting tidles and other interests, the transfer of the Picton plant site to the
company, and any subsequent assignment sublease or disposition undertaken within three
years. Clause 28(2) provides that where any relevant stamp duty under subclause (1) has
been paid prior to ratification of this agreement, the stamp duty shall be refunded when the
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agreement is ratified. Clause 29 nominates the Commercial Arbitration Act 1985 as the
vehicle for settling disputes. Clause 30 requires the company to keep the State informed as to
any matter that may affect the interests of the State. Clause 31 fixes the means by which
either party shall communicate with the other with regard to formal notice provisions of the
agreement. Clause 32 provides that the agreement will expire on 31 December 2010 and
allows for the continuation of the agreement for a further 21 years. Clause 33 makes it clear
that the agreement is to be interpreted in accordance with Western Australian law.

Finally, clause 34 provides that Barrack Mines Limited shall act as guarantor to the company
so long as the company continues to be party to the agreement, provided that after the
construction of the plant the Minister may release Barrack Mines from these obligations.

I believe this agreement will facilitate the establishment of an important new and viable
industry within the State which, in time, has the potential to give rise to a number of
subsequent silicon-based, downstream industries that will collectively provide significant
economic and employment benefits. Additionally, this agreement will enable the company to
construct and operate its plant in an environmentally acceptable manner.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon N.E. Moore.

THE RURAL AND INDUSTRIES BANK OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 18 November.

HON NEIL OLIVER (West) [8.35 pm]: Today is almost a record in this parliamentary
session in that this is the first occasion on which two items have followed each other
consecutively on the Notice Paper.

Hon J.M. Berinson: It is an omen of things to come.

Hlon NEIL OLIVER: I will let the second reading speech through. No doubt the Leader of
the House must be pleased that he has Ministers available in order to follow the Notice Paper
which he has so diligently planned.

I indicate the support of my colleagues for this Bill. However, I have some grave
reservations about the activities of the R & I Bank, which may engage by joint venture or
participation in activities which have no relevance whatsoever to the business of bankers, the
provision of finance, financial services or financial advisory services. I will speak about a
minor amendment later.

The second reading speech of the Minister for Budget Management obviously originated
from the Treasurer. It was very different from the last four or five second reading speeches
we have heard introducing Bills into this House. This document is really a public relations
document, or almost a Press media document. It does not have the detail associated with the
Bills which have just been introduced. In those cases the nature and importance of the
legislation is taken into account, so I am surprised how little this has been dealt with in the
second reading speech of the Minister for Budget Management.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Most of the provisions of this Bill are pretty self-evident, are they not?

Hon NEIL OLIVER: Since 1944 there have been 21 amending Bills to this Act. Th1e new
Bill has 38 clauses compared to the 118 sections of the current Act, so I suppose this
streamlines the activities.

The Bill talks about all the activities which have occurred in the deregulation of the banking
system. Having read the last four balance sheets of the bank, I can say it has performed
extremely well for the benefit of Western Australia; not only for its depositors, but also for
the State. From what!I can see, the Bill basically brings the legislation into modem language.
This Bill is not going to in any way vary or alter the activities of the bank except to bring it
into modem times. What interests me is the reference :c', the restrictions on the bank. I am
not certain what those restrictions are. I have read the old Act, but I have not read the
regulations.

There might be minor things in the Act that need to be changed, such as where the rural
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sector is referred to as the "settlers" and the industry is referred to as "Manufacturers", but
when we come back to it, the deregulation of the banking system has been with us for many
years, and the bank has performed well since deregulation. Deregulation originated with the
introduction of the Campbell report, which from memory was in about 1976 or 1977. In
1982 the Carnpbeil report was submitted to the Federal Government, and then there was a
change of Government and the new Treasurer, Mr Keating, comissioned the Martin inquiry,
which substantiated the Campbell report, and enabled Treasurer Keating to claim that he had
been responsible for bringing about the deregulation of our banking system.

I must admit that I was surprised that there were many banks which one would have thought
would be eager to invest and to hang their shingle up in Western Australia but which did not
apply for acceptance in Australia. However, a considerable number of international bankers
did choose to do that. As the current managing director of Westpac, Mr White, said, he
thought we were going to deregulate the banking system and allow offshore foreign banks
into Australia, but he did not know we were going to let a whole football team in.

I was interested to read today in the financial pages of the Daily News on page 26,
"Australian banks set for change." Members may recall that I have already mentioned the
commnents made by the managing director of the Challenge Bank as to the changes that are
occurring and what is anticipated to occur in the imnmediate future. Mr Hollott, who is the
business director retail banking, for Citibank, was in Perth recently on behalf of the United
States parent's Asian representatives, and he said in that article --

THE Australian Banking scene will undergo some dramatic changes over the next
two years -- possibly even more radical than those that have occurred since
deregulation two years ago.

He went on to say --

.. when it was decided to develop a banking operation in Australia, very little help
was available from Citibank's New York headquarters banking network -- a massive
structure of similar standing to the Commnonwealth Bank in Australia -- because it had
never before had to start a bank from scratch.

That is interesting because Citibank is the largest bank in the world, even when one compares
it with the conglomerate of the Japanese investment houses, like NKK, Marubini, Itoh, and
Mitsui. One is looking at a company with assets that exceed those of AT and T, Exon, and
General Motors all combined, just to give one an idea of the massive corporation posture in
which Citibank is placed in the world economic market. It is interesting that the Citibank
representative speaks about the difficulties that are faced by banks that are established in
Australia and which want to involve themselves in the agencies -- that is, to open up new
branches. It is unfortunate that many of the new banks that have entered the Australian
market have not hung their shingles up in the manner of the existing banks. It has now
become a very expensive operation to open each individual branch of a bank, and this is a
major problem even for banks in the category of Citibank.

Hon Carry Kelly: To the extent that banks are going to charge you for taking your own
money out!

Hon NEI1L OLIVER: [ will disregard that interjection; I do not know what relevance it has to
people putting in or taking money out of banks.

[ have known many of the Commissioners of the R & I Bank over many years since coming
to Western Australia, and one of them was a cousin of mine. I have followed the
development of the bank with great interest. The bank was somewhat of a fledgling bank in
Western Australia, and it has had the responsibility of not just operating where the lucrative
business is, but has had to go to other parts of the State where the generation of profits may
not even materialise. The R & I Bank has given great support to the rural industry, as it
started as an agricultural bank.

One of the factors I would be interested to receive a reply from the Minister on is in respect
of the capital stock of the bank which is treated as an asset. I understand that it is a debt
rather than an equity but I note that there is a $60 million capital stock issue. I am aware that
there was a $30 million issue made to the Armstrong Jones Prime Fund. I trust the Minister
in his reply midght enlighten me as to the other partners to the additional capital stock of that
$30 million, apart from the Armstrong Jones Prime Fund.
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Hon J.M. Berinson: Can you tell me where that reference to $60 million came from?
Hon NEIL OLIVER: It is on the balance sheet for the financial year 1985-86. That is when
it first appears. In addition to that, I note that in this current year an additional $19 million
has been injected in capital over and above the previous $22.230 million, which was provided
by the State Government. I notice that that figure has now increased in the financial year
ending 30 June, as indicated by the 41st annual report of the R & I Bank, to $41,230 million.
I would be interested to know the reason for that injection of capital by the State
Government. It is on page 18 of that report. I realise that there have been problems in the
financial market in Western Australia. A considerable amount of publicity was focused on
Teachers Credit Society and other activities in relation to the Western Australia Development
Corporation and State Government Insurance Commission. I do not intend to canvass those
problems this evening, although other speakers might like to draw attention to them.
I refer now to a document which is issued regularly by the Reserve Bank of Australia. It is
called "Prudential Supervision of Barnks" and deals with their prudential statements. One
section is particularly relevant today to the extent that it talks about risk exposures. It says --

18. Undue concentration of risk can expose a bank to losses and diminution of
capital. A bank can reduce such risk by working towards, and maintaining, a
deposit book and loan portfolio that are diversified both geographically and
industrially.

That of course is very much a part of this particular Bill. The document continues in part as
follows --

Banks generally impose limits on the amount of funds they will accept from or
advance to, any one client or group of related clients to reduce the degree of
risk.

19. In discussions with individual banks the Reserve Bank reviews systems used
by management to control, monitor and limit risk exposures in relation to both
their domestic and offshore operations.

[Quorum formed.)
Hon NEIL OLIVER: The document continues as follows --

The latter involves risks additional to those associated with domestic
operations, e.g. foreign currency exposures, country risk and maturity
mismatching. Banks have been asked to ensure that the development of their
offshore operations does not out-mun their managerial and capital resources.
Banks' attention has also been drawn to the absence of lender-of-last resort
arrangements in some offshore centres.

No doubt many of these comments will be known to the management of the R & I Bank.
More importantly, I maust that the problems that bank will have in its associations with non-
banking organisations but institutions that are within the financial framework will be
overcome. The document continues as follows --

20. The Reserve Bank has drawn out for banks that the primacy of the interests of
their depositors has certain implications should subsidiaries and associates
operating in the non-bank finance area run into difficulties. Such associations
also have a potential to subvert the normal conmnmercial judgments which a
bank should apply to lending propositions from them.

21. For these reasons, the Reserve Bank has given banks general guidance in
respect of their equity associations with other institutions, including:

a bank's equity associations with other institutions should normally be
in the field of financial intermediation, involvements in non-financial
areas should normally be of substantial relevance to banking
operations;
a bank should finance new or additional equity associations with other
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institutions from its shareholders' hinds, having close regard to the
principle that, aver a reasonable period of time, such investments
should not contribute to a deterioration in its capital gearing position;
a bank should not give a general guarantee of the repayment of
liabilities issued by its non-bank associates and should ensure that an
associate does not, in an attempt to up-grade the status of its liabilities,
seek to give an impression chat the bank's financial resources stand
generally behind, or could be called upon to stand behind, its
operations;

Those are very commendable words of great wisdom, which would be well known to any
banker. 1 am quite certain my colleague, Hon Max Evans, who may follow me in this
debate --

Hon J.M. Berinson: No. lHe said he feels that you are dealing with it very comprehensively.

Hon NEIL OLIVER: I am very interested in some of the statements Hon Max Evans has
made in the past. That is, it is so easy to lend but so difficult to get the money back. It is a
very simple rule. When one examines the comments and advice that the Reserve Bank
extends to our major banks in Australia, one must say that its words are reasonably well
chosen and very wise.

The Teachers Credit Society is a non-bank financial institution. The R & I Bank has no
responsibility for the prudential supervision of nan-bank financial institutions, nor should we
consider it appropriate for it to become involved directly in banking arrangements between it
and the non-banking financial institutions' customers. Rather it should be satisfied that the
bank has put in place adequate management control systems appropriate to the features of
each arrangement, and to limit risk to prudential levels which are observed and reviewed as
circumstances require.

In particular, the bank should maintain an effective oversight of the operations of any non-
bank financial institution for which it is acting as agent in clearing cheques. It should not
wish to see competition between other banks for non-bank financial institutions' customers
which may lead to any laxity in the prudential standards which any bank may apply to
monitor and control those agency arrangements.

I am not aware of the very unsatisfactory circumstances in which the Government found itself
in relation to the Teachers Credit Society. I do not know whether the Minister for Budget
Management intended to explain the reason for the injection of additional capital or whether
any further capital into the Rural and Industries Bank is proposed in the current financial
year.

I was pleased, when examining the non-banking activities of the R & I Bank in its annual
reports to see that the Perpetual Finance Corporation Ltd is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the
bank and extremely successful. R & I Nominees Ltd, which caters for the nominee and
custodial requirements of both domestic and international clients; the R & I Bank Property
Trust, formerly known as the AMA House Property Trust; and the Primary Industry Bank of
Australia Ltd, are all subsidiaries of the R & I Bank. A deficiency in the later reports of the
bank is a subsidiary that was spoken about in glowing terms, Tricontinental Holdings Ltd.
Tricontinental is a merchant bank which has had a long association with the Rural and
Industries Bank. In fact, I believe it was one of the first banks to actually set up operations in
Perth. Although I may be wrong, [ believe that its establishment was an initiative taken by
the Rural and Industries Bank.

The 1983 and 1984 annual reports of the bank and preceding annual reports indicate the
R & I Bank held a 25.8 per cent interest in that banking group. It has always been regarded
as one of the flagships of the bank. I believe a former Chief Commissioner of the bank, Eric
Collins, was either the chairman of Tricontinencal or at least was a director. That was at the
time when we were endeavouring to develop Western Australia, as small as it is in the Asian-
Pacific tirn and in the overall Australian context of financial markets, as a force in the
financial markets.

It is interesting to note that, as well as the R & I Bank holding a 25.8 per cent shareholding in
Tricontinental, other shareholders included the State Bank of Victoria, which held a 25.8 per
cent interest; Security Pacific National Bank, which held a 20 per cent interest;, Credit
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Lyonnais, which held a 13 per cent interest; the Mitsui Bank Ltd, which held a 13 per cent
interest; Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken, which held a 2 per cent interest; and the group
chairman who was previously the principal of what was then called Ian Potters held the
remaining shares amounting to 0.4 per cent.
On one occasion I spoke with the director of the Mitsui Bank in Singapore who, although he
regarded Tricontinental as a small bank, believed it was significant that it had its base and
head office in Perth. Of course, Tricontinental was sold. I would be very interested to know
why that happened. It was spoken of in glowing terms and regarded as performing well. It
had a role to fulfil and was addressing the market. What organisation replaced it? I have my
own views about that. Unless I am wrong, I believe it is now a wholly-owned subsidiary of
the State Bank of Victoria.

The bank will be upgraded, and instead of having commissioners it will have a board of
directors and a managing director appointed by the Governor. It is a very reasonable way of
going about things, and follows a line similar to that taken by the State Bank of Victoria and
the State Bank of South Australia. Those banks were previously called the State Savings
Bank, which lacked a certain image, and they needed to be modernised. The Rural and
Industries Bank has always been a very good marketeer. It has marketed itself well and
better, from my observation, than the State Bank of Victoria with all its association with Walt
Disney and people belonging to the SSB, or whatever they call themselves. The Rural and
Industries Bank has been a far better marketeer, and has made a greater impression in
Western Australia than the R & I Bank in New South Wales has made.

A board of directors normally comprises a fixed number of directors. For some unknown
reason this legislation allows for not less than five and not more than eight directors to be
appointed by the Governor, and the managing director as an ex officio director, and a
chairman and deputy chairnan to be appointed by the Governor. I understand that during the
transition period the existing commissioners, including the chief commissioner, Mr David
Fischer, will assume some of these positions on the board. Why, if we are to modernise and
commercialise this organisation, are we allowing this latitude? It is supposed to be operating
as a new private enterprise, yet I do not know of any situation in the Companies Code where
the position of some directors is unfilled. There may be some vacant positions if, for
example, somebody has retired, but they will be filled at an extraordinary general meeting.

Reading this Bill takes me back to my old accounting days. In the old Bill the commnissioners
were the body corporate and in this new Bill the bank is the body corporate. It has a seal, can
execute under the seal, and do all of those relevant matters contained within the Companies
Code. In the old days, and probably the Minister will recall them, we had what was called
under the Companies Act, Table A.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I am too young to remember that, Mr Oliver.

Hon NEIL OLIVER: Surely the Minister can remember Table A which set out the basic
requirements which corporate bodies should follow. I can assure him that it is still contained
in the Companies Code as examples of articles of association. We should examine this Bill,
and others like it, and perhaps devise a standard schedule dealing with the requirements and
rights of a corporate body, instead of going through these Bills clause by clause.

Hon J.M. Berinson: There is something to be said for these Bills being self-contained, so that
one does not have to refer from one Bill to another for this sort of detail.

Hon NEIL OLIVER: I appreciate that. I was suggesting that we could have a standard
schedule for such Bills which contains all the things which are the responsibilities of boards
of directors and bodies corporate, the manner in which they act, what happens if one director
enters into deeds of arrangement and other things associated with that. I commend that
suggestion to the Minister, who might care to consider the proposal. It would certainly
reduce the clauses contained in our legislation if there were a common schedule for many of
the B ills.

Hon J.M. Berinson: I do not think it really would, you know, because if you look at that sort
of provision in this Bill you are only dealing with a very few paragraphs.

Hon NEIL OLIVER: This Bill is very broad and skips a lot. That is why I foreshadowed an
amendment to it.

Jim)
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Hon I.M. Berinson: Have you distributed that, by the way?

Hon NEIL OLIVER: No, I have not, I will pass it around now. In his second reading speech
the Minister said that the Bill would empower the bank to do all the things we would really
expect a commercial bank co do in carrying on the business of banking. I can assure the
Minister that he is incorrect, as will be seen by clause 13(t) on page 8. The last tine of that
clause says --

... business activity or for any other purposes that the Minister may approve;
That clause is wide open, and I will speak to my amendment when the clause is dealt with.

The Minister spoke in his second reading speech on page 8 of income tax. I presume that the
R & I Bank will pay into Consolidated Revenue the equivalent of companies tax. He said
that to come into line with the Commonwealth Banking Corporation and other State banks it
is proposed to adopt --

(1) payment of the equivalent of income tax as if the entity were a company
liable to income tax; and

(2) the payment of dividend.

In essence that refers to a company tax -- income tax, of course, being a personal tax.

The Notice Paper refers to a question 490, which refers to the term "merchant bank".
Merchant banks play an important role within the banking system. They operate under
stringent conditions which are supervised by the National Companies and Securities
Commission and overseen by Treasurer Keating.

When one examines those activities one finds they are very much interlinked with the
banking licences controlled by the Reserve Bank, because many of the merchant banks are
involved in bringing several banks together to handle many activities. Not only do merchant
banks have rules for accepting deposits; they also conduct various activities which are
carefully monitored, and they are not permitted to stray outside those limits. They may be
involved in all sorts of securities. They may even wish to be involved in foreign exchange
management, but for every one of 120 services they may wish to provide it would be
necessary for those involved to have the expertise to be able to undertake those duties. As a
result those banks are very limnited in their operations. When we come to a bank like the
R & I Bank, it has that wider ability to encompass trading in eurodollars and all sorts of
foreign exchange dealings, and the management of superannuation funds, which are already
part of the bank's activities.
I believe I have covered all I want to at this stage. I am disappointed in the Minister for
Budget Management's second reading speech, which is the Treasurer's speech. I have not
compared it word for word, but it is probably the same speech which introduced the Bill in
the other House. I realise there are 13, 14 or 15 Ministers in the other place; I am not certain
how many. Only three Ministers are here, so I do not expect the Minister's staff to rewrite an
unsatisfactory second reading speech. It is a glossy, public relations document compared
with the second reading speeches we have heard this evening. I listened to them in great
detail, due to the fact that I was about to reply to the second reading speech on this Bill.

I support the legislation, but during the Committee stage I intend to speak to clause 13
because I cannot support the proposition of a carte blanche operation outside any banking and
financial services. No financial institution should be allowed to engage in operations of this
sort.

HON MAX EVANS (Metropolitan) [9.24 pm]l: I rise to support the Bill, but I must declare
my interest. I was entertained in London to lunch by the R & I Bank, but that did not
influence my decision. I have no overdraft; that does not influence my decision. The
commissioners are all very good friends of mine, but that does not influence my decision
either.
Looking at this Bill and at the Gold Banking Corporation Bill, I find the draftsmen bad a very
easy job. The clauses are similar in both Bills. They go through the powers of banking,
general business and so on. Paragraph after paragraph appears to be the same. Even the
numbers are the same, so I hope the bank had a special rate from the Crown Law Department.
They should have been paid half price, in view of the ease of the work to be
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done. This is a complete rewrite of the Act, which is a good idea. Too often we emasculate
Acts. The other day we saw 10 or 15 pages of amendments to a Bill. These days with word
processors it is much easier to rewrite Acts. I suggest to the Minister for Budget
Management some of these Statutes might be put together. It might be easier to handle them,
particularly for later amendments.
I see this Act has been amended on 21 occasions. I am glad that this is not the 22nd lot of
amendments to the old 1944 Act, or progress would be much slower than it will be. I
commend the Government on producing a whole new Act. It is a new ball game, like a new
memorandum and articles of association of a company. It is the rules under which the bank
will operate.

I wish the Minister for Budget Management would not keep referring to the other States,
saying this bank does this, that bank does the other. We want to do it ourselves, and we
should do it ourselves.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Do you not think it is a good idea to take advantage of the experience of
other people?

Hon MAX EVANS: Take advantage of it, by all means, but we should not sell ourselves
short. We are saying we are taking this from here and the other ftom there. We did it
ourselves; it is good drafting.

Hon J.M. Berinson: I always thought that was called plagiarism.

Hon MAX EVANS: It is plagiarism, but there is no need to put credits at the end of it. No
royalties are involved; they do the same here. Let us just do it without worrying where it
came from.

The bank should conduct its affairs with a view to promoting the balanced development of
the State's economy to the maximum advantage of the people of Western Australia. As Hon
Neil Oliver said, the bank has done a very good job; it has a very high profile. The bank
should operate in accordance with accepted principles of financial management. It has done
this well. It should operate in conditions comparable with those in which its private sector
counterparts operate. What is not mentioned here is that the bank has done very well in
London. It was set up there some five or six years ago, and its operation there is a credit to
the bank. I understand the London operation is making good profits.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Are the lunches there in-house or do they take you out?

Hon MAX EVANS: I will not comment on that.

Hon Doug Wenn: Go on!

Several members interjected.

Hon MAX EVANS: I went to the Bankers Club. I have been compromised, but I will do it
again next time I go to London.

The difference between this and other State banks is that it has a Government guarantee. It is
not quite the same as the banks in the private sector because it is not controlled directly by the
Banking Act and the Reserve Bank, but it does comply with those provisions. We do not
refer to the prudential standards in the Bill, but there is a good reason given by legal people.
We were discussing this in respect of the Gold Banking Corporation Bill. These standards
must be complied with. The R & I Bank has a Government guarantee which makes it
different from private sector banks.
There may be problems as growth continues, but I hope the bank continues to be a success.
The Government must keep matching capital because only a limited amount of money can be
borrowed in relation to capital. If the bank wants to expand, that may be a limiting factor
because the Goverrnent cannot afford to put in too much fixed capital. The return on the
money is good, but it is not exciting. Should the Government continue to capitalise, the bank
or not? It put in $19 million last year, this year it might be $20 million, and $50 million the
year afterwards.

Hon J.M. Berinson: That is the point of the capital stock.

Hon MAX EVANS: The Goverrnent put in $19 million. In capital stock there was $60
million, of which $30 million was from Armstrong Jones Prime Fund. I cannot remember
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where the other $30 million came from; I think it was from statutory authorities. The other
Government bodies put that in at an attractive guaranteed interest rate. More funds are
obtainable from that source, but I am not certain how that relates to capital.
The board is responsible for controlling the policy of the bank and its affairs. It will be the
direct responsibility of the managing director, who is a good friend of mine. I hope that
changing from being the chairman of the board to the managing director results in a big
increase in salary, because it is a drop in status. The managing director is to be an ex officio
director. I do not think I have ever heard of a managing director being an ex officio director.
He is either a director or not a director. I would have thought the managing director was on
the beard. This is the sort of thing which comes in with incorporated bodies. The Minister
for Budget Management might explain that point. I presume he has the normal rights and
being ex officio does not limit those. [ have seen this on college councils for the headmaster
and the burser, but not in the case of a managing director.

The chairman of comissioners will now be the new managing director, and I presume there
will be a new chairman of commissioners.

Hon H.W. Gayfer: Did you say the chairman of commrissioners will be the managing
director?

Hon MAX EVANS: The chairman of commissioners will be appointed as the inaugural
managing director.

Hon H.W. Gayfer: So the board will then select the managing director?

Hon MAX EVANS: Yes, after that. The other three full-dine commissioners will be
appointed as directors and employees of the bank as they are now, with just a change in title
from commissioner to director.

The bank will be subject to the direction and control of the Minister in respect of its day to
day operations, as is the case with other statutory authorities, and that position will continue
unchanged.

Last year at the time of the Exim Corporation Bill being brought into this House, there was
talk around town that Perpetual Finance, a wholly-owned subsidiary company of the
R & I Bank, had lent money to Acremasrer under a guarantee for Exini Ltd; that Exim Ltd
was reneging on that guarantee; and that Perpetual Finance was seeking, through its lawyers,
to sue under that guarantee, and they were influenced not to take action against Exim when
they considered they had a very good case for doing so. I hope that was not because of the
direction and control of the Minister but because it was a prudent business decision; but I find
that hard to believe.
The direction and control of the Minister is also relevant in respect of the administration of
the Teachers Credit Society. I do not think any bank would have taken on the Teachers
Credit Society without the direction and control of the Minister. If the R & I Bank had had
the ability to make a free decision, I am sure it would have let someone else Look after the
Teachers Credit Society because it must be a big problem for the bank. I believe there has
been ministerial control and direction in that case.

Consultation may be initiated by either party, and with the board required to consult the
Minister for entering into a major initiative. I like the next sentence, that there is no
provision for either party to coerce the other into accepting a particular course of action. I
would have though it might have been better if theme was no provision for one party to coerce
the other, but the other party may coerce the first parry to take any action by the Minister
against the board. It is interesting that there should be no coercion; maybe that is in hindsight
of the other two decisions.

It is proposed not to continue in the new legislation a specific guarantee by the State in
respect of banking operations carried on with the general banking department as provided in
the existing Act. I accept that, but there is now in the Bill a new clause 30 in respect of
guarantees. I have been interested lately to look at guarantees because they go on and on and
on. Clause 30 of the Bill provides --
(1) The payment of all moneys due by the Bank, other than the payment of moneys due

by the Bank to the holders of capital stock or capital instruments issued under section
26, is guaranteed by the Treasurer.
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(2) Any liability of the Treasurer arising from the guarantee in subsection (1) shall be met
out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund which is appropriated to the necessary extent.

If we look up what the extent of this guarantee is, the Treasurer in his latest Budget papers
gives a far better schedule than we have ever had, and I commend the Minister for Budget
Management on the report of the Treasurer this year. There is excellent information in the
report, and it is well up to par with the information that I recently brought back from the
United Kingdom.

Borrowings by statutory authorities guaranteed by the Treasurer were $4.7 billion at June
1987, up from $4.1. billion last year. Guarantees and indemnities issued under the provisions
of the Industry (Advances) Act amount to $15.2 million, down from $24.1 million last year.
These amounts are down because they have been repaid and discharged, and this has been
due to the influence of State Governments at different times in helping business organisations
to set up in remote areas. The main borrowers were Australian Paper Manufacturers,
$2.5 million; the Routnest Island Board, $5 million; and Wesfi Pty Ltd, $5.3 million.

The next group includes guarantees and indemnities issued under the provisions of other
Acts. No 2 on the list is Co-operative Bulk Handling Ltd, $8.6 million, which is a normal
business deal; and we also have the R & I Bank of Western Australia, $400 million, up from
$272 million last year.

The next page is an explanation of the type of business that the R & I Bank is undertaking, its
foreign currency transactions, and what it must do to compete in the market. Item (7) is loans
by R & I Bank of Western Australia guaranteed. The overseas loans are $50 million in US
dollars, and the extent of that liability at the moment is $69 million; 170 million yen;
$ASO minlion; 8.6 million deutschmarks; $NZ9O million. The total of domestic loans is
$11 million, making a total of $400 million compared with last year of $270 million.

The Treasurer's statement continues --

The amounts guaranteed in Australian dollars have been translated using exchange
rates applicable at 30 June 1987 and 30 June 1986, respectively.
In addition to the contingent liability of $400 435 801, the State also guarantees
payment of all moneys due by the Bank in respect of its general banking operations.

I am not critical of that; I am just stating a fact. We are seeing at the present time the extent
of the Government's indemnities to the bank.

The last pant of the statement says --

(10) Since the end of the financial year the State has accepted a commitment for
losses which may occur in respect of the affairs of the Swan Building Society
and Teachers Credit Society. The extent of losses has not been determined
and the financial effect of these events has not been brought to account.
The State has also undertaken to enter into a commitment of up to a maximum
of $150 million to indemnify the National Australia Bank against liabilities
incurred in respect of Rothwells Limited.

Comments have been made by Hon Neil Oliver in respect of taxation, and I see that now the
bank pays income tax on consolidated revenue on the same basis as the bank would be
assessed if it were a public company liable to pay income tax. These words in the Bill should
have been used in respect of other statutory authorities. I gather that they debit expenses and
do their calculations in a way which is often very different from what one would do for
income tax purposes, and they have brought a lot of expenses in that might have otherwise
been capitalised to reduce the profit so as to reduce the amount paid to the State Government.
So I commend this later version of the same wording that we first saw in the Western
Australian Development Corporation Act 1983. The wording has now been considerably
strengthened so that the basis of accounting shall also be as would be applied in the private
sector for taxation purposes and not just to cover the surplus figure at the end.
In order to explain this further, what was happening in the early days of the WADC was that
the first overseas trip in respect of exporting any commodity is a capitalised expense so far as
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the Taxation Department is concerned and is not an income tax deduction. This sort of
wording should be put into the Western Australian Development Corporation Act, and we
might even get a better dividend from that corporation than we now have because it would
not be able to write off a lot of the expenses that it has written off if it were complying with
the Income Tax Assessment Act.

I would like an explanation of the clause which deals with the Financial Administration and
Audit Act continuing to apply to die bank after 1 April. I cannot see the significance of that.

Hon J.M. Berinson: That is when this Bill comes into effect.

Hon MAX EVANS: Okay, but the Minister did not say that in his speech on the Bill.

Hon J.M. Berinson: It was not necessary to say that in the speech because clause 2 of the
legislation reads, "The Act shall come into operation on 1 April 1988,"
Hon MAX EVANS: Thank you. I should have looked at the Bill; but chat answers my
query.

In respect of prudential standards I am worried about Gold Bank and the R & I Bank and
exactly where they stand in respect of the Reserve Bank and its prudential requirements. The
other evening I rang the Deputy Auditor General who advised me that only recently has the
Reserve Bank been to see the auditors of private banks and State banks, to require themi to
report to the Reserve Bank on the prudential standards. It is a very new requirement. In fact
I rang Gold Bank on the same day, which advised me of the same thing, although they did
not know that the week before. There are tighter controls now and I think that is a very good
idea because the pmudential standards are very clear and well written. Bankers and their
customers are the responsibility of the Reserve Bank, which is the overall fairy godmother to
all banks. It wants to make certain that all banks play the game by the rules in respect of how
banks should operate in this country. Auditors of private banks and State banks are now
required to report directly to the Reserve Bank on the prudential standards. I think that is a
very good idea. I am very pleased with this, particularly in relation to Gold Bank, about
which I will speak tomorrow. We have already seen problems with the Teachers Credit
Society, where the prudential standards laid down were not enforced and policed. I do not
have any doubts about the R & I Bank and how it has been run.

I support the Bill.

HON [LW. CJAYFER (Central) [9.42 pm]: The National Party supports this legislation in
respect of the R & I Bank of Western Australia.

I will not go into great detail except to say that we welcome this legislation. It certainly
condenses the old 1944 Act of something like 130 clauses down to 38. It certainly takes out
of the old Act the antiquated references that it contained. It updates and modernises the
phraseology under which a bank of the calibre of the R & I Bank should operate. The powers
of the bank are very similar, although turned around slightly to the powers that were
contained in the old Act. Indeed I find very little to concern me unduly in my reading of this
Bill. However, I notice that at first blush it would appear that the Minister's name cropped
up a little here and there; I was interested in that aspect of it, but I see that it is all in a
consultative manner. So long as that consultation takes place and is honoured by both sides,
and there is not too much interference with men who in my opinion have -- and no doubt will
in the future -- put this bank on a steady course. [ do not see that we have very much to worry
about.

I have worked very closely with the R & I Bank since 1971, and I have a great deal of respect
for it. One of its officers is in this room and although I am not allowed to mention his name,
I have worked with him and with his colleagues, and I know that they served on the
committee which brought in the draft legislation. I can recall, when I was in the Assembly,
when we endeavoured to bring into Australia what was at that time the largest overseas loan
ever to come into this country. Billy Snedden brought in one about the same time in yen,
amounting to about $28 million, but the company of which I am still chairman was
endeavouring to bring in a $30 million loan for the building of the gigantic -- and the now
completed -- Kwinana grain handling terminal. It is still the biggest in the world. It is very
interesting to look back on those days because we were a fledgling company, not known
generally in the wide world -- certainly we were unknown to the Brits and the Continent --

and the R & I Bank was not much better.
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It was a great experience. In those days computer technology was not with us and instant
telephoning was a matter of ringing from one continent to another, being quick about it and
lining them all up because on $30 million, even though the ruling rate was only 7.5 per cent
at that time, there was a fair amount of interest lag in one day. One had to draft the money
quickly when one obtained it in London. The signing up of that deal was terrific; it made
history for us -- Co-operative Bulk Handling; we were working under a Government
guarantee at the rime -- and a terrific amount of spade work went on. I was in Opposition to
Hon John Tonkin; we would spit at one another across the Chamber and then go out to his
office and work out the next step in how we could get the Reserve Bank to finally agree to
allow the monies to come into Australia.
Indeed the combined efforts will never be recorded. The man hours and the almost
clandestine meetings that took place with Treasury officials and others in an endeavour to
bring everything together to bear fruit from the frequent trips to the Federal capital will never
be recorded. I remember going to London with the then Under Treasurer, Les McCarrey and
R & I Bank officials and working with the Orion Banking Corporation, -- in fact we obtained
our last loan of an equal amount without a Government guarantee; we will do it again if this
Government does not stuff up another Bill. It was a new game for us and we were playing an
old fraternity at its own game in Threadneedle Street, We were playing and working with the
Chase Manhattan Bank, the London Westrninister Bank, the Credito Italiano, the Swiss
Credit Bank, the West Deutschland Bank, Mitsubishi and the Royal Bank of Canada.

There were nine banks in all, and we worked with them and sold our bonds through them,
and in rum they sold to 300 other banks, including one I will never forget, the Bank of
Wurms. I had never heard of such a bank before, but I remember it well. This loan at 7.5 per
cent on a very favourable deutschmark-US dollar-Australian dollar ratio --

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Garry Kelly): Order! This is a very interesting story, but I
would like the member to relate it more closely to the Bill before the Chamber.
Hon H.W. GAYFER: With all due respect, I can prove this is very important to the
establishment of an Act to set up a bank in Western Australia. I submit that at any other time
when an institution is being founded in this place credit is given to it, and I am continuing a
practice I have seen applied many times in my 27 years. If I may continue I would like to
carry on where I left off.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I make the point that you are straying away from a Bill to
establish the R & I Bank.
Hon H.W. GAYFER: In those days, as within the present Act, without limiting the generality
of section 12(1) we were able to establish ourselves and bring back a large amount of money.
In turn the bank itself, as is now stated on page 7 of the Bill, was able to establish its branch
in London. Without that entry into that part of the banking world through our intervention, I
do not think it would have come into being for many years. That historical loan which was
covered by virtually the samne powers of the bank as in this Bill expired earlier this year, and
the commissioners and I and some others, and one person present in this Chamber now, went
and rejoiced to the full at the final payment of that loan.

It was a very interesting loan because it started at 7.5 per cent repayable over 15 years, the
first five years with no repayment of capital, and interest calculated annually. Regrettably,
with the devaluation of the dollar, that loan went from 7.5 per cent to about 1.6 per cent
ultimately. That is what a long-term loan is likely to do, but we had the security of the State
and the goodwill of the bank, and at no time was that move questioned. We had other gains.
A building was constructed and in 10 years, by the time the loan was paid oft, had risen from
its original cost of $78 million to an approximate replacement cost now of $322 million.
That is the story of the establishment of one great enterprise in this State which was made
possible by a Bill similar to this -- a much more complex Bill which dealt with the
amalgamation of the old Agricultural Bank and the launching of the new bank in 1944. The
association with the country has always been there, and no-one has ever objected to the word
"Rural" appearing first in the name. The Rural and Industries Bank is held in great respect by
many people.

The powers of the bank are explicit and are along the same lines as before. It is to carry on
the business of banking and have the power to do all things necessary or convenient for that
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business. For that reason, the powers have to be all-embracing. The business of the bank
may be carried on in Western Australia or elsewhere. It has carried on business elsewhere,
and it has been of great assistance. The bank is well known and respected, and I think that is
everything. I do not think the average person realises how important creditability is for a
bank -- more so than for a person. It cannot allow its name to be besmirched because
somehow or other that sticks. While a bank such as this goes from strength to strength and
continues to give good service, I see no reason to think there is any clause in the Bill that I
should want to oppose at this stage unless something arises in Committee which I have not
woken up to. Certainly the amendments which have been circulated do not do very much to
me, but they might when I hear them explained by those who have brought them forward.

I thank the Minister for putting up with what I have said. I have wanted to say it for many
years, and this was an opportunity. I meant it genuinely, and we appreciate the assistance not
only of the bank, but also of the Government of the day which gave us so much help.
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Central Metropolitan -- Minister for Budget Management)
[9.58 pm]: I thank the members who have contributed to this debate, in particular for their
support of the legislation. Hon Neil Oliver was quite right in one sense to say that this Bill is
not a very dramatic piece of legislation and that in effect it repeats or preserves much of what
is in the present R & I Bank Act. There are important changes such as the change of
management structure in particular, which is not an insignificant change. On the whole it is
fair to say that this Bill reproduces the basic features of the existing Act.
Having said that I can only say to My Oliver that any reservations he may have had about the
Bill not being worth the effort were answered quite persuasively by Hon Max Evans and also
Hon H.W. Gayfer in drawing attention to the tighter, clearer, and more specific provisions in
the Bill. It comes down from 96 pages to 22 pages, and in the course of that a lot of dead
wood and many impractical provisions are put to one side.
Section 51 of the present Act specifies who the bank can tend to, although it is in such wide
terms that it could effectively lend to anyone it wishes. That is what banks are there for -- to
lend money to whomever they wish; and the new Bill simply states that, without going into
discussions about rural borrowers, or manufacturing borrowers, or unnecessary and
superfluous detail of that kind.

Similarly. section 59 of the Act states that in certain circumstances interest rates being
imposed by the bank require the Governor's approval. That is quite ludicrous in the
comnmercial environment in which the bank works. I understand from the bank officers that
one result of that requirement is that loans under that particular provision are simply never
granted. It is out of the question to go to the Governor to establish an interest rate and vary it
under current market conditions, and that has effectively become a dead letter.
I will not carry these examples too far, but I noticed when flicking through the present Act
that section 54 says that an application for a loan has to be in a prescribed form. Again one
can only say that it is ludicrous to bring down regulations to establish the form that a bank
should use in its relationship with its customers. All those matters can be multiplied and
explain why so much of the existing Act could be put to one side. I do not believe there is
any point in carrying that line of discussion further because there is no real dispute about it.
I come to a couple of specific questions which Hon Neil Oliver asked, although again Hon
Max Evans has done a fairly good job of anticipating my reply. Hon Neil Oliver expressed
surprise that the accounts of the bank showed capital stock on issue of $60 million, whereas it
was his impression that the only issue so far had been $30 million to the prime fund.

Hon Neil Oliver: It was $30 million which went to the prime fund, and I wonder where the
other $30 million went.

Hon J.M. BERiINSON: The position is that the issue of capital stock was, in fact, of
$60 million and that was a private placement. The fact that it is known that $30 million went
to the prime fund is because the prime fund announced it. It was a private placement and the
other $30 million was accordingly announced neither by the subscribers or the bank; and that
will explain why, when Hon Max Evans looked for a nod of the head from the bank officers
present for advising purposes, he did not get a nod of the head. It is in the nature of private
placements that they are private, and that is the long and short of it.
Hon Neil Oliver asked for some detail about the injection into the bank on 31 March 1987 of
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$19 million. The purpose of that was to satisfy the bank's capital needs, as well as to meet
the requirement of the Reserve Bank's capital equity ratio. At the time it was set at a rate of
5.25 per cent of total assets. As members will understand, the capital equity ratio is an
important prudential control within the general banking system.

Referring to the annual reports of the bank, Hon Neil Oliver also commented on the disposal
by the R & I Bank of its interest in the Tricontinental Corporation Ltd, a merchant bank. It is
true that in the new financial environment there is general agreement that there is no place for
consortium banks. Tricontinental was a consortium bank, and the shareholders determined
that its future in the deregulated marker was limidted. It therefore became necessary to reach
agreement among the shareholders as to its disposal. The State Bank of Victoria agreed to
purchase all the shares which it did not own, and this solution was regarded as satisfactory to
all parties. I am also advised that Tricontinental has continued and, indeed, expanded its
activities under its current owners and that it continues its activities within this State.

Hon Neil Oliver also raised a question as to further capital needs and, in this respect, I can
advise him that further capital needs of the bank for the financial year 1987-88 are subject to
discussions which have taken place between the bank and the Governiment. Additional
capital needs of the bank will result both from the growth in the bank's business and from the
increase in the Reserve Bank's capital equity ratio from 5.25 per cent to six per cent from
July 1988.

The support that has been generally expressed for this Bill is a reflection of the general
satisfaction, nor only in the Parliament, but also in the community with the performance of
the R & I Bank, and a recognition of its important role in this State and of its efficient and
effective operations. Needless to say it has been demonstrated by the Government's
continued support of the bank that it is a view which the Government shares in kill. We look
forward to the bank's continued and further progress in the new framework which the present
Bil alkows.
Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon John Williams) in the Chair; Hon J.M. Berinson
(Minister for Budget Management) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to 12 put and passed.
Clause 13: Powers of Bank --
Hon NEIL OLIVER: I move an amendment --

Page 8, lines 13 and 14 -- To delete the words "or for any other purposes that the
Minister may approve"

This clause deals specifically with the powers of the bank. It spells out a broad area of
activities that are associated with a financial institution such as a bank. In fact the paragraphs
of the clause are numbered from (a) to (u). The specific paragraph to which my amendment
refers is paragraph (t), and it is all-embracing. The bank has the power to acquire and hold
shares in a body corporate, whether incorporated in Australia or elsewhere, or form or
establish, participate in the formation or establishment of, or participate in, any business
undertaking either by itself or by way of joint venture, consortium, partnership, arrangement
for the sharing of profits, or otherwise for the purpose of the business of banking, the
provision of finance, financial advice or services or any similar or associated business
activity. That is an all-embracing power contained in the 20th of 21 paragraphs. That
paragraph goes on to say, apart from those all-encompassing things, "or for any other
purposes that the Minister may approve". I read the debate on this matter in another place
where it was suggested that a very onerous situation could arise that where an activity
occurred the Bill would have to come back to the House within 14 days. That would be
highly unsatisfactory.

The powers of operation of the board are wide and embracing. I have a list of the Reserve
Bank services provided, as follows: Project finance/venture capital; investment portfolio
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planning; and financial planning including investment banking, foreign exchange, money
market and international services, which are all involved with the operation of the Reserve
Bank. I have looked at a of those things including performance bonds, leverage leasing,
syndicate loans, cash loans, acceptance and discount of bills of exchange, underwriting,
special project finance, management of unit trusts, management of superannuation funds,
leasing, investment portfolio management, international trade finance, foreign currency
dealings, dealings int money market securities, corporate and Government advisory services,
corporate lending, acquisitions and mergers, acceptance of deposits, takeovers and mergers,
capital raisings, general advice, pre-stock exchange listing advice, joint ventures,
superannuation design installation and management, investmnm portfolio planning,
retirement planning (financial planning for retirees), rollover fund, business and personal life
insurance, and all of the other things contained in the balance sheet, and investment in listed
and unlisted companies.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Where does this List come from?

Hon NEIL OLIVER: It comes from the Reserve Bank and is a list of the operations of the
bank. That list continues: Spot and forward contracts for delivery, optional contracts for both
importers and exporters, non-deliverable contracts for companies with medium or long-term
exposure, eurocurrency facilities, trade and standby Letters of Credit establishment facilities
for importers, export bill discounting and Letter of Credit negotiation facilities, documentary
collection services for importers and exporters, refinancing of trade through both foreign
currency and domestic currency advances, pre and post-shipment finance for exporters,
foreign currency on-call and deposit account establishment and management on behalf of
clients, and exchange risk management advisory service. It goes on to say that that list is not-
all-embracing. What it does not say, and what the Reserve Bank does not say is, "or for any
other purposes that the Minister may approve".

I do not know why the Reserve Bank says this; it possibly believes that banking should
generally be associated with -- and I rather like the wording of paragraph (d) because it talks
about "for the purposes of the business of banking and all of the services or any similar or
associated business activities'. It would be disappointing to see a clause which I believe has
no relevance to what the Reserve Bank anticipates; that is, that some Minister may approve
any other purpose that the Bill suggests is outside financial services or similar or associated
business activity associated with the clients of banks.

While we completely support the Rural and Industries Bank and its performance in the past,
when I looked at this Bill late this afternoon I was surprised to see such an all-encompassing
item tacked on to a provision, so I read what had occurred in the other House in relation to
this matter. I have found out that a similar clause is contained in the Gold Banking
Corporation Bill and late tis afternoon the clause was deleted by the Government. I suggest
to the Minister that the same set of circumstances should occur here or the situation may arise
that we will never need an amending Bill for the Rural and Industries Bank again.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: I oppose the amendment and urge the Commuittee not to accept it. Is
a travel agency a bank associated business? Today everyone would answer that question,
"Yes, it is" and they would say that because we have become used to seeing travel agency
businesses conducted in banks. A few years ago when people referred to Table A of the
Companies Act, for example, and one asked whether a travel agency was part of the bank it is
quite likely that people would have answered, "No, it is not part of the bank, but a distinct
business." That is one example, perhaps the simplest one to demonstrate that banking.
especially nowadays, is in a fluid and expansive state and if one wants to set up a State bank
on a fully competitive basis one has to be ready to move into the same areas as any other
bank without waiting for disputes or adjudication on whether the terminology of the
legislation allows one to move into that area.

It is a matter of common knowledge that financial markets are developing services at a fast
rate. There seems to be no end to the ingenuity being applied to the expansion of services in
banks nowadays. It is only quite recently that banks have moved into areas such as
sharebroking, futures exchange membership operations, agency facilities, and so on. Again,
as in the case of the travel agency, we are now used to those things and say that they are bank
associated operations. We have to equip the R & I Bank to move together with the general
market in which it is operating into yet further areas that may develop at any time.
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The last phrase of clause 13(t) does not look to the bank moving into any other areas that the
Minister might require or suggest. Any such development is at the bank's initiative and it is
for the bank to make the proposal and for the Minister to be asked for his approval of its
proposal. It is not the other way around. In the circumstances, I think the case is really quite
persuasive that we should put the State bank in really as good and effective a position as any
other bank, and this is the way to do it.

Hon H.W, GAYFER: I appreciate the Minister's reply to Hon Neil Oliver's comments. I
think he summed it up at the end when he said it is a State bank. The directors are appointed
by the State, so it is indeed a State bank.

We have already agreed to clause 6, which says that --

(6) The Board shall consider any proposals made by the Minister in relation to the
Bank's affairs and shall, if so requested, report to the Minister on any such proposals.

(7) The Board shall consult the Minister before entering upon a course of action that
in the opinion of the Board amounts to a major initiative.

AUl we are saying is that if there are any other initiatives, the Minister may approve of them,
and the board must go through the consultative requirements of clause 6 where the board
must consult with the Minister. The Minister may or may not approve of a new initiative,
and I see nothing wrong with that.

Hon NEIL OLIVER: I thank Hon H.W. Gayfer for his contribution. I have already noted the
point that the Board shall consult the Minister under subclauses (6) and (7) of clause 6. 1
took that into account because I felt that was already embraced within the context of that
clause, which we have already passed. We debated this with the Western Australian
Development Corporation Bill in the very early hours of the morning, and I am not
anticipating this will occur with the R & I Bank of Western Australia Bill; but I do not intend
to press the point.
All I am surprised at is why should clause 13(t) be so all-embracing of all the things that are
occurring? The Minister talks about travel, and I must commend the Rt & I Bank for its travel
services. I have used those services, and I did not realise it was illegal to do so and that it
was outside the duties of the bank. The bank should not have issued me with a British
Airways ticket, but I travelled safely.

Hon D.K. Dans: Why did you not travel with Qantas?

Hon NEIL OLIVER: The R & I Bank arranged my itinerary. It was an excellent itinerary
and I did not realise that I was travelling illegally.
I will not press the point, but it is already a very wide clause, as the Minister so clearly
indicated. I am satisfied with Hon H.W. Gayfer telling me that there are so many precautions
in the Bill that any doubts I may have can be satisfied. I hope that tomorrow with the Gold
Banking Corporation Bill we will reverse the decision to remove that clause which has now
been deleted, and I trust that some of the members present here will move for its
reintroduction and the Bill will be returned to the other House with those words added.

Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 14 to 38 put and passed.
Schedules I to 3 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report

Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.
Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon I.M. Berinson (Minister for Budget Management),
and passed.
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ALUMINA REFINERY AGREEMENTS (ALCOA) AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Leader of the
House), read a first time.

As to Second Reading
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Central Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [10.28 pm]:. I
seek leave to incorporate the supporting speech in Hansard.
HON G.E. MASTERS (West -- Leader of the Opposition) (10.29 pml: This is an unusual
request, but in the circumstances of this second reading speech, which is really dealing with
an agreement with a major company, the Opposition would accept that proposition. I would
not accept it as a matter of general practice, but I think in this particular case with 34 pages in
an agreement document, I would be prepared to accept it.
RON H.W. GAYFER (Central) [10.30 pm]: [ thank the Leader of the House for consulting
with us about his intentions with respect to this matter. I appreciate why it is being done, and
together with Hon Gordon Masters I support the action.
Leave granted.

Second Reading
HON IN!. DERINSON (North Central Metropolitan -- Leader of the House) [10.31 pmlj: I
move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this B ill is to obtain parliamentary ratification of the agreement entered into
on 10 November 1987 between the State and Alcoa of Australia Limited to amend the
Alumina Refinery Agreement L961, the Alumina Refinery (Pinjarra) Agreement 1969, and
the Alumina Refinery (Wagemup) Agreement 1978. The 1961 agreement was ratified by Act
No 3 and with its amendments to date will he referred to as the principal agreement. The
Alumina Refinery (Pinjarra) Agreement and the Alumina Refinery (Wagerup) Agreement
will respectively be referred to as the Finjarra agreement and the Wagerup Agreement. These
three agreements will be collectively referred to as the Alcoa Alumina Agreements. Alcoa of
Australia Limited will be referred to as Alcoa.
Before explaining the provisions of the variation agreement I will briefly outline the six main
items addressed, namely gallium extraction, Hedges gold development, alumina royalties,
rights of third parties, surrenders from Alcoa's mineral lease lSA and rail freight rates.
Members of the House will be aware of the proposal by Rhone Poulenc to establish a gallium
extraction process plant on a site adjacent to the Pinjarra alumina refinery to extract and
process gallium from the Bayer liquor stream from that refinery. Consistent with the
Government's undertaking to Rhone Poulenc and Alcoa the variation agreement provides for
Alcoa to have the right to sell gallium, a right which Alcoa does not currently possess.
Alcoa's rights to mineral lease ISA and the separate mineral leases are for the extraction of
bauxite alone. The right to mine and sell gallium and allow treatment by third parties at each
or any of Alcoa's refineries is now addressed by new subclause (18) of clause 9 of the
principal agreement. In addition, to place Alcoa on a similar footing to the Worsley joint
venturers under their agreement there is also provision for the extraction of other by-products
that may be contained within the bauxite.
Provision is also included in the variation agreement for royalty payments equivalent to
20 per cent of the gallium sales revenue. Following the usual arrangements for ad valor-em
and profit-based royalties, provisions have been included for costs to be deducted from gross
sales revenue, provided the Minister agrees that they relate directly to sales and are fair and
reasonable.
To allow the Alcoa Hedges gold prospect to be developed, provision has been made to give
Alcoa the right to extract the gold along similar lines to those applying to the Worsley
Boddington gold project. It is intended that the prospective area identified on plan F referred
to in the variation agreement now before the House be set aside from Alcoa's mineral leases.
This will be achieved by the provisions of clause 5 of the Bill to ratify the variation
agreement which will set aside all rights to the ground and provide Alcoa with an exclusive
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right to reapply under the 1978 Mining Act. This process will overcome any dispute
concerning rights to minerals other than bauxite in the area. The proposed arrangements will
allow Alcoa to proceed with development of Hedges under the 1978 Mining Act.

In return for Alcoa gaining exclusive rights to the Hedges deposit, the variation agreement
converts mineral lease ISA and the separate mineral leases from being subject to the Mining
Act 1904 to being subject to the provisions of the 1978 Mining Act, but retaining bauxite-
only status. Such conversion removes administrative anomalies arising from the agreement
mineral leases being subject to the repealed 1904 Mining Act. It will also require Alcoa to
comply with the exploration and mining reporting procedures developed with the
implementation of the 1978 Act. Rentals and royalties applicable under the 1978 Mining
Act, however, will not apply as the principal agreement contains specific royalty provisions.
Alcoa Alumina royalties are currently calculated using a specific rate per tonne of alumina
produced -- currently $2.007 -- with an escalation clause that is based on the sale prices
achieved by the company. Subclause (3) of clause 9 of the principal agreement is replaced by
new provisions that provide for an ad valorem royalty system which is based directly on the
value of alumina sales.

Alcoa has agreed to a 50 per cent increase in its royalty payments, which means that a
1.65 per cent ad valorem royalty rate will apply. When compared to the value of the bauxite
mined, which is the basis for royalty liability, the rate represents a very fair and reasonable
royalty level. It compares with the royalty level for other mineral resources such as iron ore,
particularly when the level of investment and processing are taken into account. The increase
represents revenue to the State of around $4.5 illion in a full year and will apply from
I January 1988. A seven year review period has been included in line with the present
arrangements. As currently applying, such a review will have regard for the alumidna
royalties that may then apply elsewhere.

A new clause 25A has been added to provide specifically for the right of third parties to apply
for mining tides for minerals other than bauxite within the lease area. The clause makes
provision for ministerial consultation with Alcoa so as to determine whether applications
prejudice Alcoa's bauxite operation on its bauxite reserves. Where the Minister determines
that there will be prejudice to Alcoa's bauxite operations, applications are refuised in
accordance with the provisions of both subclause (2)(b) of clause 25A and clause 9 of the Bill
to ratify the variation agreement. Third party rights therefore may be allowed in the event
that such applications are not prejudicial to the current or future bauxite mining activities of
Alcoa. Should it be shown that such applications are not prejudicial, the applications would
be heard by the Warden's Court and any grants made as a result may have conditions placed
on them so as to ensure Alcoa's bauxite operations are not prejudiced. If and when granted,
the land would be excised from the relevant Alcoa mineral lease but with provision for
subsequent reinclusion once the tenement expires. This clause would also apply to Alcoa
should it wish to undertake mining activities for minerals other than bauxite within the
agreement area.

Government, industry and the environmental groups have been concerned for some time with
the provisions of Alcoa's mineral lease lSA, particularly in regard to its size and exclusion of
opportunities for third parties to conduct exploration. Lengthy negotiations with Alcoa have
taken place on the prospect of a reduction of this lease down to an area that is geologically
and physically more appropriate for the original purpose of the alumina agreement. The
Government has argued that the granting of the very large area of mineral lease ISA was
undertaken in 1961 due to the inadequate knowledge of the extent of bauxite in the Darling
Range at that time. Since then Alcoa has developed a much more comprehensive knowledge
of the bauxite reserve. Significant areas within the lease are either non-bauxitic. or do not
contain commercial concentrations of bauxite. In the negotiations to date, Alcoa has
indicated a willingness to consider surrendering approximately 40 per cent of mineral lease
ISA. There is general agreement with Alcoa on the substantial lease area reduction, and
although this process of defining revised boundaries will take time, I am confident that it will
be resolved in good faith.
The existing Alcoa alumina agreements do not provide any mechanism for reduction in
mineral lease ISA. Such reduction mechanism is now introduced in the new subclause (20)
of clause 9 to allow for both the substantial reduction that I have referred to as well as future
releases back to the Crown of areas once mining and rehabilitation have been completed.
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Alcoa's opportunity to surrender mined areas is subject to first obtaining the consent of the
State. This proviso is important to ensure that rehabilitation commitments have been met
before the company can divest itself of responsibility for the land.

The current provisions in the Alcoa alumina agreements provide that Alcoa use Westrail for
the transport of its bauxite, alumina and caustic soda, and provides what are now outdated
fonnulas and references to past capital contribution and manning levels in supplying this
service. Alcoa has reached an agreement with Westrail whereby Alcoa remains bound to use
Westrati, but the terms and conditions that apply will be contained in a commercial contract
negotiated directly between the parties and outside the Alcoa Alumina Agreements. Clauses
4(4), 5 and 6 contain the replacement provisions that are inserted into the principal, Pinjarra
and Wagerup agreements respectively.
In addition to addressing the specific areas that [ have mentioned, the variation agreements
also update a number of aspects of the Alcoa alumina agreements to reflect changes in
terminology and statutes that have occurred since the principal agreement was ratified in
1961. Such things as conversion of the responsible Government officer from Conservator of
Forests to the Executive Director of CALM, the State Electricity Commuission to the State
Energy Commission, and the changes to the Transport Co-ordination Act have been
incorporated. The opportunity has also been taken to introduce the proposals mechanism into
the Alcoa alumina agreements for any significant expansion or modification of Alcoa's
operations. This will apply to any expansion of the existing operations at Kwinana or
Pinjarra or expansion beyond two million but not exceeding four million tonnes alumina
production per year at Wagenip. In respect of any proposed modification or expansion of the
Wagerup refinery beyond a capacity of two million tonnes of alumina per annum, the
Minister is required to refer the proposal to the Environmental Protection Authority.
Provision is also made in the principal agreement for the company to meet local labour and
content conditions. The other two agreements already have this provision.

I turn now to the specific provisions of the variations agreement scheduled to the Bill before
the House which are contained in clauses 4, 5, and 6 of the document. The variation
agreement provides in clause 4(l) for additions and variations to the definitions contained in
clause 2 of the principal agreement. These comprise --

(a) substitution of a current companies legislation reference for the obsolete
reference;

(b) definition of by-products;

(c) definition of the position of Executive Director of the Department of
Conservation and Land Management;,

(d) reference to the Fremantle Port Authority in lieu of the reference to the
predecessor to that authority;

(e) expansion of the definition of leased area to encompass additional areas as
provided for in clause 9(1);

(f) revision of the definition of mineral lease to make it also applicable to the
separate mineral leases;

() inclusion of a definition for the Mining Act 1904 and the Mining Act [978;

(h) an alteration to the definition of Minister for Mines to make it applicable to the
Mining Act 1978;

(i inclusion of a definition for the 1987 amendment date; and

(j) exclusion of the Mining Act 1904 from the provision that refers to amended or
substitution legislation; such exclusion being necessary due to specific
references to both the Mining Act 1904 and the Mining Act 1978 included in
the Alcoa aluminiumn agreements.

Clause 4(2)(a) of the variation agreement provides in subparagraph (i) the mechanism for
reductions in Alcoa's mineral lease from time to time. Subparagraph (ii) makes the mineral
lease exempt from the expenditure conditions of the Mining Act 1978 in lieu of the labour
conditions of the Mining Act 1904. Clause 4(2)Cb) of the variation agreement introduces into
the principal agreement a provision that changes references to the Mining Act 1904 to
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references to the Mining Act 1978. The new royalty provisions that I referred to earlier are
detailed in clause 4(2)(c) of the variation agreement which replaces the previous royalty
provisions contained in clause 9(3) of the principal agreement.

Clause 4(2)(d) of the variation agreement substitutes a reference to Mining Act 1904 titles in
subclause (9) of the principal agreement to a reference to current tides and the Mining Act
1978. Exemptions from compliance with the expenditure requirements of the Mining Act
1978 in lieu of the labour requirements of the Mining Act 1904 are introduced into the
principal agreement by clause 4(2)(e) of the variation agreement.

Clause 9(14) of the principal agreement dealing with royalty returns has been deleted by
clause 4(2)(f) of the variation agreement due to the introduction of new royalty provisions.
Clause 4(2)(g)(a) of the variation agreement makes clause 9(15) of the principal agreement
subject to the provision of a new clause 25A which deals with access by third parties to
Alcoa's mineral leases to explore for minerals other than bauxite.

Clause 4(2)(g)(b) of the variation agreement amends clause 9(15) of the principal agreement
to permit the grant of titles under the Mining Act 1978 in lieu of the previous obligation to
grant titles under the Mining Act 1904. Clause 4(2)(h) of the variation agreement adds three
new subclauses to clause 9 of the principal agreement, namely --

(18) which deals with the extraction of gallium and the payment of royalty thereon;

(19) which gives to Alcoa the right to extract other by-products; and

(20) which details the circumstances under which Alcoa can surrender to the State
portions of its mineral lease.

Clause 4(3) of the variation agreement adds six new clauses to the principal agreement
identified as clauses 9B to 9F'. Clause 98(1) details the special conditions that will be placed
on any lease granted to Alcoa for the mining of minerals other than bauxite or gallium.
Clause 913(2) provides that any lease granted to Alcoa under the Mining Act 1978 for the
mining of minerals other than bauxite or gallium shall be deemed to be excised from the
agreement mineral lease. Clause 9B3(3) extends the definiton of the company to any assignee
of an interest in the separate mineral leases granted under the provisions of clause 9(17) of
the principal agreement.

Clause 9C provides for the granting of a lease under the provisions of the Mining Act 1978
over the land coloured green on plan TF" to enable Alcoa to develop a goldmining project on
that land. I will table a copy of plan 'T

Clause 9D provides for the land contained in leases issued under the provisions of either
clause 9B or 9C to revert to the agreement mineral lease or separate mineral leases upon
termination.

Clause 92 requires Alcoa to notify the Minister of any intention to significantly modify or
expand the procuction capacity of the Kwinana refinery. Subclause (2) provides for the
Minister to require Alcoa to submit detailed proposals. The mechanism for dealing with
proposals is contained in subclauses (3) to (11) inclusive. Clause 9F' introduces into the
principal agreement local content provisions similar to those contained in the Pinjarra and
Wagerup, agreements. Clause 4(4) of the variation agreement amends the rail freight
provisions of the principal agreement. Paragraph (a) adds subclause (4a) to clause 10 to
provide for Alcoa and Westrail to enter into a freight agreement.

Obsolete rail freight provisions contained in subclauses (5) to (11) inclusive of clause 10 of
the principal agreement are deleted by clause 4(4)(c) of the variation agreement. Clause
4(5)(a) of the variation agreement updates references in clause 13 of the principal agreement
to executive director of the Department of Conservation and Land Management. Paragraph
(b) introduces the current title of the department responsible for forest management.

Clause 4(6) of the vartiation agreement introduces into clause 14 of the principal agreement
the current title of the State Energy Commission. Clause 4(7) of the variation agreement
eliminates the time constraints for cancellation of a separate mineral lease and recognises the
interest of any assignee of an interest in a separate mineral lease. Clause 4(8) of the variation
agreement amends clause 18(l) of the principal agreement to ensure that the mining activities
referred to therein are those carried out under that agreement. Clause 4(9) of the variation
agreement limits the operations of clause 20 of the principal agreement dealing
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with non-discriminatory taxes, rates or charges to Alcoa's bauxite, gallium or by-products
operations under the agreement.

Clause 4(10) of the variation agreement substitutes a current tidle for an obsolete title. The
granting of fights to third parties to explore for minerals ocher than bauxite on Alcoa's
mineral lease or separate mineral leases is addressed in clause 25A which has been added to
the principal agreement by clause 4(11) of the variation agreement.

Members of the House will note that the provisions of clause 25A(l) will ensure that Alcoa's
economically extractable bauxite reserves are protected. Subclause (2) provides for
consultation to occur with Alcoa prior to dealing with any third party applications. In
instances where the Minister is of the view that the grant of a mining tenement to a third pasty
is likely to have a detrimental effect on Alcoa's operations he can direct the warden to refuse
the application.

Subclause (3) details the requirement for processing third party applications in instances
where the Minister does not direct the warden to refuse the applications. Subclause (4)
provides that a mining tenement granted to a third party is excised from Alcoa's mineral lease
or separate mineral lease as the case may be. It also permits the land to be reincorporated
into Alcoa's lease or leases upon termination. Clause 4(12) of the variation agreement
introduces into clause 31. of the principal agreement current arbitration legislation and enables
Alcoa and the State to have legal or other representation at any hearing.

Clause 5(1) of the variation agreement amends the rail freight provisions of the Pinjarra
agreement by deleting from clause 4(9) of that agreement paragraphs containing obsolete
provision and substituting a new paragraph for paragraph (j) to reflect the current operating
situation. Clause 5(2) of the variation agreement introduces into the Pinjarra agreement a
new clause 4C setting out the requirements for Alcoa and Westrail to enter into a freight
agreement. Clause 4C minrors the new provisions introduced into the principal agreement
that I referred to previously. Clause 5(3) of the variation agreement updates clause 5(1) of
the Pinjarra agreement to current legislation terminology. Clause 5(5) of the variation
agreement provides that the provisions of clause 9E of the principal agreement dealing with
the submission of proposals of any planned expansion of the Kwinana refinery shall also
apply to any proposed expansion of the Pinjarra refinery. Clause 5(6) of the variation
agreement deletes firom the Pinjarra agreement the obsolete schedule of rail freight rates.

Clause 6(l) of the variation agreement replaces existing clause 7 of the Wagerup agreement
with a new clause containing two provisions. The first makes any planned expansion of the
Wagemup refinery beyond two million tonnes alum-,ina production per year up to a maximum
of four million tonnes per year subject to submissions of detailed proposals as outlined in
clause 9E of the principal agreement. The second provision requires the Minister to refer to
the Environmental Protection Authority any proposals to expand the Wagerup refinery
beyond the production capacity of two million tonnes of alumina per year.

Clause 6(2) of the variation agreement deletes the obsolete rail freight provisions contained in
clause 10(4), (6), (7), and (8) of the Wagerup, agreement and replaces clause 10(5) with a new
provision requiring Alcoa and Westrail to agree on freight charges and to enter into a freight
contract. Clause 6(3) of the variation agreement substitutes modem terms for obsolete terms
contained in clause 11I of the Wagerup agreement.

The House will appreciate that the variation agreement is the culmination of extended
negotiations with Alcoa, and its provisions enable important and major new developments in
the Western Australian resources industry.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon N.F. Moore.

HOUSING LOAN GUARANTEE AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 18 November.

HON G.E. MASTERS (West -- Leader of the Opposition) [10.32 pm]: The Opposition
supports this Bill. The Housing Loan Guarantee Act 1957 was an Act of Parliament
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introduced by the late Herbie Graham, and I understand was originally intended to help all
people to own their homes. It was not intended for or directed to people of low means or
those in the lower wage bracket but rather to people across the board. As the name of the Act
implies, it guaranteed loans in certain situations.

I recall that in a debate last year we discussed this matter. It is quite obvious that in some
cases some organisations -- building societies and so on -- consider a pmudent loan to be in the
region of 60 to 70 per cent of the value of a property, but it is also quite obvious that in some
circumstances there are people who cannot afford to foot the bill for the 30 per cent that
remains to be paid as a deposit before they can get the loan for the property.

In the case of this Act, people can borrow up to 95 per cent of the value of the property, and
the difference between the 60 or 70 per cent and the 95 per cent is guaranteed under this
legislation. In other words, the Government underwrites and guarantees the loan.
Unfortuniately this scheme now seems to apply only to lower income groups. I think that is
unfortnate. It seems that the people just above the Homneswest area of publicly-funded
homes can make use of this scheme. To my mind that is a pity, and perhaps we should
consider amending the legislation at some future stage to cover people generally, across the
board.
My understanding of the Bill is that it provides loan guarantees on properties to a maximum
value of $55 000. The sum of $55 000 is not very much at all for a property these days, and
in the next two or three years. with the escalation in prices and the obvious improvement in
property values, one certainly will not get very much for $55 000. Also, the interest rate is
set at 15.5 per cent. I understand that both those figures -- the $55 000, and certainly the
interest rate -- can be changed by regulation.

This legislation is especially valuable in the area of low-start home loan arrangements where
often only five per cent deposit is required for people going into properties -- not just new
homes but also established homes. I recall that legislation passed last year changed the Act
so that people could take advantage of this scheme for the purchase of established homes as
well as new homes. It was the right thing to do.
The Bill proposes to enable the conversion of the existing loan to low-start loan repayments.
I am not quite sure how that would work, and I hope the Minister can give me an explanation.
Hon Kay Hallahan: Would you repeat that?
Hon G.E. MASTERS: I ami talking about the conversion provisions.

Hon Neil Oliver: Balloon mortgages?
Hon G.E. MASTERS: Whatever the honourable member says. I have never heard of balloon
mortgages, but if the Minister has and could explain them, I would be pleased. [ do not quite
follow how the conversion provision applies, but the Minister probably can help me. I would
like her also to explain the various schemes and how they can be set up. The legislation
refers to different criteria in the same geographical areas. How that split-up occurs or where
it is likely to arise is a bit of a mystery to me.
The Opposition supports the legislation, which does a great deal of good, but it should be
amended further at some later stage to help people who perhaps fall just outside the sphere of
the legislation. I would like the Minister to enlighten me on the matters I have raised.

HON H.W. GAYFER (Central) [10.35 pm]: The National Party supports the Bill. In my
assessment it serves basically to do three things. Obviously it is pan of the Government's
mortgage support package which enables low and moderate-income families to retain home
ownership in the face of changed financial circumstances, about which Hon Gordon Masters
went into some detail. Secondly, provision is made for the conversion of an existing loan
under credit finance payment conditions to a low-stant loan mortgage. Hon Neil Oliver
referred to a balloon mortgage, which is something I had not heard of before and I thought I
had dealt with most mortgages. Thirdly, the legislative authority is delegated to the Governor
to avoid our amending the Act every time a new scheme is introduced.
It is that last provision I am interested in. Every time the Act needs amending to introduce a
new scheme, power will be delegated to the Governor. In other words, we have delegated the
authority away ftom this place to the Governor, or to the Minister and then to the Governor.
I am intrigued by that. It may be that it is a common occurrence.
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That is the only point we query, and we support the Bill.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon B.L. Jones.

BREAD AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 17 November.
HON G.E. MASTERS (West -- Leader of the Opposition) [10.38 pm]: The Bread Act is an
ongoing saga I do not know how many times the Bread Act has been brought before the
Parliament in the 14 years I have been a member here; in any case, wild honses would not
stop me from speaking to this Bill.
I am absolutely delighted that Hon Joe Berinson is handling dhe Bill, and I have absolutely no
doubt that whoever is the responsible Minister sitting on that side of the House in the next 12
to 18 months, from whatever political party, the Bread Act will come before this House again
and we will argue about it and deal with it.
The Opposition supports the legislation but it is worthy of a few comments, as usual.
In 1982, I was the Minister responsible for the Bread Act and I recall that I proposed that
baking should take place from one minute past midnight on Mondays to midday on
Saturdays, five and a half days a week, and that deliveries should take place from one minute
past midnight on Mondays and finish at midnight on Saturdays. It was changed later to say
that deliveries could take place on five days a week in the metropolitan area and six days a
week in the country. In 1985, the Act was changed again. Baking was allowed from one
minute past midnight to 8.00 pm on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, and from 10.00
pm on Wednesday to 12 noon on Saturday. It was ridiculous.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It is time the matter was wrapped up.
Hon G.E. MASTERS: It is time the matter was wrapped up properly and the way to wrap it
up is to forget the regulations and allow baking and deliveries on seven days a week. I was
criticised when I was Minister for Labour and Industry for proposing to allow delivery on
five days in the metropolitan area and six days in the country, and unlimited time for baking.
The Goverrnent is now proposing that baking be allowed on seven days a week for 24 hours
a day, and delivery be allowed from 4.00 amn to 6.00 pm on six days a week and from 9.00
am on Sundays.
The Government is giving a little more each time and is now allowing delivery on Sundays. I
do not like to remind the Minister, but it is worthy of me to quote what Hon Joe Berinson
said when [ tried to introduce much less than this legislation. He gave mue a very bad time
and said some very nasty things. Times have not changed. He said --

Of these changes to the baking and delivery hours, it may well be said that they are
highly objectionable and totally unnecessary. More than that, they are also incredibly
stupid. They threaten the stability of an important industry wherever it now operates.
They have a disastrous potential for country bakers in particular. They are
industrially provocative and economically absurd.
They will inevitably cause yet another sharp increase in the price of bread -- and what
is all this dismuption in aid of? It is not even as though there is some pent-up public
demand for these changes. There is not. To the extent that there is market for fresh
bread on Saturday morning, this could quite comfortably be met by legalising the
operation of hot bread shops at that time. Given current realities -- that is a change
which could reasonably be supported.
The hours provisions of this Bill are so incapable of rational support that they must
seriously reflect on the judgment of the Government -- and on the Minister for Labour
and Industry in particular.

The Minister is now proposing to introduce delivery hours far in excess of what I proposed at
that time. I can only say that he must have been under great menial strain or suffering from a
temporary loss of his faculties. The fact is that I was right and he was wrong.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I agree.
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Hon G.E. MASTERS: This legislation will be back before us again, and we will argue the
same sorts of things whoever is in Government. I hope Hon Joe Herinson, in whatever
capacity, will not be so unkind because the pendulum always swings on these matters.
I believe the Transport Workers Union has had its way in relation to delivery hours. It is
proposed that the delivery times be between 4.00 am and 6.00 pmn Mondays to Fridays, and
from 4.00 am to 12 noon on Saturdays. That proposal is not fully supported by the Bread
Manufacturers Association. It put forward different proposals which were not accepted.
Country bread manufacturers proposed different hours also. I believe there will be a dispute.
I also believe that whatever the Government does, someone will cheat the system. We are
going through the charade of trying to please everyone. That is silly and quite unnecessary.

I am interested in having the definition of "delivery" explained to me. The definition in the
Bill seems to leave a lot to be desired. I do not know how much it ties people to the methods
of transporting bread, whether it be in the north of the State or in the metropolitan area. We
will seek an explanation of that definition to make sure that the people who are interested in
the legislation will gain some understanding of it.

HON J.N. CALDWELL (South) [10.45 pm]: This Bill provides for the deregulation of
baking restrictions and involves provisions relating to the manufacture and distribution of
bread products in Western Australia. The main features of the Bill include the provision that
delivery operations will be restricted to between 4.00 am and 6.00 pm on Mondays to
Saturdays. Penalties for any person in default of the limitations are substantially reduced.
The legislation duplication is removed whereby the matters relating to hygiene and consumer
protection are transferred to agencies specialising in those matters.

Unfortunately I did not have the pleasure of debating the previous amendment Bill in 1982,
but I have read the debate with some amusement. It was interesting to read the remarks made
by Hon Joe Berinson and Hon Jim Brown, who showed concern for the consumers and
prices. They also showed considerable concern for the smaller bakers and country bakers
because they feared they would be forced out of business. I assure them that I am also very
concerned about those small businesses.

We do not support the legislation for three reasons. The first reason is the costs it will entail.
If the hours of baking and delivery recommended by the Government were accepted, the
price of bread would increase because of the penalties bakers would have to pay. If the hours
of baking and delivery were extended, the TWU would seek substantial penalties and other
employment benefits, the cost of which would have to be passed on to the consumers. The
bread industry pays some of the highest penalty rates. An examination of and comparison
with other awards will reinforce that argument. Penalty rates for baking in the small hours of
the morning amount to 250 per cent. That increases the cost of bread.

The second reason the National Party does not support the legislation is that, if costs increase,
the smaller bakers will be forced out of business as they will not be able to compete with the
bigger bakers. This will mean putting off staff in the production and delivery areas.
The third reason is a moral reason. The industry has got itself into a mess because a few
rebels have taken advantage of the loopholes in the Bread Act. Why should those who have
worked within the law be paid to work longer hours to accommodate the rebels who have
established their market share by unlawful means? Why should members of the bread
industry be made to work longer hours than people in many other industries? The reason
given in the Minister's second reading speech was that this was due to public demand for
fresh bread.

When I as a young fellow we had on our verandah a Coolgardie cooler which had a loaf of
bread inside most of the time. When the bread became mouldy we would cut the mould off,
feed it to the chocks and eat the rest. I have reached the stage in life where perhaps I should
regret eating that stale bread but it seems no hann has been done. The demand for fresh
bread on Sundays has been promoted as a very good reason for passing this legislation.

Hon H.W. Gayfer: Like everything else on Sundays, if you can get it. it's very nice.

Hon J.N. CALDWELL: Mention was made in the second reading debate of the illegal
activities of metropolitan bakeries on the weekend infiltrating into the country areas and vice
versa. Who was the first culprit? Of course, once this activity takes place it has a
snowballing effect. Perhaps increased penalties would have controlled that situation.
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Over the last four years the operations of small to medium sized bakeries have been absorbed
by larger national producers consolidating into a single operation of high volume, particularly
Buttercup and Tip-Top, which control 75 per cent of bakeries and have moved into Albany
and Bunbury as well as Kalgoorlie and Geraldton.
During the inquiry into this legislation, the industry consultative commnittee, though divided
on the issue, recommended that modified delivery restrictions should impose a total embargo
on the movement of metropolitan bread beyond 45 kilometres of the GPO. Another
recommendation by the committee was that movement of country bread anywhere within 45
kilometres of Perth should also be banned. The coniuiee proposed retention of expanded
but nonetheless restricted baking hours. The Government did not accept those proposals and
one wonders why the industry consultative committee was set up if the intention was not to
take heed of its wishes.
Hon J.M. Berinson: We are dealing with a situation where we cannot get unanimity.
Hon E.J. Charlton: The Minister means we cannot get the small bakeries to agree that one
big bakery should take them over.
Hon J.M. Berinson: No, I am talking about the wider consultative comnmittee.
Hon I.N. CALD)WELL: Further consultation with the Country Bread Manufacturers
Association brought about the proposal to deregulate baking hours, and to establish the hours
between 5.00 am and 6.00 pm, Monday to Saturday, as appropriate hours for delivery. Once
again, the Government did not take any notice; but as Hon Gordon Masters pointed out, it did
take notice of the Transport Workers Union, which suggested that the delivery hours start at
4.00 am, Monday to Saturday.
Subsequent to the completion of the parliamentary draft, the Minister for Labour,
Productivity and Employment met with a deputation of country bakers. That deputation
sought a reduction in the commencement of the delivery hour from 4.00 am to 5.00 am. At
the end of the second reading speech the point is made that the Government is mindful of the
different emphasis in the approaches taken by all parties in this issue, but the Government
would welcome input from various interested people. However, I emphasise it appears the
Government is hell bent on making a decision without country bakers being taken into
consideration.
The two major manufacturers of bread have 75 per cent of the market, including owning
many bakeries in country areas. We should protect the country bakers to safeguard
employment, If we fail to protect them they will also close down because major metropolitan
bakeries can produce up to 18 000 loaves an hour -- in the country areas, 1 250 per hour.
Metropolitan bakeries could flood the market which would take the country bakeries out of
existence.
I knew the baker at Kulin personally. lHe is a young family man. Around the time the parent
Act was passed in 1982, he bought a bakery in Kulin and set about the business of baking.
Unfortunately a few years later with the downturn in the market and the influx of bread from
other areas, he eventually went broke. He moved to the metropolitan area, and being an
enthusiastic fellow, is now the manager of a Kentucky Fried chicken outlet, which he hates.
Hon G.E. Masters: The chicken or the job?
Hon J.N. CALDWELL. He believed that the loaves of bread coming out of an oven are
much better than Kentucky Fried chicken. His wife does not like the city, nor do his
children. This fellow was well-known to me through the rifle shooting club in Kuhin, of
which he was the president. Two other people from Kuhin who worked for Telecom were
also rifle shooters before being transferred, --

Hon E.S. Charlton: They worked for Telecom?
Hon I.N. CALDWELL: -- which elimidnated that sport from that country town. Many other
sports in the town came to an end with the transfer of those people.
In Durnbleyung the bakery is empty and many other shops are vacant, including two banks.
Only one bank remains in Dumbleyung. We must attempt to arrest this situation, and that is
why the National Party is not in favour of total deregulation of the bread industry. T'he
National Party proposes to move an amendment in the Committee stage which we believe
will help in some small way.
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HON J.M. BERINSON (North Central Metropolitan -- Leader of the House) [11.01 pm]:
The Leader of the Opposition took me to task in the course of his comments for some views I
expressed in 1982. 1 thought I was properly contrite, and my only real interjection was to say
that I agreed. We have learnt in the period since 1982 --

Hon G.E. Masters: That you were wrong.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: I agree again. We have learnit in that period that to try to restrain the
hours of baking and delivery of bread is like King Canute trying to hold back the tides. It
will not happen. That is not the only area in which we have such developments; earlier in the
evening we talked about an industry as different from baking as one could get -- the banking
industry. It has been swept up in a mass of deregulatory moves. We are aware that within a
day or two we shall be debating another deregulatory measure, even though not as complete
as this, in respect of retail trading hours. That is the direction in which we are going. I agree
with the Leader of the Opposition again in saying that we shall probably go further after
another period. Certainly to try to hold this tide back has not worked and it will not work if
we continue on that course. It will not work because consumers are creating a demand that
the market ends up satisfying. They can satisfy it in part by driving the traditional coach and
four through the loopholes of whatever Act the Government tries to set up. More than that,
we are dealing with an industry which, if it cannot find a loophole, will simply flout the
regulations.

Having reached that point, effort must be applied to accommodate the various pants of the
industry in the best way possible. We cannot accommodate them all as they would wish; we
cannot accommodate them all to the ideal that they would prefer to aim for. Compromise is
necessary on one point or another, and this Bill is another compromise, although one which
now goes very far towards solving this problem once and for all.

I appreciate the various points made by Hon John Caldwell. There are difficulties in prospect
for some people arising from these measures but I think he answered himself in at least two
ways: Firstly, by reference to the number of bakehouses empty under the existing provisions
and, secondly, in an indirect way by referring us to the virtues of stale bread. I am inclined to
agree that there is something to be said for stale bread; there is rather less to be said for the
mouldy bread the member reminded us came from his ice chest. But, mere reference to that
is enough to remind us that, virtuous as it might be not to waste bread and to eat it even when
it is stale, most consumers will not do that. We are not living in that sort of society any more
and if there is a prospect of getting fresh bread, people will go for that one way or another.
That is the long and short of this Bill. It is a realistic attempt to meet the situation that
confronts the industry and consumers alike.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee

The Chairman of Committees (Hon D.J. Wordsworth) in the Chair; Hon J.M. Berinson
(Leader of the House) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to 7 put and passed.

Clause 8: Sections 8 and 9 repealed and section 8 substituted-

Hon J.N. CALDWELL: I move an amendment --

Page 3, line 25 -- To delete "4" and substitute the following --

5
This is a very straightforward amendment which proposes that bread deliveries can only be
commenced after five o'clock in the morning instead of four o'clock. I hope I can persuade
members to look at this amendment in a kindly light and agree with it. The main reason for it
is that major producers of bread are located in the metropolitan area, and if they are restricted
to commencing deliveries at 5.00 am, it will be difficult for them to deliver to places such as
Albany, Bunibury, and Geraldton. Also these major suppliers would be restricted to one
delivery in towns closer to the 'metropolitan area, and they would not be able to double up.
There are many reasonably large bakeries operating successfully in country towns. Some are
privately owned, and it is important to keep them in business. If this
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amendment is successful it will go some way towards not forcing the people in country areas
out of business.

Hon MARGARET McAEEER: I ask the member who moved the amendment why he has
settled on five o'clock when, I believe, there was a similar amendment in another place for
six o'clock, which subsequently became seven o'clock. I believe that five o'clock is quite
useless for the distant towns of Geraldton or Albany. The member has told us that the big
bakeries are already established there, so it is of no consequence whether the deliveries come
from Perth or not. I think that delivering from Perth at five o'clock gives ample opportunity
for reaching the towns in between, and I cannot see that this amendment will be effective.

Hon J.N. CALDWELL: The National Party did move an amendment in the other place to
change the delivery hours to six o'clock. That amendment did not have the support of any
other party, so I guess I could say that we split the difference, hoping to get some support. I
can assure the member that it would not be a useless amendment. If one is going to try to get
a van-load of bread up to Cieraldton by eight o'clock arnd one is not allowed to leave before
five o'clock, I can assure her that one would have some trouble on the roads. I can also
assure the member that if she would like to move an amendment on my amendment to make
it six o'clock, she would get our wholehearted support.

Hon G.E. MASTERS: The argument we have heard typifies the way that we have been
dealing with the Bread Act over the years. We are now saying four o'clock, five o'clock, six
o'clock or seven o'clock --

Hon E.J. Chariton: Bill Haley!

Hon G.E. MASTERS: In no time at all we will start talking about one o'clock or two
o'clock. My view is that we should simply deregulate the delivery time and say that one can
make deliveries 24 hours a day. I do not believe chat is going to have an effect on country
bakers that is any more detrimental than the existing situation. We have already noted that
the major bakers have gradually taken aver some of the country bakeries. They have
established major bakeries in some of the key towns, such as Geraldton, Albany, Esprance,
and Bunbury. With the modem transport they are in striking distance of all country towns,
and whether that is good or bad, it is a fact of life.

The only reasonable way to attempt to deal with this matter in the short-term would be to say
that they cannot start delivering bread until seven o'clock or eight o'clock in the morning; but
that is not practical and is a waste of time. I would much rather we were going the other way,
but I am realistic enough to know that the Government has this proposal before the Chamber
and at the end of the day we will be asked to support its proposal or the National Party's
proposal. I am inclined to support the Government's proposal in the hope that as time goes
on, people -- including Hon Joe Berinson -- will see the light and we will deal with the matter
in a proper way and not bring it back here year after year.

Hon MARGARET McALEER: If!I thought that the National Party's amendment would tnrly
save the remaining country bakeries, I would be very glad to support it because over the years
I have struggled for country bakers. I have seen them being overtaken by the big bakeries
from Perth and from the larger towns in my area, from Geraldton coming south along the
coast. I have also seen smaller bakeries competing with similar-sized bakeries in the country,
with one eventually triumphing over the other.

The situation is so complicated that there is not one set of regulations in hours, whether for
baking or delivery, which can cope with the situation, That is one of the reasons why we
have never been able to get an agreement, even among Country bakers, on measures that
would be suitable, because the small bakers have never been able to agree with the larger
ones even in the counry, let alone the ones in the city. So I say reluctantly that I am not able
to support the National Party's amendment.

Hon J.N. CALDWELL: I think Hon Gordon Masters has overlooked one terribly important
point, which is that the industry does not want deregulated delivery hours. However, I am
sure that if he were a baker at Mt Barker he would definitely be voting for the amendment
that the National Parry has put forward, It is a plain fact that when one has an industry, one
rakes notice of what it wants. The industry wants restricted delivery hours, and if members
are not prepared to support it, I do not know that the industry will support certain members
later on.
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Amendment put and a division taken with the following result -
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Ayes (7)
Hon C.I. Belt Hon ES Chariton Hon P.H. Loctyer Hon Barry House (Teller)
Hont J.N. Caldwell Hon H.W. Gayfer Hon W.N Stretch

Noes (19)
Hon J.M. Berinson Hon John Halden Hoe Garry Kelly Hon Ned Oliver
Hon J.M. Browin Hon Kay Hallahan HoD G.E. Masters Hon Doug Wen
Hon T.G. Buffer Hoo Tom Helm HoD Margaret McAleer Mon John Williams
Hon D.K. Dans Hon Robert Hetherington Hon N.F? Moore Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon Max Evans Hon E.L. Jones lMon Mark Nevill (Teller)

pain
Ayes Noes

Hon Tom McNeil Hon S.M. Piarnadosi
Hon P.G. Pendal Hon Graham Edwards
Hon A.A. Lewis Hon Torn Stephens

Amendment thus negatived.

Hon G.E. MASTERS: I have a problem with the definition of "delivery." I would like the
Leader of the House to explain to the Chamber what delivery means because I do not think it
is very clear in the legislation.
Members know that my colleague in the other place, the member for Kalamunda, spoke
about a milk vendor who delivered bread with his tnilkc during the night. I think I understood
the Leader of the House to say that the definition of delivery of bread under this Bill would
not prevent a milk vendor from delivering bread with the milk at night. The definition of
delivery in the legislation means the transportation or movement of bread from a bakehouse.
The milk vendor might well have collected his bread from the bake house at 5.30 pm, taken it
to his home or depot, and then been at liberty to deliver it during the night.

Hon J.M. Berinson: During the early morning or after 4.00 am?
Hon G.E. MASTERS: Yes, if the milk vendor were to take his van around to the bakehouse,
load bread into it with his i~k, and then star delivering the milk at 8.00 pm. while delivering
the bread. Some milk vendors deliver bread as well as milk. In the hills milk vendors do
very well out of this practice, making as much out of the bread as they do out of milk, My
reading of that definition suggests that milk vendors will be able to continue to deliver bread
in that way. If bread is moved from the bakehouse before the deadline of 6.00 pm, it can be
delivered after that. They might take the bread from their own depot.
Another example is if a large semi-trailer were to go to a bakehouse sometime during the
afternoon and load up with thousands of loaves of bread for delivery to Kanratha. The semi,
for example, left the bakehouse in Perth, drove to Karratha, and during that night it stopped at
(ieraldton and Carnarvon to unload bread, and finally got to Karratha the next day. in my
view they would be delivering bread for 24 hours. The milk vendor would be within the law
by taking delivery from the bakcehouse before 6.00 pm and delivering it. The second example
is different because a semi-trailer would have picked up bread from the bakehouse before
6.00 pm but would then be delivering it over a period of 24 hours. What is the position under
the definition of delivery?

Hon J.M_ BERINSON: That is a serious question and -I think I ought to take advice on it. On
a plain reading of the definition, it seems to me that in the milk vendor example, if the vendor
were to pick up the bread from the bakehouse at 5.00 pmn and then start delivering it --

Hon G.E. Masters: And then deliver it between 5.00 pmn and 10.00 pmn.
Hon J.M. BER[NSON; Let us take the direct example. If he were to deliver it between 5.00
pm and 10.00 pm, he would be in breach of these provisions. Hon Gordon Masters is raising
the question of a broken delivery, whereby, if I -understand the question correctly, the bread is
delivered from the bakehouse to some other store before 6.00 pm.



Hon G.E. Masters: He could pick it up himself, take it borne --

Hon J.M. BERIINSON: Before 6.00 pm and then deliver it separately after that time. Frankly
I would not want --

Hon G.E. Masters: I understood from the debate in the other place that that is what could
happen, but maybe it was not made clear.

Hon E.M. BERINSON: I would prefer to take advice on that. While I have the opportunity
though, I would like to clarify the other case of bread being delivered from Perth to Karratha
over a 24-hour period. Is the member talking about frozen or fresh bread?

Hon G.E. MASTERS: I do not quite know how they do the deliveries. It may well be that it
is frozen bread, but there must be a delivery to country areas from some of the major bakeries
in Perth, or (ieraldton, or wherever. A great quantity of bread might be shifted over great
distances and could take anything up to 24 hours to deliver. What is the position then,
particularly if that truck drops a few major consignments along the way? If a truck is going
through to Karratha making bread deliveries, it would be a very good thing if the truck could
deliver on the way. It might stop every 300 miles -- for example, at Geraldton, Carnarvon,
and Karratha. According to this definition that would be delivering directly from the
bakehouse out of hours.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: I will take that question on notice to allow me to obtain the
appropriate advice.

Progress

Progress reported and leave given to sit again, on motion by Hon i.M. Berinson (Leader of
the House).

RESERVES AND LAND RE VESTMENT BILL (No 2)
.Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Graham Edwards (Minister for
Sport and Recreation), read a first time.

Second Reading

HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan -- Minister for Sport and Recreation)
111.29 pm]: On behalf of my colleague, the Minister for Community Services, I move --

That the Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill is similar in intent to that brought before the House earlier this session to obtain the
approval of Parliament to vary "A"-class reserves for whatever reason, as well as closing
certain pedestrian accessways situated in various suburbs and locations.

Apart from the final clause, the balance of the provisions of the Bill relate to 'A"-class
reserves. "A"-class Reserve No 24033 at Beverley in the Shire of Beverley, electoral district
of Avon and electoral province of Central, is set aside for the purpose of "recreation and
public utility" with lots 106 to 108 inclusive of the reserve being vested in the Minister for
Community Services and the balance of the reserve being vested in the Shire of Beverley,
with power to lease.

The Shire of Beverley has requested that, in accordance with its proposed town planning
scheme No 2, Reserve No 24033 be cancelled and the contained land made available for sale
as industrial blocks. The Department of Community Services has also requested that its
vesting order over lots 106 to 108 inclusive be transferred to the Aboriginal Lands Trust.
While discussion is continuing into the future use of the reserve, it is considered appropriate
to cancel the Class "A" status of Reserve No 24033 at this stage. The status is considered
inappropriate, and its cancellation will permit expeditious design and/or rearrangement of the
lots when agreement has been reached on the future use of the land.

Class "A" Reserve No 14222 at Port Denison in the Shire of Irwin, electoral district of
Greenough, and electoral province of Upper West, is set aside for "camping and recreation"
and is vested in the Shire of Irwin with power to lease for terms up to 21 years. Due to
changes in the high-water mark of the foreshore area, a general review of the entire beach
front has been undertaken, resulting in a rationalisation of the townsite's boundaries. This
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rationalisation requires the cancellation of Reserve No 14222 and the inclusion of the
contained land with other cancelled reserves, closed roads, and vacant Crown land to create
new reserves for the purposes of "preservation of foreshore", "recreation", and "harbour
purposes". Parliament's approval is required to cancel this reserve to allow for the foreshore
rationalisation, and this clause seeks that approval.

Class "A" Reserve No 12189 at Cape Bouvard in the Shire of Mandurah, electoral district of
Mandurah, and electoral province of Lower West, is set aside for "national park", being the
Yalgorup National Park, and is vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation
Authority. As part of a rationalisation of the reserve's eastern boundary, certain portions of
the reserve were excised by Act No 120 of 1984 to be exchanged for equal areas of freehold
land. The exchange has been completed and it is intended to include the former portions of
freehold land into Reserve No 12189. These portions are now identified as Murray Locations
1787, 1788, and 1794. Parliament's approval is sought to include Murray Locations 1787,
1788, and 1794 into Reserve No 12189.

Class "A" Reserve No 27575 near Quinns Rocks in the City of Wanneroo, electoral district of
Moore, and electoral province of Upper West, is set aside for "national park', being the
Neerabup National Park, and is vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation
Authority. In accordance with the Environmental Protection Authority's red book System 6
recommendation M6. t, the Department of Conservation and Land Management has
requested that the area of vacant Crown land containing 4.0469 hectares, being former
".sanitary site" Reserve No 21771, be included into the Class "A" reserve. Both the City of
Wanneroo and the Water Authority of Western Australia are agreeable. Parliament's
approval for the inclusion of this area is required, and this clause seeks that approval.

Class "A" Reserve No 2682 in the Town of Albany, electoral district of Albany, and electoral
province of South, is set aside for "public park" with vesting in the Town of Albany. As a
consequence of the realignment of Marine Drive, it is intended to include the closed portions
of the former road into Reserve No 2682. It is further intended to cancel Reserve No 17 1, set
aside for "public purposes", and include this land into Reserve No 2682 also so that the latter
reserve now comprises Albany Lot No 1371. In view of its Class "A" status, Parliament's
approval is required to amend Reserve No 2682, and this clause seeks that approval.

Class "A" Reserve No 37617 at Neerabup Lake in the Cityof Wanineroo, electoral district of
Moore and electoral province of.-Upper West, is set aside for "protection and preservation of
Orchestra Shell Cave" and is vested in the City of Wanneroo. Lot 7 of Swan Location 1523
was resumed in 1976 to afford further protection to this cave and, following the local
council's recent approval, has now been revested in Her Majesty and reidentified as Swan
Location 10824. It is intended to include this location in Reserve No 37617. Parliament's
approval is required to include Swan Location 10824 into Reserve No 37617, and this clause
seeks that approval.

Class "A" Reserve No 1847 at Glen Forrest in the Shire of Mundaring, electoral district of
Kalamunda and electoral province of West, is set aside for "national park" and is vested in
the Shire of Mundaring. The reserve has been named "Binbrook Park". In accordance with
the Environmental Protection Authority red hook recommendation 430, it is intended to
include Glen Forrest Lot No 347 into Reserve No 1847 and change the purpose to "park
land". Approval of all affected parties has been provided. As Reserve No 1847 has Class
"A" status, parliamentary approval is required for its amendment and change of purpose, and
this clause seeks that approval.

Class "A" Reserve No 11797 at Iron Stone Gully Falls in the Shire of Capel, electoral district
of Mitchell and electoral province of South West, is set aside for 'recreation" and is vested in
the Shire of Capel. An inspection of the adjoining undeveloped "church site" Reserve No
16176 indicated that this land would make a complementary addition to the Class "A"
reserve, and the suggestion was therefore put to both the Shire of Capel and the diocese of
Bunbury. Consequent to the agreement of both parties, Reserve No 16176 has now been
cancelled, and it is intended to include the contained land, being Wellington Location 2816,
into Class "A" Reserve No 11797. Due to its Class "A" status, Parliament's approval is
requested for the amendment of Reserve No 11797.
Class "A" Reserve No 24913 at Point Walton in the Shire of Denmark, electoral district of
Stirling and electoral province of South, is set aside for "park lands and recreation" and is
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vested in die Shire of Denmark with power to lease for terms of 21 years. As a result of the
Shire of Denmark's request for a road closure, a recalculation of the area was undertaken for
Reserve No 24913 and original plan No 16756 was drawn to depict the reserve boundaries. It
is intended to amend Reserve No 24913 to comprise Plantagenet Location 7625 as shown on
original plan No 16756. This will include the portion of closed road. Parliament's approval
is required to amend Reserve No 24913 and this clause seeks char approval.
Class "A" Reserve No 27834 at Boyup Brook in the Shire of Boyup Brook, electoral district
of Collie and electoral provinice of Lower Central, is set aside as "park" with vesting in the
Shire of Boyup Brook. As a consequence of the redesign of portion of the Boy-up Brook light
industrial area, as approved by the shire and former Town Planning Board, amendment of
Reserve No 27834 is required to comprise Boyup Brook Lot No 363 as surveyed and shown
on original plan 15922. Parliament's approval is sought to amend Reserve No 27834.
Class "A" Reserve No 8432 in the Shire of Augusta-Margaret River, electoral district of
Vasse and electoral province of South West, is set aside as "national park", being pant of
Lecuwin-Naturaliste National Park, and is vested in the National Parks and Nature
Conservation Authority. In accordance with the Lecuwin-Naturaliste work group report
1982, the Department of Conservation and Land Management requested the cancellation of
'limestone" Reserve No 15426 and the inclusion of the contained land into Reserve No 8432.
T'he Shire of Augusta-Margaret River is agreeable to this proposal and Reserve No 15426
has been cancelled. Parliament's approval is required to include Sussex Location 1402 --
former Reserve No 15426 -- and this clause seeks that approval.
Class "A" Reserve No 24781 at Fortestdale Lake in the City of Armadale, electoral district of
Dale and electoral province of Lower West, is set aside for the purpose of "protection of flora
and fauna and recreation", being the Forrestdale Lake natur reserve, and is vested in the
National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The Department of Conservation and
Land Management has requested, as part of its management plan for the lake, that the area
comprising Class "C" Reserve No 37016 be classified Class "A". However, it is now
considered preferable for Reserve No 37016 to be cancelled and the contained land included
into Reserve No 24781. As Reserve No 24781 has Class "A" status, Parliament's approval is
required for this proposed amendment, and this clause seeks that approval.
Class "A" Reserve No 14943 at Cheyne Inlet in the Shire of Albany, electoral district of
Stirling and electoral province of South, is set aside for "park lands and recreation" and is not
vested in any authority. The Shire of Albany and the Department of Conservation and Land
Management have agreed to the excision of that area of land, surveyed on lands diagram No
88016 as Plantagenet Location 7621, for a "rubbish disposal site". As Reserve No 14943 is
classified Class "A", Parliament's approval is required for the excision of Location 7621, and
this clause seeks that approval.
Class "A" Reserve No 1022 in the City of South Perth, electoral district of South Perth and
electoral province of South Central Metropolitan, is set aside as "recreation ground", being
named Windsor Park. Perth Lot No 699 is vested in the Zoological Gardens Board, while the
balance of the reserve is vested in the City of South Perth with power to lease. In accordance
with the historic precinct Mends Street study, the reserve has been resurveyed, agreement has
been reached on the excision of Perth Lot No 992 -- formerly Lot No 699 and portion of Lot
Nos 401 and 749 -- from Reserve No 1022 and the redescripuion of the balance of the reserve
to comprise Perth Lot No 993. It is intended that Perth Lot No 992 will be set aside for
"1zoological gardens". Parliament's approval is required to amend the reserve, and this clause
seeks that approval.
Class "A" Reserve No 2851 at Daweaville in the Shire of Mandurah, electoral district of
Mandurah and electoral province of Lower West, is set aside for "recreation and camping"
and is vested in the Shire of Mandurah. The reserve is named "Caddadup Reserve". In
accordance with a request from the Shire of Mandurah, it is intended to excise that portion of
Reserve No 2851 now designated as Murray Location 1832 for inclusion into the adjoining
Reserve No 37304 to provide additional bowling greens. Reserve No 37304 is vested in the
Shire of Mandurah and is leased to the South Mandurah Bowling and Social Club.
Parliament's approval is sought for the excision of Murray Location 1832.
Class "A" Reserve No 27004 at Kalbarri in the Shire of Northampton, electoral district of
Greenough and electoral province of Upper West, is set aside for "national park" with vesting
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in rhe National Park and Nature Conservation Authority. In accordance with a request from
the former National Parks Authority for the rationalisation of the reserve's boundaries, it is
proposed to excise those areas of land now designated as Victoria Location 11 715 and 11716
from Reserve No 27004 for inclusion in the adjoining "park lands" Reserve No 2659 1. These
locations are severed from the main "national park" by the Ajana-Kalbarri Road.
Parliament's approval for the excision of land is required and this clause seeks that approval.
Class "A" Reserve No 26887 at Jerramungup in the Shire of Jerramurigup, electoral district of
Kaxanning-Roe and electoral province of South, is set aside for "park lands and recreation"
and is vested in the Shire of Jerramungup. The shire has requested the excision of
Jerrarnungup Lots Nos 377 and 378 from Reserve No 26887 for a "tourist information bay"
and a "museum and tourist information centre", which are to be developed as pant of the
Bicentennial celebrations. Parliament's approval is accordingly sought for the excision of
these lots.
Class "A" Reserve No 1720 at Mt Eliza in the City of Perth, electoral district of Perth and
electoral province of Metropolitan, is set aside for "public park", being known as Kings Park,
and is vested in the Kings Park Board. Portion of the reserve comprising Perth Lot No 165
and pant Lot No 164 is vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. This
latter portion is leased on a weekly basis by the Department of Conservation and Land
Management, being occupied by the establishment known as "Bemnies". The future of the site
has been under consideration since 1978 when proposals to excise it from the reserve and
dispose of the land were first suggested. In 1984 the Western Australian Development
Corporation was given the charter to orchestrate the future of the site and, following approval
from CALM in 1986, directed that the site be surveyed and excised from Reserve No 1720.
The area has been surveyed and identified as Perth Lots Nos 988 and 989 on land
administration diagram 87971, and it is now intended to excise these lots from Reserve No
1720. Lot No 989 is to be disposed of to the owner of the adjoining Lot No 3 and
incorporated into that lot to overcome an encroachment. Lot No 988 Is to be made available
to the Western Australian Development Corporation for subsequent disposal. Parliament's
approval is required to excise Perth Lots Nos 988 and 989, and this clause seeks that
approval.
Class "A" Reserve No 33966 at Maylands; in the City of Stirling, electoral district of
Maylands and electoral province of North East Metropolitan, is set aside for "public
recreation" and is vested in the City of Stirling. In accordance with the EPA System 6
recommendation M50, and in association with various interested Government agencies, a
regionalisation plan for the development of Maylands Peninsula has been prepared. As a
consequence of this plan, it is now proposed to excise an area of 7.4633 hectares, comprising
Swan Location 10831 and a road widening as shown on land administration original plan
16868, from Reserve No 33966 and change its purpose to 'park land and recreation". The
area comprising Location 10831 is to be included in the adjoining Police Academy site.
Parliament's approval for the excision and change of purpose is sought.
Class "A" Reserve No 680 at Eight Mile Spring in the Shire of Bridgetown-Greenbushes,
electoral district of Warren and electoral province of Lower Central, is set aside for 'stopping
and watering place for teams" and is vested in the Shire of Bridgetown-Oreenbushes.
Following a suggestion from the Department of Land Administration to update the purpose,
and subsequent agreement by both the shire council and Water Authority of Western
Australia, it is now proposed to change the purpose of Reserve No 680 to "rest and recreation
area'. In view of its Class "A" status, parliamentary approval is required to change the
purpose, and this clause seeks that approval.
Class "A" Reserve No 3412 at Powlalup in the Shire of Donnybrook-Balingup, electoral
district of Collie and electoral province of Lower Central, is set aside for "resting place for
travellers and stock" and is not vested in any authority. In accordance with EPA System 6
recommendation C98 and a request from the Deparment of Conservation and Land
Management, it is proposed to change the purpose of the reserve to "recreation" and vest it in
the Lands and Forest Commission. Development and management objectives consistent with
the intent of the System 6 recommnendation are to be prepared. Parliament's approval of the
change of purpose is required, and this clause seeks that approval.
Class "A" Reserve No 18698 at Jiakin Lake in the Shire of Kuhin, electoral district of
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Merredin and electoral province of Central, is set aside as "national park" but is unvested.
The former Department of Fisheries and Wildlife requested the change of purpose of this
reserve to "conservation of flora and fauna" wit vesting in the Western Australian Wildlife
Authority. The Shire of Kuhin has now agreed to the proposal, although vesting will now be
in the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. Parliament's approval of the
change of purpose is accordingly sought.

Class "A" Reserve No 24808 at Oyster Harbour in the Town of Albany, electoral district of
Stirling and electoral province of South, is set aside for "recreation" and is unvested. EPA
red book recommendation 2.13 provides for the change of purpose of this reserve to
"Iconservation of flora and fauna" with vesting in the former WA Wildlife Authority. The
Department of Conservation and Land Management has now advised the Town of Albany's
agreement to the proposal and has requested that the change of purpose proceed, with vesting
now being to the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. Parliament's approval
of the change of purpose is necessary and this clause seeks that approval.

Class "A" Reserve No 15385 at Jiakin Lake in the Shire of Kuhn, electoral district of
Merredin and electoral province of Central, is set aside for "park lands and water" with
vesting in the Minister for Water Resources. In accordance with a request from the former
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife to protect an outlying jarrah stand on the reserve, and
after agreement from the former Public Works Department and the Shire of Kuhin, it is
intended to change the purpose of Reserve No 15385 to "park lands, water and conservation
of flora and fauna". Parliament's approval of the change of purpose is accordingly sought.

The latter part of this Bill seeks approval for the closure and revestment of 12 pedestrian
accessways situated in various locations. These accessways, as described on the table to the
clause, were created from private freehold subdivisions under section 20A of the Town
Planning and Development Act and, as a condition of subdivision, are vested in Her Majesty.
Passage of time has indicated that in these instances the accessways are no longer required or
are causing problems through misuse, vandalism, intrusion into family privacy, and antisocial
behaviour, In all cases the closure applications have been submitted by the relevant local
government authority after adequate publicity and provision of time for submidssion of the
objections.

The need for this legislative measure arises from the lack of existing legislation to close these
types of accessways. While amendments to existing legislation are being prepared to
establish permanent powers to deal with these accessways, this revestment clause is intended,
as a short-term solution, to provide the legislative authority necessary to resolve these
particular cases where closure is considered to be an inmmediate requirement. Existing
machinery established under part ViTA of the Land Act will be used to enable disposal of the
land to adjoining landowners with reasonable time being allowed for payment for the land.

I commend this Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon DiJ. Wordsworth.

SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH AMENDMENT BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Leader of the
House), read a first time.

Second Reading

HON J.M. BERINSON (North Central Metropolitan -- Leader of the House) [11.51 pmn]: I
move --

That the Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill before the House serves two purposes: It allows for the transfer of responsibility for
making solar energy research grants to the new Minerals and Energy Research Institute and
provides for the winding up of the Solar Energy Research Institute.

It is believed that this is one of the few occasions in t his State when it has been necessary to
prepare legislation which is designed specifically to provide for the formal winding up of a
statutory body which is not subject to the Companies Code. The form such legislation
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should rake was the subject of lengthy discussions between Parliamentary Counsel and
officers from the institute, the State Energy Commission, and State Treasury. The
Government decided that the simplest way to achieve its previously announced policy would
be to amend the Solar Energy Research Act 1977 to provide for the appointment by the
Minister of a person in place of the board of directors to carry out functions similar to those
of a company liquidator. This Bill therefore provides for the amendment of all sections of the
Solar Energy Research Act which will not be appropriate or necessary to a winding up, and
inserts in that Act a new part VII entitled "Liquidation of Affairs of Institute". This part
contains the necessary additional provisions relating to the appointment of a liquidator and
the procedures to be followed in winding up the institute and its activities.
The State Energy Commission has provided the institute with support facilities and staff since
its creation in 1977. Under the Solar Energy Research Act, a member of the commission is
required to hold the office of chairman of the board of directors of the institute. It was
considered appropriate that such a person should be appointed to perform the function and
duties of liquidator, again drawing on support services from the commission. It will be
observed that under the Bill the liquidator will have all the functions and powers of the board
of directors in so far as they are relevant to a winding up, and such additional powers as are
considered necessary to enable the functions and duties to be performed. The liquidator will
have full authority to collect in all assets and discharge all liabilities, and will have the power
to compound and compromise any claim with the Minister's approval. The liquidator will be
responsible also for the disposal of all surplus assets in accordance with a scheme of
arrangement approved by the Governor through the Minister.
When the duties of the liquidator are completed the Minister is required to be notified in
writing of the day on which that completion took place. Persons who are aggrieved by a
decision, omission, or act of the liquidator made during the term of administration will he
able to appeal to the Supreme Court.
Subject to the proposed amendments contained in the Bill the provisions of die Financial
Administration and Audit Act regulating the financial administration, audit, and reporting of
statutory authorities will apply to and in respect of the institute and its operations. The
liquidator as the accountable authority under that Act will be responsible for the preparation
and submission to the Minister of a final report which will contain the financial statements
and other information required under those provisions and will perform all other duties
required under that Act as amended by this Bill.
When the requirements of the Financial Administration and Audit Act as amended by this
Bill have been complied with the Solar Energy Research Act 1977 will be repealed on a day
to be fixed by proclamation.
In view of the fact that legal doubts have arisen as to the payment of certain research grants
moneys since 3 April 1987, being the last date upon which there was a quorumn of the board
of directors, a validation provision has been included in die Bill to remove such doubts. The
moneys formed pant of grants approved by the board of directors prior to that date. However,
it should be noted that, notwithstanding the repeal of the Solar Energy Research Act,
provisions as to confidentiality will continue to apply to persons who have been members of
the board of directors or the holders of other offices as mentioned in this Bill. It will be
necessary also to make consequential amendments to the Constitution Acts Amendment Act
1899 and the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985, and provision has been made
accordingly.
I commend this Bill to the House.
Debate adourned, on motion by Hon N.F. Moore.

MINERALS AND ENERGY RESEARCH BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Leader of the
House), read a first time.
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Second Reading
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Central Metropolitan -- Leader of the House) [11.56 pm]: I
move --

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this Bill is to provide for the incorporation of certain funding functions of the
Solar Energy Research Institute of Western Australia -- SERIWA -- with those of the
Western Australian Mining and Petroleum Research Institute -- WAMPRI -- as foreshadowed
in the Treasurer's Budget speech for the 1986-87 fiscal year. The result will be a new
institute to be known as the Minerals and Energy Research Institute of Western Australia --
MERIWA -- which will replace WAMPRI and the external research funding function of
SERIWA, and effect the repeal of the Mining and Petroleum Research Act 1981. This
decision was made in order to promote a more cost-efficient, needs-based use of public funds
and to reduce duplication. Responsibility for the management of those energy research
projects which formerly would have been funded externally by SERIWA will be taken up by
MERJ WA.

The Bill enlarges WA.MPRI's current functions to include responsibility for projects in the
energy research area. These functions span the full range of a research project, from
encouraging application for a research grant through to publication of the results of the work.
In the field of mining and petroleum research projects, WAMPRI's board of directors is
served by an advisory commidttee of appropriately knowledgeable and experienced persons.
This Bill provides for a second advisory committee consisting of persons of similar ability in
the energy field also to serve the board of directors, which will be increased in numnber from
three members to four. It is intended that the fourth member of the board of directors be
well-versed in energy matters. While the Bill authorises one fund to be maintained by the
institute, which remains responsible for managing its own finances, it also stipulates that any
moneys received for either minerals research or energy research projects shall be respectively
so applied.

The Bill has been discussed with State Treasury, the Public Service Board, the Director
General of Mines, and the State Energy Commrission of Western Australia, and they have all
indicated their support. I commnend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon N.E. Moore.

ACTS AMENDMENT (GRAIN MARKETING) BILL

In Committee
Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. The Deputy Chairman of Comm-ittees (Hon
Robert Hetherington) in the Chair; Hon Graham Edwards (Minister for Sport and Recreation)
in charge of the Bill.

Clause 5: Sections 22A and 22B inserted --

Progress was reported after the clause had been partly considered.

Hon C.J. BELL: Before progress was reported we were debating subclause (4). I sought
information from the Minister about the requirement for everybody who has a permit to
purchase grain to have to return a form to the Grain Pool indicating the amount of grain that
had been purchased, given that the purpose for which it is purchased is outlined in the initial
permit. I thought that perhaps it might be possible that a condition on the permit might be
altered to overcome the need for some people to retur the form to the Grain Pool. I ask the
Minister for the latest information he has regarding this matter.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Clause 5(4) requires the purchaser to deliver to the Grain Pool
a notice one month after the purchase of grain under permit. Clause 5(4)(d) specifies the use
to which the prescribed grain was put. In the case of grain being purchased under permit and
then being placed into storage for longer than one month, a single return in accordance with
the details of the section is all that is required. That does not resolve the argument that if
there is to be a change of purpose the onus is upon the purchaser.

Hon ElJ. CHARLTON: Would it be sufficient, to meet the requirements of the Grain Pool
and to alleviate problems which may occur, if we delete the word "shall' on the second line
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and replace it with the word "may". The clause would still give authority to the Gramn Pool,
depending on the circumstances, to require this form not later than the end of the month
following the purchase. Could we delete the word "deliver" and substitute the words "be
required to deliver" -- and so on?

That proposition allows the Grain Pool to make a decision if it believes a requirement exists
for notice when it issues the permit in the initial stage -- depending on what the permuit is to
be used for. If it is a one-off sale, where perhaps a person buys his grain once a year, perhaps
that is a situation where the Grain Pool may not require notice. Perhaps this suggestion
would eliminate some of the paper work involved.

[Quorum formed.]
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The Government has no opposition to that proposed
amendment, which may eliminate the difficulties expressed by members opposite.

The clause was amended, on motions by Hon E.J. Charlton, as follows --

Page 3, line 26 -To delete "shall" and substitute "may".

Page 3, line 27 -- To delete "deliver" and substitute "be required to deliver",

Hon W.N. STRETCH: Before we attend to my amendment (D) I would like to return to the
matter being discussed before progress was reported, which was the storage of grain when a
person who no longer required the grain wishes to dispose of it. I foreshadowed the difficulty
which may occur further down on page 4. 1 wish to ascertain whether we can discuss this
question if we move beyond the disposal of carry over grain.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon Robert Hetherington): The member may discuss the
whole clause.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: I move an amendment --

Page 4, lines 4 and 5 -- To delete these lines.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I did not catch the member's reason for deleting the lines
although I understand it is basically the same argument as that advanced on proposed
subsection 23A(3)(f).
Hon W.N. STRETCH: I am still not happy about proposed paragraph (f). 1 do not see the
need for proposed paragraph (e) on page 4. Does the Minister regard those mailers as also
coming under the appeal provision as part of the return permit?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: This would come under the appeal provision, and that is why I
do not have the same difficulty with it as the member does.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: In that case I seek leave to withdraw my amendment.

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
Hon W.N. STRETCH: I refer now to proposed section 22B and again refer to the point I
made earlier on this disposal of carried over grain. In the course of the suspension we did not
come to a conclusion on the on-selling of that grain.

Hon GRAHAMv EDWARDS: It would be controlled by the need for the purchaser to have
that permit.
Hon W.N. Stretch: With or without repaying the levy on that grain?

Hon GRAHMV EDWARDS: I understand it would be treated as a normal purchase, so the
levy would be paid.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: Bearing in mind that some of these grains can be on-handled three or
four times a season, should we have a provision to provide that the levy on that grain is paid
just once a season?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: That would make it terribly difficult to control the movement
of that grain which may have a levy attached to it. I cannot see that a lot of grain would be
on-sold three or four times a season. If a farmer purchases the grain for on-farm purposes it
is most unlikely he would use the grain for other purposes. It does not seem realistic that the
farmer would over-purchase vast amounts of grain, although I assume that from time to time
someone might have a sale of stock which would then result in a surplus of grain; but that
would be a rare occurrence. [ do not think this point is a major concern.
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Hon WI'!. STRETCH4: It is a problem because, fanning being the risky game that it is, one
always budgets for a carryover. The average pmudent fanner would anticipate carrying 25 per
cent more grain than he would ever require, not for the worst possible scenario but for the
mediuim to bad scenario. Large amounts of grain are carried over and it is quite common to
look through an Elders weekly magazine and see large tonnages for sale to be cleared out of
silos before the coming har-vest. It is a very significant amount. It is exacerbated in seasons
such as the great southern is having now, where the tonnages of lupin grain coming in from
the central and eastern wheatbeirs are very considerable. Same thousands of tomnes are
coming into my area alone, and that is only the edge of the drought area. If a fanner is
desperately short of feed I suppose he is not going to quibble about the extra research levy,
and I accept that is a fairly minor point. However, in this Chamber we axe continually talking
about the add-on casts to farmers, with a little bit added here and a little bit added there, and I
would be very loathe to go on adding to those costs. We have all agreed that the research
levy is a very worthy fund and it might be one that we just have to grin and bear. It will not
apply to all farmers, but it will apply to a considerable tonnage of grain. But considering the
size of the research levy it may be one the industry will just have to take on the chin. I would
like the Minister to convey my concern to the Minister for Agriculture. We would welcome
that although it is not something we would go to the barricades over at this stage.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I will convey that concern to the Minister for Agriculture.

Hon DTJ WORDSWORTH: While I think it is nice for the Minister here to discuss it with
the Minister for Agriculture, in fact we are talking about collecting a levy and having to pay
or cause it to be paid to the Grain Pool for the Grain Research Fund established under section
28. Section 28 says that where the Governor gives the authority pursuant to subsection (1),
the Grain Pool shall impose the levies on producers who deliver to the Grain Pool. When a
person delivers a second time he is not a producer. I believe it is highly illegal; the
Government is allowing for the levy to be imposed on a producer under section 28 and yet
the Minister is suggesting it be imposed on what is literally a dealer.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: [ indicated to Hon Bill Stretch that I was prepared to convey
his concern to the Minister for Agriculture and, if there was a problem we could deal with it,
but I do not think there is a problem.

Hon DJ. WORDSWORTH: An applicant for a permit under this clause must --

(a) Apply to the Grain Pool in accordance with the form approved for the
purpose by the Grain Pool;

(b) Pay the appropriate fee as determined by the Grain Pool with the approval
of the Minister; and

(c) Enter a binding agreement to pay or cause to be paid to the Grain Pool for
the Grain Research Fund established under section 28 an amount
equivalent to the amount of levies that would have been imposed on the
producer of the prescribed grain and paid to the Grain Research Fund if the
prescribed grain purchased under the perm-it had been delivered to the
Grain Pool for a compulsory pool.

In other words, we are referring to section 28(2) of the Grain Marketing Act, which states --

Where the Governor gives an authority pursuant to subsection (L), the Grain Pool
shall impose the levies on producers who deliver to the Grain Pool grain that is the
subject of the authority.

The Grain Marketing Act, and the levies imposed under this clause, are all about producers
producing grain, but when a second permit is sought it is not sought by a producer but by a
dealer; therefore, he can hardly be described as a producer and be charged a second time.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The member is quite right.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: This must mean by definition that the levy cannot be imposed on the
buyer.

Hon Graham Edwards; Mr Wordsworth was quite correct and that would apply so that the
levy could not be reapplied.
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Hon W.N. STRETCH: Could any levy under the whole of this proposal change from seller
to buyer? By definition the producer has to be the seller because he cannot buy the grain that
he has produced. He has produced that grain and is proposing to sell it. Under the parent
Act, the levy can only be imposed on a producer, that is, the seller. Therefore, the proposal
contained in this Bill appears to totally contravene the parent Act.

Hon Graham Edwards: I take the point put by the Hon D.J. Wordsworth, but I cannot
understand the point put by the Hon W.N. Stretch.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: This takes us back to clause 4 where we started talking about the
purchaser paying the levy. Does the Minister follow my logic, that we have established that
the producer on whom it is entitled to impose the levy is also the seller, whether by the
commonsense definition or anything else? In my estimation, the whole Bill is now brought
into question.

Hon Graham Edwards: But the member identified clause 4.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: Yes, but this argument does apply more directly to clause 5, which
we are discussing. At the top of page 3 it states that the purchaser, that is, the applicant for
the permit, then pays the appropriate fee. That is where, as the Hon David Wordsworth has
pointed out, we axe in conflict with the parent Act because a levy can only be imposed on the
producer, that is, the seller.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It says the equivalent of what a purchaser would be paying in (c).
The fact that a producer is not sending the grain to the Grain Pool and it is going to someone
else who has been given a permit means that the Minister can prescribe a fee which is
equivalent, and so on. I think that overcomes the problem. Do you agree, Minister?

Hon Graham Edwards: I cannot understand the point that the honourable member is making.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I move an amendment --

Page 4, after line 24 -- To insert after proposed section 22B the following section --

Review of sections 22A and 22B

22C. (1) The Minister shall carry out a review of the operation and
effectiveness of sections 22A and 22B commencing no later than one year
after the coming into operation of the Acts Amendment (Grain Marketing) Act
1987, or 28 February 1989, whichever is the earlier, and in the course of that
review the Minister shall consider --

(a) the effectiveness of the operations of the Grain Pool under section
22A;

(b) the need for the continuation of the functions of the Grain Pool
under section 22A; and

(c) such other matters as appear to him to be relevant to the operation
and effectiveness of sections 22A and 22B.

(2) The Minister shall prepare a report based on his review made under
subsection (1) and shall, if practicable, cause the report to be laid before each
House of Parliament during the month of March 1989, but in any event, shall
cause the report to be laid before each House of Parliament no later than 30
June 1989.

The reason for this further proposed section is to have an opportunity for sections 22A and
22B to be reviewed by the Minister. We are not talking about the whole Act being reviewed;
we are simply saying that these two sections, which are the main ingredients of the proposed
legislation, can be reviewed after 12 months of operation. After one year, with the seasonal
operation that will be involved, both the Grain Pool and the industry as a whole will know
how effective this provision has been and whether any anomalies have been created or
whether any situations develop that action can be taken on. We are proposing that section
22C be inserted, and we will then put in place a review of these preceding sections.

I know that another amendment has been foreshadowed so that the review will be carried out
by someone other than the Minister. We have discussed this aspect and while we support
flu4)
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and acknowledge that sort of provision in a lot of other cases, we do not think that would be
the best way to go in this case because it is the Minister who is setting the fee and so forth.

Hon C.J. BELL: It was my intention to move a different amendment. However, as the
proposed amendment by Hon Eric Chariton refers only to a review of the permit system and
not to the whole Act, it may be that I could be persuaded that we could suffice, wit a
ministerial review which is tabled in the House for review by the Parliament, and [ think that
would be an appropriate time to look at whether a review of the total Act would be
appropriate. Given that we are moving in a different situation, it may be that I could be
persuaded to accept that the amendment moved by the member would be adequate in this
circumstance.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: There are a couple of problems with this. It would be much
better to have a review of the whole Act rather than just of a section, because what will
happen if in the course of the review other difficulties are found, but because of the
limitations which are contained here, the whole Act is not reviewed?

It is extremely important that we have at least two years before that review is carried out. I
cannot see that the period of one year that the member is talking about is sufficient to provide
a reasonable time for that review to take place. It will be necessary to have more time to
evaluate that which is sought to be reviewed.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I would be surprised if the Minister handling the Bill in this
Chamber -- and certainly the Minister for Agriculture -- did not look upon this as a logical
requirement, because the review would be an ongoing one anyway. I am surprised to bear
the Minister say that we should review the whole Act. It was not stated that the Government
was going to have a look at the Act. All we are putting in place is that the Government
should have a look at those changes to which we have already agreed. The period is actually
longer than 12 months because the bottom l ine of it is 30 June 1989, which is more than 18
months away. We are asking that a review take place because otherwise we can put this
provision in place and we might never hear any more about it.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I understand that the Minister has indicated that he was
prepared to conduct a ministerial review after two years, which I thought would be sufficient
to meet the needs of members opposite. There does seem to be a difficulty over the period of
time, and I cannot understand why one would want to conduct that review after a period of
only one year.

Hon C.J. BELL: An important additional fact of information is required: When is it
anticipated that these amendments to the Act would come into place? If the Act is not going
to be effective for this year's harvest and we are going to miss most of that, I would agree
with the Minister that it may be premature to review the Act when there would be no grain
harvest existing. However, if it is anticipated that the Act will come into force forthwith and
one has virtually a full season in which to review it, there may be some prospect of having a
valid review of the changes which have been made. The reason I said I would not continue
with my anticipated amendment to this amendment is that when that review comes forward, I
would anticipate that we would be asking for a full review of the Act. It would be premature
to talk about that now, but we have made changes and we should look at what the net effect
of those changes has been. So a very important factor is when is it anticipated that these
changes will in fact rake effect?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I understood that the changes were going to take effect before
this year's harvest but I think we will now be battling to do that and they will not come into
effect before this harvest. Obviously it would be at some stage after it. That is the difficulty
I have. I think we may be really missing out on the opportunity because of the limitation of
time in which to conduct a reasonable review.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: I tend to lean to the Minister's point of view. I believe that a very
significant amount of lupins are now harvested and by the time this Act is proclaimed even
more will have been harvested. I would be very surprised if the Minister got much done
before Christmas. I know that large tonnages are now in place and that quite a lot will be
going on through January, February, and March but I do not think we will get much of an
indication ftom that. In effect, that gives us a one-season trial.

The speech of the Minister in another place did make some mention of the ministerial review
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although the second reading speech made here by this Minister on his behalf simply said it
would be looked at. The exact words were --

The new arrangements will be closely monitored and reviewed within two years to
deternnine whether changes should be made to the arrangements introduced by this
Bill.

That would be satisfactory provided they were carried out in the manner foreshadowed by
Hon Eric Charion's amendment which I think admirably sets out what we would like to see;
that is, the tabling of the ministerial report in both Houses of Parliament and that it be
debatable, because there are some major changes here.
If Hon Eric Charlton is to proceed with his amendment I will move a very small amendment
to expand the review from sections 22A and 22B to part D11 of the Act which includes that
section of the Grain Marketing Act 1975, including the new amendments. As I pointed out
earlier, the role of lupins as a grain in the marketplace has changed. I regret that I misled the
Chamber earlier when I said I recalled from a letter that one-third of lupin grain was used
internally within Western Australia. In fact that letter stated that two-thirds of the grain was
used in Western Australia and that only one-third was exported. Therefore we are even
further along the track than I said ealier in establishing lupins as one of the major feed grains,
and we are coming increasingly under the influence of the feed market as opposed to the
export market. That indicates there will be a need to look at the marketing section of the Act,
which would include such things as what should be prescribed grains and what should not,
Before anyone gets excited, I am not saying we would necessarily de-prescribe lupins but we
should look at those sorts of things. These things should be covered by the review.
I move --

That the amendment be amended by deleting "sections 22A and 22B' in proposed
section 22C and substituting the following --

part III of this Act
I might add that I was going to move a review clause very much in line with that already
moved by Hon Eric Charlton but as they are so similar I deferred to his earlier amendment.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I still! feel that the best and most sensible way to effect a
review is to conduct the ministerial review suggested by the Minister. The Minister has the
capacity, in conjunction with and after discussion with the industry, to identify those sections
of the Act that cause problems, if there are any, or any problems relating to the amendments
with which we are dealing now. I feel that in this instance the ministerial review is, quite
simply, the best way to go. As well, we are still stuck with the difficulty of having only one
year and the time limit is simply inappropriate. Indeed, it would prevent any sort of
reasonable review being carried out. I feel also that the amendment really is not well worded
and could cause some concern. The best thing to do would be to reject this amendment and
to proceed on the basis of the offer made by the Minister.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I wish to comment on Hon em~ Stretch's amendment to the
amendment I have moved. Obviously the National Party wanted a review of the two clauses
that are affected by this legislation. As a result of that, we got the Minister to carry this out. I
heard the comments of Hon emU Stretch in support of his amendment on the amendment but I
really do not think there is any need at this stage to incorporate the extra aspects he suggests.
I would rather the amendment remained as is.
Secondly, with regard to the review I point out to the Minister that it is November now. We
are going to have what is left of this harvest for the permit system to operate -- and I am
talking about the grain that has come from this harvest; we will have the full year of activity
and the next harvest coming along; and the review does not have to be tabled before March
1989 so we have all of next harvest as well. Obviously the review wmU be ongoing and will be
monitored. I do not think we are putting any pressure on the Minister's department, the
Grain Pool, or anyone else. They will be very keen to see how it goes; it is just a matter of
letting the Parliament see how it has gone.
The amendment says that the report should be tabled and laid before each House of
Parliament no later than 30 June so really there is plenty of time -- virtually two harvests. I
cannot see any problem with it.
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I accept the philosophy of Hon Bill Stretch's amendment to my amendment and am not
opposed to it, but this amendment is talking about the proposed changes to the two sections
and therefore we think it is fair and acceptable that both the Minister and the Committee
should support it.
Amendment on the amendment put and passed.
Amendment, as amended, put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 6 put and passed.
Clause 7: Section 37 A inserted -

Hon DT. WORDSWORTH: I do not rise to speak against this clause but rather so that it can
be recorded that if a person wishes to apply for a permit, it would be very sensible for him to
do so early. If he does not, there is nothing to say how long it will take him to get a permit.
Indeed, the Grain Pool does not have to give him a pernit at all; it says that it "may" issue
him with one. My concern is that if the Grain Pool so desires, it can put him out of business
by not giving him a permit. If he applies early enough and does not get his permit, he can
appeal to the Minister; however, if he leaves it until late and applies for his permnit from the
Grain Pool and does not get it, he could well find that the appeal time takes so long that the
short period available to buy the grain -- between the rime it is harvested and the time it goes
into CBH -- will have elapsed and he will not be able to buy grain because it will be gone.
I hope this is noted by anyone who happens to read the Hansard. If they want to get a
permit, they must apply earlier.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It would be disastrous if people wanted a permit and could riot get
one, and had to go to CBH1, would it not, Mr Wordsworth? There is another way of
alleviating this problem -- that is, that theme is no opportunity to provide appeals to the
Minister at all. The National Party is of the opinion that the permit system has been put into
place and the Grain Pool has been given the opportunity and responsibility to administer it.
Therefore it should be left to the Grain Pool- It is up to the Minister to affix the fees we have
already discussed and therefore we think the whole responsibility should be placed fairly and
squarely with the Grain Pool because it has total responsibility for marketing and operating
on those prescribed grains.
We believe the Minister should not be given the opportunity to receive appeals. That specific
operation contained in this legislation comes under the jurisdiction of a Governiment
department set up to run the day-to-day operations and so on. We are talking about specific
grains which are the responsibility of the Grain Pool. Therefore we would very much like
appeals to the Minister dropped. Members of the Committee should give the responsibility to
administer the permit system totally to the Grain Pool, particularly as we are going to have a
review of the situation by the Minister in 12 to 18 months' time.
Hon DTJ WORDSWORTH: I am glad the view of the National Party in respect of this
matter is recorded. Fortunately there is an unfair trading Act in this country and monopolies
are not allowed to exist as people may think fit, or sell in the manner that they think they can.
If a person is a lawful buyer, there is no way in which one can turn around and say, "We just
don't want to sell it to you." While the right to issue permits has been given to the Grain Pool
by the law, fortunately there is, by another law, an overriding right to purchase the grain. I
am very glad we have legislation that defends buyers against monopolies.
Hon W.N. STRETCH: I move an amendment --

Page 5, after line 39 -- To insert the following subsection --

(6) The Minister's decision on an appeal, together with the reasons therefor,
shall be comimunicated in writing to the parties to that appeal within 7 days of
its being finally determined.

I and the Liberal Party support this appeal clause. It is my view at least -- and I believe it is
that of my colleagues -- that all good legislation should have some sort of appeal against such
a decision. As I said in my contribution to the second reading debate, there was a questi on
mark as to whether one can appeal against those opinions. Hon D.J. Wordsworth has just
pointed out that an aggrieved appellant to the Grain Pool could still apply under commnon
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law. We are seeking, in this very sensible appeal clause, a statutory provision that lays down
the machinery for an aggrieved appellant to take his case to the Minister.

I understand from one of my legal opinions that he could then appeal again above the
Minister's decision, but this simplifies the appeal process. As I said earlier, we welcome it.
My amendment indicates that the Minister, after an appeal is heard, will notify all parties to
the appeal of the decision and the reasons for it. The Minister kindly indicated that it was
acceptable to do that. I think this amendment puts in place very necessary, democratic and
sensible appeal provisions, which leave no doubt about the course an aggrieved appellant can
take to obtain a permit.

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (23)
Hon CJ. Bell Hon John Halden Hon Pit. Lockyer Hon Wit. Stretc
Hon J.M. Beninson Hon Kay Hailahan Hon G.E. Masters Hon Doug Wean
Hon LM. Brown Hon Tom Helm Hen Margaret Mc~leer Hon John William
Hon T.G. Badler Hon Barry House Hon NPF. Momw Hon D. Wordsworth
Hon Graham Edwards Hon B.L Jones Hon Mark Nevill Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon Max Evans Hon Garry Kelly Hon Neil Oliver (Teller)

Noes (3)
Hon J.N. Caldwell Hon H.W. Gayfer Hon B.]. Chariton (Teller)

Pair

Aye No

Hon S. M. Piantadlosi Hon Tom McNeil

Clause, as amended, thus passed.
Clauses 8 to I I put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, with amendments, and the report adopted.

Third Reading

Eml read a third time, on motion by Hon Grahiam Edwards (Minister for Sport and
Recreation), and returned to the Assembly with amendments.

ALUMINA REFINERY AGREEMENTS (ALCOA) AMENDMENT BELL

Plan: Tabling
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Central Metropolitan -- Leader of the House) [1.05 am]:
With your indulgence, Mr President, in the second reading speech on the Alumina Refinery
Agreements (Alcoa) Amendment Bill reference was made to a plan which requires to be
tabled. I seek leave to table it.

Leave granted.

(See paper No 524.)
House adjourned at 1.06 am (Thursday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
MR COURTIS

Dismnissal
437. Hon P.O. PENDAL, to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

I refer to the answer to question 321 on 24 September.
(1) Does die Premier suggest in answering parts (6) and (7) that he did

not know that Mr Courtis. having passed information to Mr Burke,
was subsequently dismissed from his job with the State Housing
Commission?

(2) Does the Premier mean that he did not in any way intervene, or
cause another person to intervene on his behalf, or on behalf of the
Government, to ensure that Mr L. Gibson was not appointed to the
job to which he had been recommended by Commissioner Bull?

Hon 3.M. BERINSON replied:
(1) The answer means the Premier was not aware of the basis on which the

officer was dismissed.
(2) As has been stated previously, the Premier was not present at Cabinet when

the appointment was made and consequently was not able to influence
Cabinet discussions.

MINISTERS OF THE CROWN
Country Visits: Notification

446. HON A.A. LEWIS, to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:
(1) Is it still the custom of Ministers visiting country members' areas for the

Ministers to notify the member concerned?
(2) If so, would he ensure that his Ministers do notify members?
Hon 3.M. BERINSON replied:
(1)-(2)

There is no new policy or departure from the previous convention that
Ministers give members of Parliament due notice of official ministerial
visits to country electorates.

PORTS AND HARBOURS: JETITY
Busselton: Government Grant

456. Hon B.J HOUSE, to the Leader of the House representing the Premier
(1) When and where will the cheque for $500 000 for the Busselton Jetty be

paid?
(2) To whom will the money be paid?
(3) Are there any conditions attached to this commitment?
Hon 3.M. BERINSON replied:
(1) The money will be paid as soon as the vesting of the jetty in the Shire of

Busselton is complete. No decision on the venue for presentation has been
made.

(2) Busselton Shire Council.
(3) None, other than that the hiinds be expended on the jetty, and an appropriate

trust fund be set up and administered by a community committee.
TOURISM

Developments: Concession
461. Hon P.H. LOCKYER, to the Minister for Sport and Recreation representing the

Minister for Tourism:
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What concessions are available to people above the 26th parallel with
regard to headworks and tourist-orientated developments?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Government has developed a tourism incentives package to further
attract tourist investment to the State. A headworks deferment system is
being introduced where the cost of headworks; for approved tourism
development projects can be deferred over a number of years instead of the
current, up-front payment system. The sum of $3 million is being allocated
to the system over the financial years 1987-88, 1988-89, and 1989-90.

RIVER SWAN
Statutory Bodies

472. Hon P.O. PENDAI., to the Minister for Community Services representing the
Minister for Conservation and Land Management:

(1) Which statutory bodies will be abolished under the Swan River Tmust Bill?

(2) Why are local authorities not being consulted about the new administrative
arrangements insofar as their land and river banks are to be affected?

(3) Who produced the report upon which the new administrative arrangements
are being based?

(4) What experience, if any, has the person had in these matters?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

(1) The Swan River Management Authority would be replaced by the Swan
River Trust.

(2) Local authorities have been consulted in detail on the new arrangements
proposed under the Swan River Trust Bill. Two meetings have been
convened by the Local Government Association to brief and hold
discussions with the 20 local government authorities with river boundaries.
A number of constructive suggestions have been made by local
government and will be included in the proposed Bill

(3) The report which is the basis for the proposed Bill was prepared by Mr
Chris Zelestis, an eminent barrister.

(4) Mr Zelestis has extensive experience in corporate and administrative law,
and following his very comprehensive review would now be a foremost
authority on the legislative and administrative arrangements relating to
planning and management of the Swan and Canning Rivers. I suggest the
member read Mr Zelestis' excellent report.

ROAD CLOSURES
Swan Shire

482. Hon NEL OLIVER, to the Minister for Sport and Recreation representing the
Minister for Local Government:

I refer to the partial moad closure of Poynton Avenue, Midland, and the
kerbing and landscaping on the corner of Burgess Street and Poynton
Avenue in the Shire of Swan.

(1) When did the Shire of Swan apply for approval?

(2) When was the approval granted?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

(1)-(2)
No application has been received by the Minister for Local Government
for his approval of these road works. I understand the works were carried
out by the council under section 301 of the Local Government Act, which
gives council the authority to undertake such road treatments without the
Minister's consent.
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
EAGLES FOOTBALL GAMES

Televising: Country Regions
446. Hon TOM McNEIL, to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

As there are only 129 days to tile start of the VIFt season, and as the
Western Australian Football League has intimated that the four Saturday
games which the Eagles will be playing in the Eastern States will be
televised direct to this State. what action has the Minister taken to call a
meeting of the parties involved in the dispute that took place earlier this
year on direct coverage of Eagles' games played in this State being
transmitted to country regions?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I advise it is 128 days -- wakey-wakey -- and not 129. 1 have said
consistently before that it is beyond the power of my department to bring
into being that which the member seeks to achieve. However, I am more
than happy to use what resources I can to achieve that. I will be meeting a
WAFL representative on Saturday morning; at this stage I am not sure
whether a representative from the Eagles will be there. I am attempting to
arrage this, and this matter will be discussed at that meeting.

EAGLES FOOTBALL GAMES
Computation of Dates

447. Hon TOM McNEIL, to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:
T'his is the second time the Minister has told me to wake up to the fact that
I am a day out in my arithmetic. I asked the original question on 11I
November and suggested there were 143 days before the first game on 2
April. Perhaps members can work it out and perhaps the Minister might
tell his adviser that next year is a leap year.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I am not sure whether that was a question. Is there
any answer?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I have said before that it is beyond the power of my department to bring
about that which the member seeks to achieve, If it was in my power we
could have fixed the problem when he first raised it 14 days ago. Other
people have to be brought into this matter, and we are doing that.
Can I explain the term "a wakey" for the member's edification? It is an old
army term which had its origins in Vietnam. The moment people got there
they started to cross off the number of days remaining to serve. In order to
bring the last day down by one it was always referred to as "a wakey".

MINISTER FOR COMMUNITY SERVICES
Question Time: Presence

448. Hon N.F. MOORE, to the Leader of the House:
Is the Minister for Community Services rushing to get here for question
time or will she not be here today?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
The Minister is on official business until dinner time.

SHARK BAY BOWLING CLUB
Building Programme

449. Hon R.H. LOCKYER, to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:
Did he give an undertaking to Shark Bay Bowling Club that the
Government would fund one-third of a building programme which the club
is commencing in the futur?
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

I gave an undertaking that the Treasurer would examine that request.
MINISTER FOR SPORT AND RECREATION

UJndertaking

450. Hon P.11. LOCKYER, to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

Is the Minister aware that in a publication known as Jnscription Post
published today he is quoted as saying that he gave an undertaking that
should the shire raise one-third of the money the Government would raise
another third?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

Let me put the matter accurately. I am not responsible for producing that
article, but I have had a look at it. It is wrong, and if the member read it he
will realise it is wrong in that it is supposedly a photo of me sitting on the
bank and it claims to be the opening which was conducted by the
honourable member who asked the question.


